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1 Introduction
1.1

Background

Human activities cause leaking of nitrogen (N) into streams and rivers. This has many
serious consequences, including acidification and loss of biodiversity in lakes and
streams [Vitousek et al., 1997], and hypoxia, loss of biodiversity, and habitat
degradation in coastal waters [Rabalais et al., 2002]. These nitrogen problems need to
be alleviated. This is difficult because determining the impacts of the sources involves
complex processes with feedbacks. Also sources are often spatially and temporally
separated from the impacts.
Understanding of the complexity of N related problems, estimates of future trends,
and assessments of possible solutions can be achieved by proper modeling. Several
models have been developed, ranging from simple empirical models to complex
process based models [Andersen et al., 2003]. All N-flow models have their specific
limitations. One of the major weaknesses is the use of inappropriate scales. This
thesis, therefore, addresses identification of appropriate modeling scales. This can
assist modelers in developing better models that deal with local, regional and
continental N issues in wetlands, rivers and coastal waters.
Before we can start to develop such understanding, we need first to discuss and define
some important theories, concepts and approaches, which concentrate on:
•

Definitions and issues related to scale (Section 1.2).

•

Nitrogen, its flow and the processes involved (Section 1.3)

•

Modeling and different approaches to modeling N flow (Section 1.4).

This thesis centers on selecting the appropriate scales to model N flows.
1.2

Scale issues

In the following the concept of scale is explained with two examples: a terrestrial and
a river system.
A terrestrial example: A land surface of a large watershed is observed at a position of
1000 km above the earth surface. One might be able to distinguish between different
biomes present in the watershed, like forest or grassland. When zooming in on a part
of the watershed one might notice that what is recognized depends on the degree to
which is zoomed in. At first, urban areas, natural land and cultivated land can
probably be distinguished. When further zooming in, individual parcels can be
distinguished. When increasing the degree of zooming in one could subsequently
encounter: biomes, ecosystems, land use types, parcels, trees, plants, leaves, etc. This
simple example illustrates that zooming in at one level can reveal structures on the
earth surface that can not be recognized when zooming in at a different level. It also
illustrates that the smaller structures, that can be recognized when zooming in more,
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often appear in the same area where the larger structures can be recognized when
zooming out.
A river system example: A network of rivers and small streams draining the same
large watershed is observed from 1000 km above the earth surface. One might be able
to distinguish a large lake, a delta and the largest most downstream branch of the
river. When zooming in on the watershed one would probably first see that most of
the watershed is covered by reaches of the river. When continuously further zooming
in, more and smaller river reaches would keep appearing, until having zoomed in so
far that points where springs emerge from the soil are distinguishable.
There are some similarities in the terrestrial and river system example. Both show
additional detail when zooming in. The size of the smallest detail that be distinguished
at a certain degree of zooming in is hereafter referred to as the support [consistent
with Beckie, 2001; Bierkens et al., 2000; Heuvelink, 1998]. On the terrestrial land
surface the support can be quantified as the smallest terrestrial surface area that can
still be distinguished from its surroundings. In the river system a support can be
quantified as the narrowest river width that can still be distinguished. In both
examples the total viewed surface area is likely to decrease when zooming in. For the
terrestrial example this was the total area of land surface, and for the river system
example this was the total surface water area. In both cases the total viewed area will
hereafter be referred to as extent [consistent with Bierkens et al., 2000].
There are also some differences between the two examples. When zooming in on the
terrestrial land surface one can predict at what levels of zooming in structures such as
ecosystems or parcels will be recognized. But it can not be predicted (without extra
information about the watershed) where in the view the smaller structures will appear
when zooming in. However, they will appear within structures that could be
distinguished before. When looking at the river system it is possible to predict where
smaller structures (river reaches) will emerge in the view when zooming in more: they
will emerge upstream of the smallest reaches that can be distinguished at the present
level of zooming in. Such smaller reaches that emerge when further zooming in are of
a smaller stream order [Strahler, 1964].
Another important difference between the two examples is that one can always see
new structures emerging when zooming in on the stream network, no matter how
small the increase in level of zooming in is. When zooming in on the terrestrial land
surface, however, there are levels without identifiable structure: at those levels all
structures are either too small or too large. Each terrestrial structure also has a typical
level of zooming at which it can be best recognized as this structure. For example, in
the case of observing a tree, the view of the earth surface should be larger than the
size of a tree. If the extent would become much larger than this, one would be less
able to distinguish important details of the shape and surface of the tree that contribute
to its recognition and ones ability to describe the tree. When the extent would become
smaller than this view, one would not be able to see the complete shape of the tree.
The diameter of this “optimal extent” is often referred to as characteristic length
[Dent and Grimm, 1999; Schneider, 1994; Torgersen et al., 2004].
The level of zooming can be referred to as scale [Schneider, 1994]. Looking at a large
watershed from a certain distance is a metaphor for the research that is done on
watersheds in which information is gathered not only by looking but also by
2
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measuring things that cannot be readily seen. Measurements are done on different
scales: When measuring river mouth discharge (by a gauge) or the surface area of
desert (by remote sensing), one is hardly zooming in. Therefore these measurements
are referred to as coarse scale measurements When measuring N concentration in a
brook or denitrification potential of soil columns we refer to fine scale
measurements [Gibson et al., 2000; Lijklema, 1998].
If zooming in would not be possible, but if one would still want to have an idea about
what can be seen at finer scales of the large watershed, one needs to resort to
downscaling [Bierkens et al., 2000; Habersack, 2000], which means that one uses
what is seen on a coarse scale (e.g. 1000km distance) and knowledge about the
relation between coarse and fine scale watershed properties to estimate what can be
seen at finer scales in this particular watershed. The opposite of downscaling is
upscaling [Bierkens et al., 2000; Habersack, 2000]. One would upscale if one would
walk on the watershed surface and look around to observe fine scale properties and if
these fine scale observations would be combined with general knowledge on the
relation between fine scale and coarse scale watershed properties to estimate what can
be seen at the coarse scale. The terms upscaling and downscaling also apply to
properties that can not be seen but are detected otherwise, such as or soil nitrogen
content or nitrogen uptake. The issue of scale, upscaling and downscaling is also
frequently reported in the geostatistical literature [see Bierkens et al., 2000; Stein et
al., 2001]. This becomes relevant when a data analysis is to be carried out.
What can be observed at a coarse scale is in fact an aggregate of causes that can be
observed at finer scales [Desbarats, 1991; McBratney, 1998]. This also applies to
nitrogen flow within large watersheds. Nitrogen compounds generally flow in the
direction of the outlet of a watershed. This flow is partly generated by N dissolving in
water that subsequently flows in the drainage direction. But in addition to drainage of
water, many fine scale biological and chemical processes affect flow of N molecules.
Coarse scale processes generally vary slower (i.e. over coarse time scales) because
these processes move within larger areas or volumes, but may have speeds of the
same magnitude as fine scale processes (e.g. [Stalnacke et al., 2004] versus [Durand
et al., 1994]). The reason is that the per unit area available energy (ultimately from
solar radiation) for a coarse scale process is usually of the same magnitude as that for
fine scale processes. An example is aquifer N concentration, which varies much
slower and over larger areas and volumes than soil N concentration, driven by quickly
varying processes such as plant growth and lateral runoff occurring in smaller areas.
The previous discussion has focused much on concepts related to spatial scale of
detected phenomena. These concepts also apply to temporal scale. More importantly
they also apply to the scale of modeling. Similar to the scale of detection, modeling
can take place on coarser and finer scales. A given set of model equations, however,
can only reliably describe processes on a limited scale range. In order to describe
these processes they need to use input of an appropriate scale [Caraco et al., 2003;
Costanzo et al., 2003; De Wit, 1999; Dent and Grimm, 1999; Jarvie et al., 1999;
Jarvis, 1995; Jordan et al., 2003; McClain et al., 2003; Meybeck, 2002; Quinn, 2004;
Schneider, 1994; Seitzinger et al., 2006; Seitzinger et al., 2002; Torgersen et al.,
2004; Van Herpe et al., 2002; Wagenet, 1998; Wolfert, 2001]. We will call the scale
of used input the modeling scale. Similarly to detection scale, modeling scale can be
characterized by support and extent. Model equations can also be upscaled or
3
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downscaled. This means that the scales where they are reliable are shifted to coarser
or finer scales, respectively.
Apart from reliable process description, several other factors affect the appropriate
modeling scale. These can be clustered into three groups:
(1) Availability of useful data [Eckhardt et al., 2003; Joao, 2002].
(2) Required effort [Becker and Braun, 1999; Bellamy and Loveland, 2001b;
Beven, 1995; Bierkens et al., 2000; Hassanizadeh and Gray, 1979; Li et al.,
1999; Schneider, 1994; Sposito, 1998].
(3) Usefulness of model predictions [Meybeck et al., in prep.; Omernik, 2003;
Omernik and Bailey, 1997; Sherman, 1991].
1.3

Nitrogen flow from land to water

Nitrogen (N) inputs to streams and rivers due to human activities, cause problems. Nflow models may help to understand them and develop solutions for them. Like other
models, N-flow models have appropriate scales. Before we focus on N-flow models,
we will first introduce N, N flow, and the problems that it causes.
Nitrogen compounds in nature can be divided into two groups: non-reactive and
reactive. The most important non-reactive form of N is dinitrogen (N2), the main
constituent of the atmosphere. Reactive N includes all biologically, photochemically,
and radiatively active N compounds in the atmosphere and biosphere. Thus, reactive
N includes inorganic reduced forms of N such as ammonia (NH3) and ammonium
(NH4+), inorganic oxidized forms such as nitrate (NO3-) and nitrite (NO2-), and
organic forms (e.g., urea, amines, proteins, and nucleic acids). Nitrogen forms in
aquatic systems can be further subdivided in dissolved N (DN) and particulate N
(PN). DN consists of dissolved inorganic N (DIN) and dissolved organic N (DON)
[Seitzinger et al., 2005].
The availability of reactive nitrogen in ecosystems under natural conditions is affected
by inputs of reactive N (e.g. N2 fixation, atmospheric deposition), N accumulation,
and losses of reactive N (e.g. denitrification, and transport of reactive N out of the
system). N2 fixation is the conversion of N2 to organic N [Galloway et al., 2004]. It
can be mediated by lightning, by some blue-green algae, by free living soil bacteria,
and by soil bacteria that live enclosed in nodules in the roots of certain leguminous
plants [Vitousek et al., 2002]. N losses include denitrification and transport of N out of
the system. Denitrification is the conversion of NO3- to N2 or N2O. Denitrification is
largely carried out by bacteria in anoxic conditions [Zumft, 1997]. Within ecosystems,
certain transformations between forms of reactive nitrogen occur. In oxic conditions, a
conversion of NH4+ to NO2- and NO3- can be performed primarily by soil-living
bacteria (nitrification). Uptake is the transformation of NO3- and NH4+ into living
organic N. Organic N can be decomposed to NH4+ (ammonification). In this thesis,
we will refer to reactive N in the biosphere as N.
The current worldwide production of N by humans exceeds the natural N2 fixation
[Galloway et al. 2003]. The global increase in N production has three main causes: (1)
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increased cultivation of legumes, rice, and other crops that promote conversion of N2
to organic N through biological N2 fixation; (2) combustion of fossil fuels, which
converts both atmospheric N2 and fossil N to reactive nitrogen oxides (NOx); and (3)
the Haber-Bosch process, which converts non-reactive N2 to reactive NH3 to sustain
food production and some industrial activities [Smil, 2002].
A worrisome consequence is the increased availability of N in the biosphere, and
increased transport through the environment, leading to accumulation of N in, for
example, aquatic systems. This increase is expected to continue [Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005]. The inputs of N in many aquatic systems exceed rates
of N removal through denitrification to non-reactive N2 [e.g. Quynh et al., 2005;
Stalnacke et al., 2004; Turner and Rabalais, 1991]. N in aquatic systems is
responsible (together with sulfur) for acidification and loss of biodiversity in lakes
and streams in many regions of the world [Vitousek et al. 1997]. Further, N is
responsible for eutrophication, hypoxia, loss of biodiversity, and habitat degradation
in coastal ecosystems. It is considered one of the largest pollution problems in coastal
waters [e.g., Howarth et al. 2000, NRC 2000, Rabalais 2002].
1.4

Modeling of nitrogen flow

To anticipate undesired effects of N in aquatic systems it is necessary to model the
effects of different scenarios and mitigation options on the flow of N from terrestrial
systems to aquatic systems [Thoman and Linker, 1998]. Models are used in two
general ways to asses N flow to aquatic systems [Andersen et al., 2003]. First they can
be used to predict flows, concentrations, and dynamics of different forms of N in
aquatic systems where these quantities are not measured. Second they can be used to
predict future conditions with altered nutrient management strategies, land use
changes, water discharge regulations or waste water treatment [Meybeck, 2002].
Modeled nutrient management strategies can involve changes in the amount and
timings of N input by application of fertilizer and manure. Modeled land use changes
could be change from agriculture to nature, or vice versa. Modeled water discharge
regulations could be constructions in surface waters to control high water levels, for
water conservation or for rewetting areas.
Several types of models quantifying N flow between land and water on a regional to
global scale have been developed during the last decade [Shoemaker et al., 1997].
These models were intended for different purposes. As a result, they differ in their
complexity, their resolution in time and space, and they need data with differing levels
of detail [Andersen et al., 2003]. Also models quantifying N flow between land and
water are able to describe either parts or all of the dominant processes that govern
nutrient cycling at catchment scale [Borah and Bera, 2004]. Models quantifying N
flow between land and water are usually only appropriate for a specific region
[Andersen et al., 2004]. Most models have only been applied to a specific part of the
world, which means that they may not be able to handle the gradient in climate (e.g.
frozen soils), hydrology (e.g. shallow groundwater), land use and/or agricultural
practices existing in other parts of the world. Problems with the acquisition of input
data to the different models can also severely limit their application to particular parts
of the world [Bellamy and Loveland, 2001a].
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We define a model as a set of equations where each individual equation is coupled to
at least one other equation by input that it receives from or provides to that other
equation. Models for land to water N flow can be subdivided in a number of
categories, based on the characteristics of the most important model parts. We may
distinguish between: process based models, conceptual models, and empirical models
(Box 1.1). Process based models normally require large amounts of input data at a
very small temporal and spatial support. In many cases, such detailed data may not be
available, at least not at the larger extent, requiring some assumptions or default
values to be made, or transfer functions to be developed. Empirical and conceptual
models may in such cases be viable alternatives. Even in this category there is a large
variability in complexity [e.g. Howarth et al., 1996; Smith et al., 1997a]. Many
empirical and conceptual models, however, have as a limitation that they may not be
able to describe the dynamics in the flows. This trade-off between the complexity and
applicability of these two approaches has been discussed by several authors [e.g. De
Vries, 1994].
Process based, conceptual and empirical model parts can be further categorized
according to the following categories: steady state or dynamic; geographically explicit
or lumped; and used to model land, water and/or the interaction between both.
The suitability of a specific type of model depends on the purpose of that model.
Modeling effects of historical trends or accumulation of N requires dynamic
modeling. Process based models are generally appropriate for analyses of effects of
processes, or if a particularly robust model is required that is valid in any type of
scenario. Empirical and conceptual models are generally suitable for analyses of
regions or scenarios in which conditions are similar to the conditions for which the
model was derived [e.g. Smith et al., 1997b]. Geographically explicit models are
generally appropriate if the model needs to describe spatial dispersion of N and the
relative location of critical sources and sinks of N [e.g. Beaujouan et al., 2001].
Modeling processes known from experiments in for example ponds, fields or brooks
may require process based and geographically explicit modeling [e.g. Neitsch et al.,
2002]. For modeling processes known from sub-watershed scale models, conceptual
and geographically explicit modeling is appropriate.
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Box 1.1 Overview of three types of models: process based, conceptual, and empirical
Process based models
Process based models describe causal relations [e.g. Billen et al., 1994; Neitsch et al., 2002; Wolf et al.,
2003]. Developers of process based approaches need to be aware of process scales. Often different
processes driving N flow on different scales are correlated to each other. Such correlation is often due
to the fact that these processes are ultimately affected by the same variable [Habersack, 2000]. For
example, many processes that drive N flow which occur in both large and small areas (and in both large
and small river reaches) are influenced by variations in temperature. It is, however, not temperature that
causes the variations in N flow, but the processes that are influenced by temperature. These processes
are different on different scales, i.e. they occur over different surface areas and in river reaches of
different stream orders.
Conceptual models
A conceptual model is a representation of the most current understanding of the major relationships in a
particular environment. However these relationships do not need to be exclusively direct causal
relationships. Conceptual models are usually to some degree based on expert judgment or other
existing conceptual models. They are commonly used for modeling coarse scale systems [e.g. Anthony
et al., 1996; Boyer et al., 2002; Green et al., 2004; Howarth et al., 1996; Peierls et al., 1991; Seitzinger
and Kroeze, 1998; Smith et al., 1997a]. Conceptual models for coarse scale systems are developed at
the coarse scale using coarse scale data such as remote sensing data and governmental administrative
databases. An important advantage of conceptual models is that they can account for emergent
properties at regional and global scales.
Empirical models
Empirical models are statistically derived by combining those variables in a model that are correlated
with the output [e.g. Grimvall and Stålnacke, 1996; Johnes et al., 1998]. The predictive capacity of
empirical models relies on correlation of model terms and N flow that holds when the model is applied
at different locations or times.

Hereafter we will refer to a model of N flow between land and water as “N-flow
model”. N-flow models often have the possibility to use input of different scales. We
will refer to the scale of model input as modeling scale. An N-flow model may be
applied on different modeling scales. Existing N-flow models vary widely in their
modeling scale. A distinction can be made between N-flow models that describe
spatial detail (spatially explicit), N-flow models that can describe temporal detail
(temporally explicit) and those that are both spatially and temporally explicit.
Process based N-flow models are often both spatially and temporally explicit [e.g.
Billen et al., 1994; Neitsch et al., 2002; Wolf et al., 2003]. They usually distinguish
individual upstream sub-watersheds and river reaches and commonly use time steps as
small as an hour.
Some N-flow models are temporally explicit but not spatially explicit. An example is
a conceptual N-flow model by Ruiz et al. [2002b] of a 12 km2 catchment to
investigate NO3- concentrations in its stream water. Model calculations were lumped
over the whole catchment, because the spatial behavior of N flow was regarded as
being unknown. Water drainage and N leaching were modeled on a daily basis. The
reason for the daily basis was that more than 90% of the NO3- is exported with base
flow which can be well represented with such a temporal modeling scale.
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Finally, several N-flow models are spatially explicit but not temporally explicit. For
example, a conceptual N-flow model by Smith et al. [1997a] was aimed solely at
producing spatially explicit information on N (and P) flows, being maps of (1) N
concentrations in relatively large river reaches occurring in the United States, and of
(2) sources and processes involved in N transport to these reaches. Model calculations
were made for individual river reaches and individual sub-watersheds draining to
these reaches.
For many N-flow models, the chosen modeling scales are not well justified in the
contemporary literature. Reasons for using different scales for different model parts
are often not reported. In addition, usually not all factors affecting the appropriateness
of a chosen model scale are addressed. Finally, there is usually uncertainty about the
appropriate scale of N-flow models [Kroeze et al., 2003]
One of the reported reasons for the choice of spatial support is that the resulting
spatial units of model calculation (spatial support units) have relatively homogeneous
properties. This is preferred because modeled processes can then be assumed constant
within such spatial support units. Examples are areas with relatively homogeneous
land use and soil [e.g. van Griensven and Brauwens, 2001], climate and geology [e.g.
Narula et al., 2003], or watershed parts with relatively homogeneous intensity of
erosion (upstream), transport and sedimentation (downstream) of PN [e.g. Hollander
et al., 2006].
Another reported reason for a chosen spatial model scale is that the modeler is
specifically interested in inflow, outflow or storage of N in specific compartments in
the modeled system. The model scale then must be fine enough to enable the model to
distinguish these compartments. Examples of such compartments are dammed
reservoirs [e.g. Charles and Berrien, 1991], valuable ecosystems [Hunsaker and
Levine], or important agricultural N sources [e.g. Merete and Børge, 1993; Van Herpe
et al., 2002]
Most model parts of contemporary N-flow models have scales in line with available
input data. Availability of input data, however, is not the only factor that affects
appropriateness of modeling scale (Section 1.2). Further, current geostatistical
methods [e.g. Burrough, 1981; Lajaunie and Wackernagel, 2000] can only be used to
identify appropriate modeling scales if data are available that are suitable for this
purpose. Currently there is no guidance in transparently and comprehensively
assessing all factors affecting appropriateness of scales of important model parts.
Therefore guidance is required in transparently and comprehensively identifying
appropriate temporal and spatial modeling scales of important model parts.
1.5

Research objectives

The objective of this thesis is to increase the ability to identify appropriate spatial and
temporal scales for N-flow models in a transparent and comprehensive way. The main
focus will be on coarse scale models of one or more watersheds. In order to meet the
objective, the following sub-objectives will be addressed:
I.

To develop and apply a model for global N flows from land to water in a
spatially explicit way.
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This model serves as an illustrative example of a model for which comprehensive
identification of appropriate modeling scale is needed.
II.

To develop a framework for identifying the appropriate spatial and temporal
scales of N-flow models.

III

To apply this framework to a model of global N flow.

The framework is developed for coarse scale models of one or more watersheds. We
also aim to assess the applicability of this framework to models of smaller systems.
Therefore, the fourth objective is:
IV

To assess the applicability of this framework to models of N flow between
floodplains and rivers.

These sub-objectives will be obtained as follows:
First, models of land-to-water N flow in different systems are studied. Based on this, a
spatially explicit model of nitrogen flow from land to coastal waters of the world is
developed and applied (sub-objective I). This model is described in Chapter 2.
Second, a framework for identification of appropriate spatial and temporal scales of
N-flow models (FAMOS) is developed. (sub-objective II, Chapter 3). It is developed
to be transparent and comprehensive. This requires the possibility to consider all
important factors without dependence on availability of suitable data. For the latter
reason quantitative analyses of spatial variation using contemporary geostatistics is
not included in FAMOS. FAMOS is applied in two case studies. First, FAMOS is
applied to the global model described in Chapter 2 (sub-objective III, Chapter 4). In
the second case study, the applicability of FAMOS is investigated for model equations
specifically describing N exchange between rivers and floodplains. The applicability
of FAMOS to take into account the scale dependent validity of such equations is
studied (sub-objective IV, Chapter 5).
Finally, the results are discussed and conclusions drawn about the appropriate
modeling scales of N-flow models and how these can be identified using the approach
developed in this thesis (Chapter 6).

9

2 Global distribution and sources of dissolved inorganic
nitrogen export to the coastal zone: Results from a
spatially explicit, global modela
Abstract
Here we describe, test, and apply a spatially explicit, global model for predicting
dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) export by rivers to coastal waters (NEWS-DIN).
NEWS-DIN was developed as part of an internally consistent suite of global nutrient
export models. Modeled and measured DIN export values agree well (calibration R2
=0.79), and NEWS-DIN is relatively free of bias. NEWS-DIN predicts: DIN yields
ranging from 0.0004 to 5217 kg N km-2 y-1 with the highest DIN yields occurring in
Europe and South East Asia; global DIN export to coastal waters of 25 Tg N y-1, with
16 Tg N y-1 from anthropogenic sources; biological N2 fixation is the dominant source
of exported DIN; globally, and on every continent except Africa, N fertilizer is the
largest anthropogenic source of DIN export to coastal waters.

a

This chapter has been published as:

Dumont, E., J. A. Harrison, C. Kroeze, E. J. Bakker, and S. P. Seitzinger (2005),
Global distribution and sources of dissolved inorganic nitrogen export to the coastal
zone: Results from a spatially explicit, global model, Global Biogeochemical Cycles,
19, GB4S02, doi:10.1029/2005GB002488.
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2.1

Introduction

In many watersheds, nutrient delivery by rivers to coastal waters has been increasing
as a result of human activities such as increased use of artificial fertilizer in
agriculture, population growth and cultivation of legumes [e.g. Carpenter et al., 1998;
Galloway et al., 2004; Vitousek et al., 1997]. This increased nutrient delivery has been
blamed for the formation and increased extent of coastal “dead zones”, as well as loss
of seagrass habitat, decreases in coastal biodiversity, and increased frequency and
severity of harmful and nuisance algae blooms [Diaz et al., 2003]. One of the most
important nutrients in this respect is nitrogen (N), because nitrogen is often the most
limiting nutrient [Justic et al., 1995; Turner and Rabalais, 1994; Vince and Valiela,
1973]. Dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) is often the most abundant and
bioavailable form of nitrogen, and therefore contributes significantly to coastal
eutrophication [Veuger et al., 2004].
To date, three models have been applied at the global scale to model river DIN export
in a spatially explicit manner [Green et al., 2004; Seitzinger and Kroeze, 1998; Smith
et al., 2003]. These models have greatly improved our understanding of global
patterns and magnitudes of DIN export. Smith et al. [2003] presented an empirical
multiple regression model predicting DIN export simply as a function of runoff and
population density. Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998] developed a river DIN export model
at 1 x 1° resolution that included some DIN sources and sinks. However, important
DIN sources such as N2 fixation and manure were not included in this model. More
recently, Green et al. [2004] have developed a model at the 0.5 x 0.5° scale that
includes a wider range of input parameters as well as loss terms. However, like the
other two models, the model of Green et al. [2004] was calibrated using data from
multiple decades, leading to large differences between measurement times of inputs
and outputs of these models. Furthermore, none of the three have been validated with
global data not used in model calibration. Finally, none of these models were
developed in a way that allows for easy comparison of output with predicted export of
other nutrients or nutrient forms.
Here we describe, evaluate, and apply a spatially explicit, global DIN export model
called NEWS-DIN. NEWS-DIN was developed as part of a multi-investigator effort
to model river export of multiple bioactive elements and element forms
(particulate/dissolved, organic/inorganic) called Global Nutrient Export from
WaterSheds (Global NEWS; see other papers in this issue [Beusen et al., 2005;
Harrison et al., 2005a; Harrison et al., 2005b]). To the extent possible, models
developed within Global NEWS use the same input data (e.g. population, runoff, and
basin delineation data), are calibrated or developed using data for the 1990s, have the
same resolution, and have the potential to run scenarios for future nutrient export to
coastal waters. Eventually, we hope to use NEWS-DIN, in conjunction with other
NEWS models to compare global spatial patterns of export of different nutrients and
nutrient forms. To date, this has not been possible due to the disparate input data
requirements and structures of existing global nutrient export models. Here, we use
NEWS-DIN to estimate global DIN export for 1995 in a spatially explicit manner, and
indicate dominant sources and sinks of DIN export.
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2.2

Methodology

Building on past work by Caraco and Cole [1999] and Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998],
we developed a new model for predicting DIN export from watersheds (NEWS-DIN).
NEWS-DIN includes several input variables missing from the original model reported
by Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998] (N-model) such as manure N and biological N2
fixation. NEWS-DIN also includes retention and loss terms that were absent from the
original N-model, including N retention in river networks, N retention in dammed
reservoirs, N loss via consumptive water use, and N loss via harvesting and grazing.
NEWS-DIN also includes a more sophisticated treatment of sewage point sources
than was included in the original N-model, incorporating estimates of sewage
treatment, sewage connectivity, and variable N-excretion rates. The spatial resolution
of input data and basin delineations was increased from 1 x 1° to 0.5 x 0.5° grids. We
also used an enhanced dataset for calibration and validation; the model has now been
calibrated primarily for one specific period of time: 1990 to 1997, rather than for data
spanning over three decades of measurements. This restriction gives a better temporal
match between input data and DIN export data used in calibration. Finally, we use
more river basins for calibration than was used in formulation of the original N-model
(61 vs. 35 basins).
2.2.1

Model Form and Input Data
NEWS-DIN

NEWS-DIN can be summarized as:
DIN = FEriv · [DINsew + (FEws · TNdiff)]

(1)

where DIN is modeled DIN yield per river basin (kg N km-2 y-1), DINsew is DIN from
sewage point sources (kg N km-2 y-1) and TNdiff is total nitrogen (TN) from diffuse
sources that is mobilized from the watershed soils and sediments (kg N km-2 y-1).
FEriv is a river export fraction representing the fraction (0-1) of total point and diffuse
DIN inputs to the river that is exported as DIN, FEws is a watershed export fraction
representing the fraction (0-1) of TN from diffuse sources in the watershed that
leaches to rivers as DIN (Appendix 2.2). To estimate total DIN export per basin (kg N
basin-1 y-1) we multiplied DIN yield by basin area (km2, derived from Vörösmarty et
al. [2000a; 2000b]).
Sub-models and input data used to calculate the terms in Equation 1 are described in
Sections 2.1.2. to 2.1.6. Most input data (Table 2.1) were available as a 0.5 x 0.5° grid
and were selected to be representative of the years between 1990 and 1997. Before
using this gridded data in the model it was averaged over river basins delineated from
an updated version of the 0.5 x 0.5° STN30-p global river network [Vörösmarty et al.,
2000a; Vörösmarty et al., 2000b], unless stated otherwise. Many input data sources,
such as those for land use, basin delineations, runoff, discharge, population, dam
properties, fertilizer, manure, harvesting losses, and sewage are the same as those
used for other Global NEWS models (see other papers in this issue) including NEWSDOC, NEWS-DON, NEWS-DOP [Harrison et al., 2005b], NEWS-DIP [Harrison et
al., 2005a] and a particulate export model by Beusen et al. [2005].
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Table 2.1 Overview of data that is used as inputs and for calibration of NEWS-DIN, including their resolution and source.
Data
Land use
Stream network and basin
delineations
Runoff
Discharge

Resolution
0.5°
0.5°

Source
Bouwman et al. [2005b]
STN30 [Vörösmarty et al., 2000b]

0.5°
river basin

Population data
NO3--N and NH4-N concentration
Anthropogenic river water removal
Dam properties
Manure N addition
Fertilizer N addition
Biological N2 fixation
Atmospheric NO3--N deposition
Crop N export
Sewage point sources

Country
river basin
river basin
subbasin
0.5°
0.5°
0.5°
5 x 3.75° interpolated to 0.5°
0.5°
Country

Fekete et al. [2000]
USGS [Alexander et al., 1996], European Environmental Agency [EEA, 1998], and Meybeck &
Ragu [1995]
United Nations [1998] FAO [2001] and WorldBank [2001]
USGS [Alexander et al., 1996], the European Environmental Agency, and Meybeck & Ragu [1995]
Dynesius and Nilsson [1994]
Vörösmarty et al. [2003]
Bouwman et al. [2005b]
Bouwman et al. [2005b]
Green et al. [2004]
Dentener [2004]
Bouwman et al. [2005b]
Bouwman et al. [2005a]
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Aquatic retention
Aquatic retention (1-FEriv) is the retention of DIN (0-1) in reservoirs and in the STN30 basin river network. The fraction of river DIN inputs exported to the coastal zone
as DIN, FEriv, is defined as:
FEriv = (1-Lden)⋅(1- Qrem)⋅(1-D)

(2)

where (1-Lden) is the fraction of DIN not retained in river reaches, (1-D) is the fraction
of DIN not retained in dammed reservoirs, and (1-Qrem) is the fraction that is not
diverted to other basins or removed for irrigation.
DIN loss by denitrification during transport throughout entire river networks (Lden) is
estimated according to Seitzinger et al. [2002] as:
Lden = c ⋅ ln(A) – d

(3)

where A is basin area (km2) from Vörösmarty et al. [2000a; 2000b] and c and d are
fitted coefficients equal to 0.0605 and 0.0443, respectively (r2= 0.88), using data on A
and modeled Lden based on 16 rivers in the north-eastern U.S. as in Seitzinger et al.
[2002]. Estimation of c and d was done using rivers with an Lden smaller than 0.65.
Therefore the maximum Lden was set at 0.65 to avoid extrapolation error.
The impact of anthropogenic removal of river water (containing DIN) was estimated
as:
Qirr + Qdiv
(4)
Qnat
where Qrem is the fraction of DIN retained, due to the anthropogenic removal of river
water (containing DIN), Qdiv is the amount of discharged water lost from the river by
anthropogenic transfer of water out of the basin (km3 y-1), Qirr is the amount of
discharge removed for irrigation, minus the amount of irrigation water that ultimately
flows back into the river (i.e. Qirr is extracted irrigation water that evaporates on
irrigated fields) (km3 y-1), and Qnat is the river discharge before any direct human
manipulations on the river system (km3 y-1). Values for Qirr, Qdiv, and Qnat were from
Dynesius and Nilsson [1994]. If these values were unavailable then Qrem was assumed
to equal 0.039, the average of Qrem for the 115 basins where Qirr and Qdiv were
available.
Qrem =

DIN retention in reservoirs (D) within a river basin is modeled according to Seitzinger
et al. [2002] as:
−0.3677

⎛ DEPTi ⎞
1 n
⎟⎟
D = ⋅ ∑ 0.8845 ⋅ ⎜⎜
⋅ Qi
(5)
Q i =1
⎝ Rt i ⎠
where DEPTi is reservoir depth (m), Rti is water residence time (y), and i is the
reservoir identification number within a basin ({i=1….i=n}). The retention in each
reservoir of a river basin is aggregated to a basin average (D) by taking a weighted
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arithmetic average of the retention in reservoirs. The modeled retention in a reservoir
is weighted by the fraction of total basin discharge that the reservoir intercepts. Q is
total basin discharge and Qi is the discharge intercepted by dam i. Maximum D is set
at 0.965, because that is the maximum D in the set of basins used for calibration. Per
reservoir values for DEPTi, Rti, and Qi were from Vörösmarty et al. [2003].
Point sources

DIN input into rivers from point sources is estimated by first estimating the amount of
TN from human excreta and industrial wastewater in sewage effluents, and by
subsequently multiplying this amount with an estimated fraction of TN that is DIN in
sewage effluents.
TN in sewage effluents is estimated as described by Bouwman et al. [2005a]:
(6)

TNsew= Hּ(1-TN)ּ Iּ EN

where TNsew is the annual sewage TN discharged to surface water per km2 of basin (kg
N km-2 y-1), H is population density (individuals km-2) from United Nations [1998],
FAO [2001] and WorldBank [2001], TN is a country by country fraction of TN
removed by wastewater treatment compiled by Bouwman et al. [2005a], I is a country
by country fraction of population connected to sewer systems compiled by Bouwman
et al. [2005a], EN is the per capita human TN emission estimated as described by
Bouwman et al. [2005a] (kg N individual-1 y-1). For those countries where I and TN
were not available on a country by country basis, we used regional estimates
according to Bouwman et al. [2005a].
Sewage effluent DIN emitted to rivers is estimated as:
⎡
⎤
TN
DINsew = TN sew ⋅ ⎢0.485 +
⋅ 0.255⎥
max(TN )
⎣
⎦

(7)

where DINsew is DIN in sewage effluents for a basin (kg N km-2 y-1), max is the
maximum of all countries for which TN is known (max(TN) = 0.8 in Finland), 0.485 is
an estimate of the fraction of TN that is DIN in sewage effluent [Seitzinger, 1995]
without treatment, and 0.255 is the maximum increase in DIN to TN ratio that can be
achieved by sewage treatment [Seitzinger, 1995].
Watershed export

The watershed export fraction, FEws, in Equation 1 is the fraction of TN from diffuse
sources that is transported as DIN from soils to rivers. In NEWS-DIN, FEws is defined
as;
FEws = e · R

(8)
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Where R is runoff (m y-1) and, e, the watershed export coefficient, is a calibrated
parameter that defines the slope of the assumed linear relationship between R and
FEws. Values for R were obtained from Fekete et al. [2000]. FEws was not allowed to
exceed a value of 1.
This way of defining transport of DIN from soils to rivers is consistent with Caraco
and Cole [1999] who used a similar relationship for transport of NO3- from soils to
rivers. Runoff has been found to be an important predictor of DIN transport through
soils, brooks and small river reaches [Behrendt and Opitz, 2000; Goolsby et al.,
2000].
Diffuse sources

The total amount of diffuse source nitrogen that is mobilized annually (TNdiff) (kg N
km-2 y-1) is estimated in NEWS-DIN as:
TNdiff = TNam + TNfe + TNdep + TNfix – TNexp

(9)

where TNam is animal manure N addition (kg N km-2 y-1), TNfe is fertilizer N addition
(kg N km-2 y-1), TNdep is atmospheric NOy deposition (kg N km-2 y-1), TNfix is
biological N2 fixation (kg N km-2 y-1) and TNexp is N in crops and grassland that is
removed from the land by harvesting and grazing (kg N km-2 y-1). TNam, TNfe and
TNexp were calculated as in Bouwman et al. [2005b]. TNdep is annual average
deposition of atmospheric NOy-N modeled for 1995 [Lelieveld and Dentener, 2000].
TNfix includes both natural and agricultural biological N2 fixation. Biological N2
fixation data were obtained from Green et al. [2004]. Subtraction of TNexp in Equation
9 makes it so that TNdiff represents only the fraction of N from diffuse sources that is
directly available for leaching to surface water, thereby avoiding double counting of N
inputs. For example, in Equation 9 we do not count fertilizer N that is removed by
harvesting or grazing, and that is subsequently available for leaching to surface water
after reapplication as animal manure or as point source from human sewage.
Equation 9 is separately applied to each 0.5 x 0.5° grid cell. In individual cases,
calculated TNdiff may be negative because crop and grazing N export exceeds N
additions. However, we set negative TNdiff values to zero, because there is generally
not a net flux of N from rivers to agricultural fields. Subsequently TNdiff for each grid
cell was averaged over the basin and this average TNdiff was used in Equation 1.
In order to avoid double counting of deposited NHx that has volatilized from manure
produced in the same year and basin, we did not include NHx deposition in Equation
9.
Source contributions

In evaluating model output, we separately estimated the contributions of atmospheric
NOy deposition, fertilizer addition, manure addition and agricultural and nonagricultural biological N2 fixation to DIN export. This was done by removing the
point sources term (DINsew) from Equation 1 and by replacing TNdiff with the amount
of N mobilized from atmospheric NOy-N deposition, fertilizer N addition, manure N
addition, agricultural N2 fixation or non-agricultural N2 fixation, respectively. The
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contribution to exported DIN from manure, fertilizer and agricultural N2 fixation
inputs was obtained by multiplying the amount of N from each of these sources by the
fraction remaining after harvest and grazing. This fraction (G) was calculated as:

G = 1−

TN exp

(10)

TN am + TN fe + (0.23 ⋅ TN fix )

where 0.23 is an estimate of the fraction of TNfix occurring on agricultural land,
calculated based on Galloway et al. [2004]. We assumed that NOy deposition and
natural N2 fixation were not subject to removal of N by harvesting or grazing.
We also estimated the contribution of point sources to model output by removal of
TNdiff from Equation 1.
Source contributions are either expressed in Tg N y-1 or as a fraction of model output,
where the source with the highest fraction is referred to as the dominant source.
Measured DIN export from watersheds

Discharge, DIN concentration, and basin surface area data for 61 basins were
compiled from several sources for use in model calibration and validation (Appendix
2.1). Together, these 61 basins account for 33 % of global exoreic discharge. We
restricted our dataset to include only long term (>4 y) annual averages with at least
85% of the measurements taken between 1990 and 1997. These annual averages were
obtained from Meybeck and Ragu [1995] (median), EEA [1998] (median), and USGS
[2003] (arithmetic average). We also excluded basins encompassing fewer than 10
grid cells due to uncertainties associated with smaller basins [Harrison et al., 2005a;
Vörösmarty et al., 2000b]. Despite these requirements for inclusion, both calibration
and validation datasets include basins with a broad range of sizes, land uses, climates,
topographies, and ecosystems (Figure 2.1). Data on DIN yield have an inter-annual
variation ranging from a factor 2 to 13 [USGS, 2003].
Measured DIN yield was obtained as follows:
−

+

DIN meas = ([ NO3 ] + [ NH 4 ]) ⋅

Q
A

(11)

DINmeas is DIN yield near the river mouth (kg N km-2 y-1). [NO3-] and [NH4+] are
measured NO3--N and NH4+-N concentrations, respectively, measured near the river
mouth (kg N km-3). Q is measured basin discharge (km3 y-1) and A is basin area (km2).
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Figure 2.1 Geographic distribution of basins used to calibrate and validate NEWS-DIN.
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2.2.2

Calibration and model analyses
Model fit

Two indicators of model fit are used in this paper: model efficiency and model error.
The quality of the one to one linear relationship between the logarithm of
measurements and model estimates is expressed as model efficiency (R2, distinct from
r2, the coefficient of determination) [Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970].
Model error, ME (%), is expressed for the ith basin according to Alexander et al.
[2002]:

MEi =

Mod i − Obsi
·100
Obsi

(12)

Where Obs is observed DIN export for a basin and Mod is modeled DIN export for
the same basin.
Model calibration and validation

Equations 3 and 8 contain calibrated parameters. The watershed export coefficient (e
in Equation 8) was calibrated separately from parameters c and d (Equation 3).
Equation 3 was calibrated using model-predicted % N removed in river networks
[Seitzinger et al., 2002]. Parameter e in Equation 8 was calibrated by optimizing the
linear one to one relation between log measurements and log model outputs for 61
basins, hereafter referred to as the calibration basins.
To validate, the set of available DIN export measurements (n = 61) was split
randomly into two subsets of 31 and 30 measurements. These two data subsets
(subsequently referred to as Data subset 1 and Data subset 2) were given a basin area
frequency distribution that was as equal as possible. As a result the basins belonging
to each subset covered similar surface areas and each basin area class is equally
represented in the two subsets (Figure 2.1). In the first validation (Validation 1), Data
subset 2 was used to recalibrate parameter e (Equation 8) and Data subset 1 was used
to evaluate model fit. In the second validation (Validation 2), data subset 1 was used
to recalibrate parameter e and Data subset 2 was used to evaluate model fit. This
approach was taken in order to avoid equifinality [Beven, 1993]. The recalibrated
values of parameter e for Validation 1 and 2 are hereafter referred to as e1 and e2,
respectively.
Model efficiency and sensitivity analyses

We conducted a model efficiency analysis, in order to test the relative contribution of
NEWS-DIN’s model parts in explaining DIN export. In this analysis, we evaluated
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how model efficiency (R2) changed when individual model parts, such as D or TNdep,
were removed sequentially. Changes in R2 are used to calculate the fraction of
otherwise unexplained variation that is explained by inclusion of the removed model
part.
To evaluate model sensitivity we calculated the change in modeled DIN yield for each
basin resulting from 5% changes in model inputs and parameters. We then used this to
calculate the global mean and maximum per basin change.
2.3
2.3.1

Results and Discussion
NEWS-DIN performance

Despite substantial uncertainties associated with model inputs, a comparison of
modeled versus measured DIN yield and export indicates that NEWS-DIN’s
predictive capacity is quite high. NEWS-DIN explains 54-78% of the variability in
DIN yield (kg N km-2 y-1), and 72-83% of DIN export (kg N basin-1 y-1) in validation
basins (Table 2.2). Median model error ranges between -21 and 19 % and the
interquartile range (IQR) between 109 and 168% in validation basins (Table 2.2). The
values of the calibrated parameter, e1 and e2, differed only slightly after being
calibrated on either of the two independent data subsets, suggesting that the
uncertainty in this parameter is low. Model performance of Smith et al. [2003] and
Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998] when validated on Data subset 1 (Val.1) and data subset
2 (Val. 2) was lower than found for NEWS-DIN, regarding fit (R2), precision (IQR)
and bias (absolute median error). The model of Green et al. [2004] had smaller bias,
equal precision, and lower fit, compared to NEWS-DIN when validated on Data
subsets 1 and 2.
Fit, precision and bias obtained during calibration on the calibration basins are similar
to those obtained during validation. Parameter e was set to 1.1 by calibration. On
calibration basins, 70% of the variability in DIN yield (kg N km-2 y-1) (Figure 2.2a),
and 79% of DIN export (kg N basin-1 y-1) (R2 = 0.79) (Figure 2.2b) was explained.
Distribution of residuals in Figures 2a and 2b suggests that NEWS-DIN yield and
export estimates are relatively unbiased. The median percent error of 7% also suggests
a low model bias. The calibration R2 value for DIN yield (0.70) is slightly greater than
calibration values reported for DIN yield for two other comparable calibrated global
models; 0.59 [Smith et al., 2003], 0.68 [Green et al., 2004].
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Figure 2.2 A: Modeled versus measured DIN yield (kg N km-2 y-1). R2= 0.70. B: Same
as A, but for DIN export (kg N y-1). R2= 0.79.

2.3.2

Predicted spatial distributions
DIN export

Predicted DIN yields spanned 7 orders of magnitude, ranging from 0.0004 to 5217 kg
N km-2 y-1 (Figure 2.3). NEWS-DIN’s highest DIN yields were typically predicted for
tropical humid basins such as the Amazon and the Zaire, densely populated basins
with a high GDP (Gross Domestic Product) such as the Rhine and the Thames
(England), and basins with much intensive agriculture such as the Ganges and the
Chang Jiang (Eastern China). Lowest yields were predicted for basins with low
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population densities such as most basins at high latitudes, and also for basins in arid
regions such as the Tamanrasett (Africa) or the Nile.
Largest DIN export by basin was predicted for the Amazon (3.4 Tg N y-1), followed
by the Ganges (2.2 Tg N y-1), Chang Jiang (1.0 Tg N y-1), Zaire (0.8 Tg N y-1) and
Mississippi (0.6 Tg N y-1). Together, these high export-basins account for 32% of the
global total.
NEWS-DIN-predicted distribution of high and low DIN yields is somewhat different
from that predicted by other DIN export models. For example, Seitzinger and Kroeze
[1998] predicted a much lower DIN yield in humid tropical areas than is predicted by
NEWS-DIN. This can be explained by the fact that their model did not account for
biological N2 fixation. Green et al. [2004] also predicted much lower DIN yields in
tropical areas than NEWS-DIN. This is probably due the fact that the Green et al.
[2004] model includes a positive relationship between N retention and temperature,
whereas NEWS-DIN does not.
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Table 2.2 Metrics of model performance during validation of NEWS-DIN and three other global DIN export models on two validation subsets
(after being calibrated on independent subsets of rivers). Datasets Val. 1 and Val. 2 contained 30 and 31 basins, respectively. Model errors (%)
and R2 are computed as defined in Section 2.2.1. for DIN export (kg N y-1) and DIN yield (kg N km-2 y-1).
R2
model
NEWS-DIN

Smith et al. [2003]

Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998]

Green et al. [2004]

Validation

Fitted Par.

Model errors (%)

Yield

Export

IQRa

Min.

25th

Median Error

75th

Max.

Val. 1

1.2b

0.78

0.83

168

-78

-41

19

127

332

Val. 2

1.1c

0.54

0.72

109

-74

-49

-21

60

781

Val. 1

n.a.

0.36

0.71

130

-88

-51

29

79

1513

Val. 2

n.a.

0.20

0.59

146

-81

-45

34

102

488

Val. 1

n.a.

0.40

0.56

214

-97

-84

6

130

2155

Val. 2

n.a.

0.33

0.52

124

-95

-74

-23

51

1070

Val. 1

n.a.

0.54

0.52

157

-96

-58

6

99

541

Val. 2

n.a.

0.25

0.25

162

-99

-51

3

111

623

a

Interquartile range (difference between the 25th and 75th percentiles of the distribution of errors)

b

e1

c

e2
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Figure 2.3 Modeled DIN yield by exoreic basin in kg N km-2 y-1.
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Source contributions to river DIN export

According to NEWS-DIN, biological N2 fixation is the dominant source of exported
DIN (not to be confused with N loading onto land) over much of the earth’s surface
(Figure 2.4). N2 fixation constitutes the dominant source of DIN export to the coast in
many tropical, subtropical and boreal basins, including basins in Canada, Russia,
central Africa, Indonesia and Brazil (Figure 2.4). Anthropogenic N, especially from
fertilizer, is the dominant source of DIN export in southern and eastern Asia, western
Europe, and the central U.S.. Fertilizer is the dominant source of exported DIN in two
thirds of the basins with DIN yields exceeding 1000 kg N km-2 y-1. Sewage point
sources are predicted to dominate DIN export mainly in arid basins (in e.g. Mexico,
north Africa, west Australia, Arabia). This is because arid basins have low modeled
export of DIN from diffuse sources, due to a low FEws (Equation 8). Sewage point
sources are also often the dominant source of DIN export in numerous small (≤ 15000
km2) densely populated basins, due to high human N emission and their relatively low
predicted aquatic retention (Section 2.3.3). NEWS-DIN predicts that manure addition
is mainly the dominant source of exported DIN in parts of the eastern U.S. (e.g.
Florida, Georgia), south-eastern Australia and Argentina.
The magnitude of predicted basin DIN export is related to the NEWS-DIN-predicted
dominant DIN source. Largest DIN export is generally predicted to occur in basins
where fertilizer dominates DIN export, whereas lowest DIN export is often predicted
to occur in basins in which point sources dominate DIN export.
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Figure 2.4 NEWS-DIN-predicted dominant sources of DIN export in exoreic basins.
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2.3.3

DIN retention

Global patterns of N retention and their underlying causes are relatively uncertain
[Nixon et al., 1996; Seitzinger, 1988; Van Breemen et al., 2002]. NEWS-DIN enables
us to make predictions regarding global patterns of DIN retention in river systems.
Due to model assumptions, NEWS-DIN predicts that the highest aquatic retention is
in basins with dams on their main stem such as the Rio Grande or Huang He. Lowest
aquatic retention was generally predicted in small basins close to oceans.
Dams greatly increased predicted DIN retention in some rivers. For example in daminfluenced rivers such as the Colorado, Rio Grande, Orange, and Huang He, the
predicted dam induced retention ranged from 16% to 97% percent of total aquatic
retention. However, according to NEWS-DIN, dam induced retention has a relatively
small impact on DIN retention at the global scale. NEWS-DIN predicts that just 6% of
the DIN retained in aquatic systems globally is due to dams. This is consistent with an
analysis by Seitzinger et al. [2002] indicating average contribution of 2% by dams to
aquatic retention in 16 north eastern U.S. watersheds with small to medium sized
dammed reservoirs. Nevertheless, dams will likely become more important in the
future because the number of dams is projected to increase much in the coming
decades [Vörösmarty et al., 2003].
The percentage of N loaded onto basins from point and non-point sources (both
anthropogenic and natural) exported as DIN ranged from 0.0001% to 43% for basins
larger than ten 0.5 x 0.5° grid cells (Figure 2.5). Lowest retention rates were predicted
for basins with high runoff (>1 m y-1), because FEws is one in these basins (Section
2.1.4). Highest retention rates were predicted for basins with extensive damming or
very low annual precipitation and runoff. According to NEWS-DIN, in exoreic dry
areas of Africa, Asia, Australia and North America where runoff is less than 0.1 m y-1
(30% of the exoreic world), 95% (on average) of N applied to watersheds is not
exported to coastal waters as DIN. Export from these arid systems is predicted to be
low because there is very little runoff to transport soluble nitrogen (nitrate) from the
soil and unsaturated zone to streams.
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Figure 2.5 Percentage of N loaded onto basins from point and non point sources that NEWS-DIN predicts is exported to coastal waters as
DIN.
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2.3.4

Global and regional analyses

NEWS-DIN predicts a global rate of river DIN export of 24.8 Tg N y-1. NEWS-DIN’s
estimate is somewhat higher than other estimates for the global total of DIN export:
20.8 Tg N y-1 by Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998], and 14.5 Tg N y-1 by Green et al.
[2004]. The ratio of NEWS-DIN’s prediction of global DIN export to predictions of
global TN export (48.7 Tg N y-1 [Galloway et al., 2004], 54 Tg N y-1 [Van Drecht et
al., 2003], 40 Tg N y-1 [Green et al., 2004]) suggests that DIN is responsible for 4662% of global TN export by rivers.
NEWS-DIN predicts that of the 24.8 Tg N y-1 exported by rivers, 15.8 Tg N y-1 is
anthropogenic. Meybeck [1982] estimated global anthropogenic DIN export as 7 Tg
y-1 for the late 1970s. This suggests an approximate doubling of anthropogenically
derived DIN export between the late 1970s and the mid 1990s. This is reasonable
considering that sources of N to surface waters have increased dramatically, including
a 1.6 fold increase in world population [UN, 1998], increase in animal populations
[FAO, 1996], 2.6 fold increase in rates of N fertilizer application [Bouwman et al.,
2005b], and the widespread development of enhanced sewer systems, which more
efficiently export sewage, and hence DIN, to rivers. Our estimate of DIN export from
natural sources (9.3 Tg y-1) is higher than, previous estimates of nonanthropogenically derived DIN export (5 Tg N y-1 [Meybeck 1982; Seitzinger and
Kroeze 1998] and 2.4 Tg N y-1 [Green et al., 2004]). The much lower estimate of
natural DIN export by Green et al. [2004] is probably due to an assumption that a very
small fraction of modeled organic non point sources (N2 fixation and manure) is
exported as DIN. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, Green et al. [2004] assume
that DIN delivery to coastal waters is reduced by high temperatures, reducing their
predicted DIN export from tropical basins where natural sources are relatively
important. The proportion of NEWS-DIN-modeled riverine DIN from natural sources
(36 %) is slightly lower than found for TN by Van Drecht et al. [2003] (51%). This
difference is consistent with the notion, supported by existing data [Van Breemen,
2002], that natural systems export N mainly in forms other than DIN.
NEWS-DIN predicts that of all the continents, Asia exports the most DIN to its
coasts, due in part to its large surface area, but also to its large population and
cultivated land area. This is consistent with predictions by previous DIN export
models [e.g. Seitzinger and Kroeze, 1998]. The relative share of DIN export from
Africa and South America in global DIN export predicted by NEWS-DIN are higher
than predicted by Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998]. Absolute NEWS-DIN predicted DIN
export from Africa and South America is also higher than predicted by Seitzinger and
Kroeze [1998]. This is probably due to the fact that N2 fixation which is a relatively
important source of DIN export on these two continents, is not explicitly represented
in the model used by Seitzinger and Kroeze [1998].
According to NEWS-DIN, biological N2 fixation is the dominant DIN export source
for the majority of continents, including North America, South America, Africa and
the aggregate of Australia, Indonesia and Oceania, where it is predicted to account for
39, 73, 72 and 70 % of exported DIN, respectively. There is substantial variation in
other predicted DIN sources between continents. Contributions to DIN export by
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manure and fertilizer vary most between continents. Contribution to continental DIN
export by manure and fertilizer spans from 10 to 30% and from 1 and 39%,
respectively (Figure 2.6).
According to NEWS-DIN, natural N2 fixation is the single largest source of river
exported DIN globally, accounting for 36% (9 Tg N y-1) of the total global DIN
exported from watersheds. Inorganic fertilizer application is the second most
important source of river-exported DIN, accounting for 21% (5.3 Tg N y-1) of the total
global export. Manure application, agricultural N2 fixation, NOy deposition, and
sewage point sources, are less important, though still significant, sources of DIN to
coastal waters, accounting for 18, 15, 8, and 2% of global DIN export, respectively
(4.5, 3.8, 1.9, and 0.4 Tg N y-1). NEWS-DIN predicts that agricultural sources of DIN
(inorganic fertilizer, animal manure and agricultural N2 fixation) account for about
half of the total DIN export globally.
9
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Figure 2.6 Modeled DIN export to the coastal zone of each continent by modeled
source.
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2.3.5

Efficiency and sensitivity of model parts

We analyzed the change in model efficiency upon removing different parts of
NEWS-DIN (2.2.3). For the modeled DIN yield per basin, the change in model
efficiency ranged from 0 to 87 % depending upon the portion of the model removed
(Table 2.3). The largest decrease in model efficiency occurred when R or river
network retention terms were removed from NEWS-DIN. This suggests that future
improvements to NEWS-DIN may depend much upon a better understanding of river
network retention and the factors controlled by runoff within watersheds.
Table 2.3 Decrease in NEWS-DIN model efficiency as a function of removal of
individual model components (described in Section 2.2.3).
Model Component

% decrease in model efficiency
resulting from component removal

River network retention (fraction)

61

Anthropogenic removal of river water (fraction)

2

Dam reservoirs (fraction)

36

Sewage point sources (kg N km-2y-1)

0

e (Equation 8)

1

Runoff (m y-1)

87

Atm. NO3--N dep. (kg N km-2y-1)

12

Net biol. N2 fixation (kg N km-2y-1)

46

Fertilizer (kg N km-2y-1)

63

Manure (kg N km-2y-1)

36

Harvesting and grazing N removal (kg N km-2 y-1)

18

Removal of the sewage point source term from NEWS-DIN decreased model
efficiency only slightly, which is consistent with the low model sensitivity for sewage
(Table 2.4). Removing the calibrated watershed export coefficient, e, from NEWSDIN also decreased model efficiency only slightly, suggesting that NEWS-DIN is
relatively insensitive to uncertainty in this calibrated parameter. The small change in
model efficiency resulting from removal of irrigation and river diversion terms from
NEWS-DIN suggests that anthropogenic river water removal has a relatively small
impact on DIN export at the global scale. However, at a local scale, anthropogenic
river water removal can have an important impact on DIN export. For example, in the
Colorado (south west U.S.) and the Eastmain (east Canada), anthropogenic river water
removal accounts for 99.5% and 93% of DIN retention, respectively.
The effect of 5% changes in inputs and parameters on the mean percent change in
output (basin DIN export or yield) ranges from 0.4 to 9.6 % (Table 2.4). Highest mean
percentage change in output was found for coefficient c (Equation 3). Sensitivity
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analyses suggests that NEWS-DIN predictions are quite sensitive to treatment of its
retention terms (Table 2.4), which is consistent with results of the efficiency analyses.
In this regard, NEWS-DIN is similar to previous DIN export models (e.g. Seitzinger
et al., [2002]; Smith et al., [1997a]). Despite the sensitivity of DIN models to river N
retention, estimates of river N retention are quite uncertain, due largely to a lack of Nretention studies at the appropriate scale. To improve these estimates it will be
necessary to make measurements of denitrification throughout river networks at
appropriate temporal and spatial scales to refine understanding of the magnitude of
denitrification and controlling factors in river networks.
The sensitivity of NEWS-DIN to parameters and inputs in individual basins can be
much larger than its average sensitivity of DIN export in all basins of the world. This
is especially true for model parts related to aquatic retention such as coefficient c,
irrigation and river diversion and dam reservoirs parts. The frequency of occurrence
of basins, with high sensitivity to inputs related to aquatic retention such as damming,
irrigation and river water transfer, is expected to increase in the future [Dynesius and
Nilsson, 1994; Vörösmarty et al., 2003]. Therefore, it is important to improve our
understanding of the relationship between damming, anthropogenic river water
removal and DIN export for future predictions.
Table 2.4 Results of sensitivity analysis: mean and maximum change in modeled DIN
yield per basin as a function of changing inputs and model parameters by +5% and –
5%
Input or parameter

Mean output change (%)

Max. change (%)

River network retention (fraction)

5.0

5

c (Equation 3)

9.6

31

d (Equation 3)

0.4

1

Anthropogenic removal of river water (fraction)

2.5

995

Dam reservoirs (fraction)

0.6

25

Sewage point sources (kg N km-2 y-1)

0.7

5

e (Equation 8)

3.8

5

Runoff (m y-1)

3.8

5

Atm. NO3- dep. (kg N km-2 y-1)

0.7

5

Net boil. N2 fixation (kg N km-2 y-1)

2.7

5

Fertilizer (kg N km-2 y-1)

0.9

7

Manure (kg N km-2 y-1)

1.1

6

Harvesting and grazing N removal (kg N km-2 y-1)

1.2

7
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Appendix 2.1. River basin data used for calibration and validation.

River
Altamaha
Amazon
Amur
Anabar
Appalachicola
Balsas
Brazos
Bug
Chang Jiang
Churchill (Hudson Bay)
Colorado (Texas)
Columbia
Copper
Dalalven
Daugava
Don
Elbe
Glama
Huang He
Hudson
Indus
Kamchatka
Klamath
Kolyma
Kuban
Kuskowin
Lena
Mezen
Mississippi
Murray
Narva
Nemanus
Neva
Nushagak
Ob
Odra
Paraiba do Sul
Parana
Pechora
Pee Dee
Penzhina
Potomac
Rhine
Rio Grande (US)
Rufiji
Sacramento
Saint John

Continent
N. America
S. America
Asia
Asia
N. America
N. America
N. America
Europe
Asia
N. America
N. America
N. America
N. America
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Europe
Asia
N. America
Asia
Asia
N. America
Asia
Europe
N. America
Asia
Europe
N. America
Australia
Europe
Europe
Europe
N. America
Asia
Europe
S. America
S. America
Europe
N. America
Asia
N. America
Europe
N. America
Africa
N. America
N. America

Basin
area
(km2)
41450
5833000
1748000
98550
54660
122600
124600
68980
1788000
302400
120800
729300
66990
29820
83160
421600
148000
47310
890500
43070
1139000
50370
32080
663200
63630
115400
2433000
75430
3191000
1028000
58010
96630
283500
35300
3015000
119400
62760
2654000
313100
27640
85540
38300
164500
801900
186100
58690
52850
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Measured
DIN yield
(kg N km-2 y-1)
113.2
172.5
79.7
11.7
235.1
73.1
56
28.3
327.5
9.5
24.2
74.1
325.2
56.7
151.3
19.1
795.4
191.8
120.5
381.1
136.9
88.8
71
18
330.9
136.9
21.1
24.8
255.6
1.1
73.3
138.4
74.1
105.3
98
389.8
185.2
43.9
64.7
219.3
25.5
395.7
2200.4
0.6
275.9
38.1
59.8

Validation
subset IDa
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
2
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
2

Data
sourceb
2
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
1
2
1
2
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Sakarya
Asia
56830
Seine
Europe
73190
Stikine
N. America
51170
Susquehanna
N. America
71860
Tejo
Europe
73090
Tornionjoki
Europe
34510
Trinity
N. America
47380
Usumacinta
N. America
67890
Weser
Europe
45470
Wisla
Europe
180000
Yana
Asia
224200
Yenisei
Asia
2569000
Yukon
N. America
852700
Zhujiang
Asia
407100
a
Validation subsets 1 and 2 as described in Section 2.2.4
b

155
1364.9
233
493.2
122.8
9
92.2
562.2
1204.7
371.8
25.9
43.1
30.6
523.3

2
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1 = Meybeck & Ragu [1995], 2 = USGS [Alexander et al., 1996], 3 = European Environmental
Agency [EEA, 1998]
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Appendix 2.2 Definitions of variables and parameters
Symbol
Definition

A

Basin area (km2)

c

Fitted parameter in relationship between basin area (A) and river network retention
(Lden); in NEWS-DIN coefficient c was set to equal 0.0605.

d

Fitted parameter in relationship between basin area (A) and river network retention
(Lden); in NEWS-DIN coefficient d was set to equal 0.0443.

D

Fraction of DIN retained in dammed reservoirs (0-1)

DEPTi

Depth of reservoir i (m)

DIN

DIN yield modeled per river basin (kg N km-2 y-1)

DINmeas

DIN yield measured per river basin (kg N km-2 y-1)

DINsew

DIN from sewage point sources along rivers (kg N km-2 y-1)

e

Coefficient defining the relationship between runoff and EFws if runoff is less than
0.91 (m y-1); in NEWS-DIN coefficient e was set to equal 1.1.

EN

Per capita human N emission (kg N individual-1 y-1)

FEriv

Fraction of total point and non point DIN inputs to the river that is exported as
DIN(0-1)

FEws

Fraction of N from diffuse sources in the watershed that leaches to the river as DIN
(0-1)

G

Fraction of N from manure, fertilizer and agricultural N2 fixation available for
leaching after harvest and grazing

H

Population density (individuals km-2)

I

Fraction of the population connected to sewerage systems (0-1)

Lden

Fraction of DIN lost in the basin river network (0-1)

Q

Basin discharge (km3 y-1)

Qdiv

Amount of discharged water lost from the river by anthropogenic transfer of water
out of the basin, mostly by artificial channels (km3 y-1) a

Qi

Discharge intercepted by dam i (km3 y-1) b

Qirr

Amount of discharge removed for irrigation, minus the amount of irrigation water
that ultimately flows back into the river, i.e. extracted irrigation water that evaporates
on irrigated fields (km3 y-1) a

Qnat

Amount of discharge if Qirr and Qdiv did not occur (km3 y-1) a

Qrem

Fraction of DIN retained, due to the anthropogenic removal of (DIN containing) river
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water (0-1)

R

Precipitation minus evaporation (m y-1)

Rti

Water residence time of reservoir i (y)

TN

Fraction of N removed by wastewater treatment (0-1)

TNam

Addition of manure N (kg N km-2 y-1)

TNdep

Atmospheric deposition of NOy-N (kg N km-2 y-1)

TNdiff

N from diffuse sources that is mobilized from the watershed soils and sediments (kg
N km-2 y-1)

TNexp

N in crops and grassland that is removed from the land by harvesting and grazing (kg
N km-2 y-1)

TNfe

Addition of fertilizer N (kg N km-2 y-1)

TNfix

Natural and agricultural biological N2 fixation (kg N km-2 y-1)

TNsew

N from sewage effluents discharged to surface water (kg N km-2 y-1)

a

from Dynesius and Nilsson [1994]

b

from Fekete et al. [2000]
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3 A framework to identify appropriate spatial and temporal
scales for modeling N flows from watershedsb
Abstract
We describe a framework to identify the appropriate spatial and temporal scales for
nitrogen (N) flow models. The framework has been developed for models that predict
N export from large watersheds and the contribution of N sources and N sinks to this
N export. With this framework, modelers can identify the appropriate scale for model
predictions and for independently scalable model parts.

The framework determines the appropriateness of model scales using a set of
indicators. These indicators are to be specified by the modeler and are associated with
four criteria. The criteria require modeling scales to correspond with (A) data and
scenarios, (B) model assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and (D)
appropriately scaled predictions.
We conclude that the framework can contribute substantially to a well-balanced and
comprehensive identification of appropriate modeling scales.

b

This chapter has been submitted for publication as:

Dumont, E., C. Kroeze, A. F. Bouwman, E. J. Bakker, A. Stein, and R. Leemans, A
framework to identify appropriate spatial and temporal scales for modeling N flows
from watersheds, submitted to Ecological Modelling.
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3.1

Introduction

Many different large-scale watershed nitrogen (N) flow models exist [Andersen et al.,
2003], all of which simulate processes related to the horizontal movement of N
through large drainage networks of river basins. An important property of such
models is their modeling scale. The modeling scale affects the processes that can be
described, the required input data, the size of watersheds that can be modeled, the
scenarios that can be simulated, and the scale of resulting predictions. It can be
measured as a combination of support, extent, and stream order of model parts.
Spatial model support is the size of the areas represented by single values of input
variables used in model calculations [Heuvelink, 1998]. Temporal model support is
duration of the times represented by single values of input variables used in model
calculations. If the model is stochastic then model support applies to single input
distributions instead of single input values. Model extent is the total range of time or
space within which processes are modeled. The spatial extent of N-flow models is
typically a watershed or a group of adjacent watersheds. The temporal model extent is
usually between a few months and a few decades. Stream order is a measure of the
size of river reaches that are modeled.
The reason for selecting a particular modeling scale is usually not explicitly reported,
making the appropriateness of a particular modeling scale difficult to judge. Modelers
often have no clear guide for selecting appropriate spatial and temporal modeling
scales for predicting N flows in large river basins.
We argue that it is necessary to consider different model parts when assessing the
appropriateness of scales of watershed N-flow models. The reason is that watershed
N-flow models can be composed of different parts, each of which can have a different
nature. For example, some parts may be classified as empirical or conceptual, while
other parts of the model may be process-based. Alternatively, model parts may be
classified as steady state or dynamic.
N-flow models relevant for environmental impact assessments are often used to
predict N export for specific river basins. Such models can have different spatial and
temporal supports and extents. For example, the Riverstrahler model [Billen et al.,
1994] has been applied with various temporal supports to river basin areas ranging
from 100 to 100,000 km2 and with spatial model supports ranging from 1st to 5th order
upstream basins ranging in area between 1 and 5000 km2 [Sferratore et al., 2005].
Other models, however, were developed to cover groups river basins up to a global
scale coverage with varying temporal scales. Hence, with models ranging from basinspecific to global and with different temporal scales, it is interesting to asses what the
appropriate scale is.
The appropriateness of modeling scale depends on a number of factors, such as model
assumptions, available resources for modeling, the scale of required predictions, and
properties of data, mitigation options, and scenarios. These factors and their relative
importance are affected by the research objective. For example, if the objective is to
trace the relative change in global river export to coastal seas, then the spatial model
scale could be that of continents and the temporal scale could be one year. However,
if the objective is to determine the effect of seasonal variations of river N export on
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the risk of algal blooms in a specific estuary or coastal sea, the spatial scale would be
the river basin and the temporal scale a month.
There is empirical information on the appropriateness of scales of N-flow models and
methodological information on the identification of such appropriateness in the
literature. We will first review existing empirical literature, followed by existing
methodological literature.
Empirical information on the validity of sets of coupled equations of existing models
at different supports has been obtained directly (i) from model developers (e.g. Table
3.1), (ii) from reported tests of prediction accuracy of N-flow models with the same
equations at different supports [Beaujouan et al., 2001; Bellamy and Loveland, 2001a;
Caraco et al., 2003; Curmi et al., 1998; FitzHugh and Mackay, 2000; Jha et al., 2004;
Johnes and Butterfield, 2002; Mamillapalli et al., 1996; Sferratore et al., 2005], and
(iii) from tests of the smallest detail in modeled scenarios that still has a meaningful
effect on model predictions [Eckhardt et al., 2003; Joao, 2002]. Other empirical
literature can be used as a basis for estimation of appropriateness of model scales. An
example is literature reporting differences between scales in the expected contribution
or predictive value of processes to watershed N-flow. Such literature can be used to
check if processes described by watershed N-flow model equations agree with the
processes that are reported to have high contribution or predictive value at the scale at
which these equations are applied. We distinguish (i) expert judgment [Meybeck,
2002; Wagenet, 1998], (ii) validation of watershed N-flow models with different
process descriptions on the same scale [De Wit, 1999], (iii) radioactive tracers
indicating processes affecting exported N from watersheds on different scales
[Costanzo et al., 2003], and (iv) an approach called minimum information
requirement where all processes that do not contribute to prediction accuracy on a
scale considered are removed from a detailed watershed N-flow model developed on a
fine scale [Quinn, 2004; Van Herpe et al., 2002]. Empirical literature on the scale at
which individual N processes emerge may also be used as a basis for estimation of
appropriateness of scales of watershed N-flow models. Such literature can report
results of empirical research on the sizes of patches of N processes [Dent and Grimm,
1999; Jarvie et al., 1999; Torgersen et al., 2004; Wolfert, 2001] or of expert judgment
[McClain et al., 2003; Seitzinger et al., 2006]). Also some empirical information
exists on the scale of required predictions of watershed N-flow models [Meybeck et
al., in prep.; Omernik, 2003; Omernik and Bailey, 1997; Sherman, 1991].
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Table 3.1 Indications of appropriate modeling scale reported for seven models of N flow in river basins compiled from Andersen et al. [2003].

Model name

Temporal
support of
predictions

NL-CAT

Spatial support of modeled processes

Model reference

≥ day

Farm level for modeling terrestrial
processes

Wolf et al. [2003]

N-LES CAT

≥ year

Field level for modeling terrestrial
processes

Simmelsgaard et al. [2000]

MONERIS

≥ year

Terrestrial and aquatic processes in
50km² or larger basins

Behrend at al. [2002]

TRK

≥ day

-a

EPA [1997]

≥ day

-

a

Neitsch et al. [2002]

a

Anthony at al. [1996]
Agency/IFEN [2000]

SWAT
EVENFLOW

≥ day

-

NOPULU

≥ year

-a

a : No indications on appropriate spatial support were given in Andersen et al. [2003]
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There is methodological literature that supports the identification of appropriate scales
of N-flow model types or parts for which the appropriate scales cannot be reliably
estimated from empirical literature. Some of this methodological literature supports
research on the effects of model scale on model validity, such as methods aiming at
identifying scales where the modeled system is deterministic [Bruneau et al., 1995;
Habeeb et al., 2005; Robin et al., 1995; Wood et al., 1988] and uncertainty analyses
[Beven, 1995; Heuvelink, 1998; Lilburne et al., 2004; Vachaud and Chen, 2002].
Other methodological literature supports the identification of the ranges of
measurement scale at which different nitrogen processes can be observed, such as
wavelet analyses [Platt and Denman, 1975] and variogram analyses [Isaaks and
Srivastava, 1998; Kotliar and Wiens, 1990]. Also methodological literature exists
supporting the deduction of scales at which different N processes can be observed,
such as methods using knowledge of scale-specific feedbacks controlling these
processes [Easterling and Kok, 2002; Gibson et al., 2000; Holling, 1992; Levin, 1992]
or knowledge of fractal properties making the processes apparent over a range of
scales [Burrough, 1981; Schneider, 1994; Schroeder, 1991; Sposito, 1998].
Empirical and methodological information in current literature is not suited to
comprehensively and generically identify appropriate modeling scale of N-flow
models. Empirical literature on the appropriateness of scales of N-flow models is not
comprehensive because it usually only focuses on one measure of scale (either
support, extent, or stream order, and either spatial or temporal scale) and on either the
scale of processes, modeled scenarios, a single model part, or predictions. Methods
reported in current literature require too much time and data for most practical
applications. Further, most of these reported methods focus on only one measure of
scale and on either the scale of processes or single model parts.
The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive framework to identify the
appropriate spatial and temporal scale for N-flow models. Here models are defined as
coupled sets of equations that can be applied at any scale. We refer to this framework
as FAMOS (Framework for Appropriate MOdeling Scale). FAMOS has been
developed for models that can predict N export from large watersheds and the
contribution of N sources and sinks to this N export. With FAMOS, modelers can
identify appropriate scales for model predictions and for independently scalable
model parts. FAMOS may also assist in reporting the rationale behind the scale of a
model’s application. A preliminary version of FAMOS has been published in Dumont
et al. [2006].
In the following, the general structure of FAMOS is discussed (Section 3.2). This is
followed by a description of indicators that are the basis of FAMOS (Section 3.3).
Subsequently, the sequence of use of indicators and SMPs is described (Section 3.4).
3.2

Overview of FAMOS

In this section, we describe FAMOS (Framework for Appropriate MOdeling Scale). It
is developed to assist model users in identifying appropriate modeling scales in a
well-balanced and comprehensive way. FAMOS aims at minimizing the prediction
bias by ensuring sufficient validity of model assumptions while simultaneously
ensuring the feasibility of model application, agreement with scales of data and
scenarios, acceptable scaling error, and useful predictions.
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FAMOS indicates the appropriate ranges of up to seven measures of spatial and
temporal modeling scale. These are mean spatial support (sups), mean temporal
support (supt), mean stream length (sl), spatial extent (exts), temporal extent (extt),
smallest stream order (somin), and largest stream order (somax). The appropriate ranges
of these seven measures are identified largely independent of each other. In the
following, any of these seven measures will be indicated by S (scale). The user can to
some degree choose which measures of S are considered in FAMOS.
Appropriate ranges of S are estimated for a number of SMPs. An SMP is a set of
either model equations or model predictions. It has a unique S in existing model
applications, and its S can be adjusted. Figure 3.1A and B are an example of a
representation of possible SMP delineations and SMP scales. Defining SMPs is a
crucial element in FAMOS.
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Figure 3.1 Possible delineation of SMPs, SMP instances, and their relations in a watershed Nflow model. Axes indicate the stream order and support of the SMPs and the degree to which
locations and times of SMPs overlap. Rectangles are SMP instances. The grey tone indicates
the SMP to which an instance belongs. Designation of SMPs to instances is arbitrary. Thin
arrows indicate the flow of information. A: Possible delineation of SMPs and their spatial
support (sups) and represented locations. B: Possible delineation of SMPs and their temporal
support (supt) and represented times. C: The light grey SMP has increased its sups, compared
to the dark grey and black SMP, leading to the necessity to downscale output of the light grey
SMP, as indicated by diverging connections with these subsequent SMPs. D: The dark grey
SMP has broadened the range of stream orders that it represents. This has necessitated
connections with an instance of the light grey SMP that it was not connected to in A.

Four criteria are used to assess the appropriateness of modeling scale. These four
criteria require modeling scales to correspond with (A) data and scenarios, (B) model
assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and (D) appropriately scaled
predictions. Fulfillment of each criterion is indicated with indicators that are the basis
for the evaluation of appropriateness of each of the seven measures of scale of a
scalable model part (SMP). The indicators to be used are selected by the user of
FAMOS (Table 3.2). SMP scales are considered appropriate if indicator values exceed
pre-specified thresholds. FAMOS enables its users to evaluate appropriateness of
different modeling scales according to their preferences and ideas on appropriateness
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as reflected by user-defined weights for criteria and indicators. There are three reasons
that the 12 indicators in Table 3.2 are suitable to test the model scale based on the four
criteria: first they are relatively easy to quantify, second each can be applied to almost
any N-flow model, and third together they generally cover all aspects that are required
to judge the appropriateness of model scale.
As a first step, a user of FAMOS will have to decide on the model parts to be
considered. Due to the complexity of most N-flow models, it is often almost
impossible to consider all instances and all modeled N sources and sinks. An instance
is a part of an SMP modeling an area, time or stream length for which input is
homogeneous. Examples of possible N sources described by an SMP are fertilizer or
sewage, and examples of N sinks described by an SMP are riparian zones or lakes.
The application of FAMOS can be limited to a restricted set of instances, sources, and
sinks represented by an SMP. Similarly, the analyses by FAMOS can be limited to
only a subset of all SMPs.
There are several reasons for considering only a particular part of the model in the
application of FAMOS. For instance, only those model parts can be included that are
relatively important in the modeled N transport. Their importance can be determined
by their expected contribution to outlet N flux and potential for mitigation
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Table 3.2 Description of criteria A, B, C, and D (c) and indicators (j) that can be used in
FAMOS.
c
A

j
1
2

B
3
4
5
6
7
C
8
9
10
D
11
12
1
2

Description of criterion or indicator
Requires SMP scale to correspond with that of data and scenarios
Degree to which artifacts in available input data affect model
representation of process variability 1
Measure of the fraction of the spatial or temporal variability of
anthropogenic influences described in scenarios that is represented by
an SMP 1
Requires SMP scale to correspond with model assumptions
Measure of the fraction of actual N flow variability on the scale of the
considered SMP that is accountable to drivers of N flow variability
described by the considered SMP 1
Measures of the degree to which an SMP with one or more calibrated
coefficients describes processes occurring on the scale for which it
uses input. 1
Measures if there is sufficient relation between modeled N source
emissions and outlet N flow in the temporal scale of the SMP
Measure of the validity of the assumptions of the SMP considered
about horizontal N dispersion1,
Measure of the fraction of total input variation caused by error 1
Requires adequate resources for modification of the SMP
Indication of the effort needed for downscaling to obtain inputs from
other SMPs, and provide input to other SMPs
Measure of the resources required for an SMP to use input for certain
areas, depending on the range of stream orders that dominates in these
areas 2
Measures whether the effects of differences between upstream N
emissions in adjacent time steps on outlet N flow are large enough to
consider in the model
Requires the prediction scale to correspond to requirements of
model users
Measure of the usefulness of predictions for impact studies and policy
makers
Measure of the usefulness of river N export predictions and
predictions of source and sink contributions for a fundamental
scientific objective of the modeler

This indicator does not apply to SMPs consisting of predictions
This indicator applies only to SMPs modeling aquatic processes

Before application of FAMOS it is necessary that the user sets the upper and lower
limits of possible SMP scales (S) for which the appropriateness is to be identified.
Beyond these limits the user of FAMOS considers scales to be inappropriate. So
he/she expects the most appropriate scale to lie within these limits. These limits are
necessary for the application of indicators (Section 3.3).
Appropriateness of SMP scale is the result of four nested functions describing: (1)
appropriateness of modeling scale according to all criteria, (2) appropriateness of
modeling scale according to each criterion, (3) fulfillment of criteria, and (4)
indicators.
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Appropriateness of modeling scale according to all criteria

Appropriateness according to all four criteria (A-D) is estimated as:
A( S ) =

D

∏ ac ( S )

(1)

c= A

where:

A(S) – is the appropriateness of scale S for all four criteria (0 or 1),
ac(S) – is the appropriateness of modeling scale S for criterion c (0 or 1).
Here, A(S) is 1 for appropriate scales S and 0 for inappropriate scales S.
Appropriateness A(S) is identified largely independent for the different measures of
scale, except for the appropriateness of somin and somax which are dependent.
Appropriateness ac(S) takes the value of 1 if S is appropriate for criterion c and 0 if S
is inappropriate for criterion c, c ∈ {A,B,C,D}, being indices for the four criteria used
in FAMOS. The four values of appropriateness of modeling scale S for each criterion
c (ac(S)) are multiplied to obtain A(S) (Equation 1).
Equation 1 is used to identify ranges of S that are appropriate. If A(S) is 0 for all sups,
supt, sl, exts, extt, somin, or somax within the user-defined limits then this may indicate
that the considered SMP is not adequate given the research question, resources and
available data.
Appropriateness of modeling scale according to each criterion

Estimation of appropriateness according to each of the four criteria (ac(S)) can be
summarized as;
ac ( S ) = B( F c( S ) > T (c))

(2)

where:

B(..) – is a Boolean function. B(expression) equals 1 (if expression is true), or 0 (if
expression is false),
Fc(S) – is the fulfillment of criterion c for scale measure S. Fc(S) is real valued on
[0,1].
T(c) – is a threshold for appropriateness according to criterion c (0 to 1).
Threshold T(c) is user defined and indicates the degree of fulfillment of criterion c
that is considered to be appropriate by the user. Thresholds T(c) are the same for all
considered measures of S.
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Fulfillment of criteria

Fulfillment of criteria (Fc(S)) can be estimated using indicator values. This can be
summarized as follows:
Nc

Fc ( S ) = ∑ v j ⋅ f c , j ( S )

(3)

j =1

where:

ƒc,j(S) – is the value of indicator j, being the jth real valued function of S with
values between 0 and 1,
vj – is a weight indicating the relative importance of indicator j for Fc(S),
Nc – is the number of indicators that is used to calculate the fulfillment of criterion
c,
The weights vj are to be defined by the user of FAMOS. The sum of vj used in the
calculation of Fc(S) is 1.
Indicators

Indicator values (ƒc,j(S)) can be estimated as follows:
Nj

f c , j ( S ) = ∑ w j ,i ⋅ g j ,i ( S )

(4)

i =1

where:

gj.i – is goal function i of indicator j, the value of which (0 or 1) depends on S,
wj,i – is a weight to indicate relative importance of function gj.i for ƒc,j(S),
Nj – is the number of instances of gj.i used in the calculation of ƒc,j(S).
Indicators and goal functions to be used are selected by the user of FAMOS. Indicator
j is used to test the fulfillment of a criterion c. We suggest two possible indicators to
test the fulfillment of criterion A, five for B, three for C, and two for D (Table 3.2).
Only the relevant indicators listed in Table 3.2 need to be used. A user of FAMOS
may add case-specific indicators. A goal function (gi,j) can only be 0 or 1. Weights wj,i
may be defined by the user using methods described in Section 3.3. The sum of wj,i
used in the calculation of ƒc,j(S) is 1.
Five of the indicators presented in this paper cannot be summarized by Equation 4.
These are indicators A1, B4, C8, C9, and D12 (Section 3.3).
3.3

Indicators

FAMOS is based on four criteria. We present twelve indicators to test each of these
criteria. The user of FAMOS may use these, or a selection of these, to identify
appropriate modeling scales. An example of an application of one of these indicators
can be found in Chapter 4.
The presented indicators vary between 0 and 1 as a function of sups, supt, sl, exts,
extt, somin and/or somax. Here sups, supt, and sl are the mean surface area, duration, and
river section length represented by single values of input variables of an SMP. If the
model is stochastic then sups, supt, and sl apply to single input distributions instead of
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single input values. In FAMOS we use the mean of surface area, time duration and
river section length to determine sups, supt, and sl because there may be some
variation in these measures in individual inputs. For inputs consisting of grids or
regular time series sups or supt equal the grid cell size or time step, respectively.
Measures exts and extt are the total area and duration, respectively, for which an SMP
is applied. Measures sups and exts are measured as mean diameters. Variables somin
and somax are measures of the minimum and maximum sizes of river reaches,
respectively, to which an SMP is applied [Strahler, 1964] (see also Box 3.1).
3.3.1

Criterion A: Agreement with data and scenarios

Criterion A requires the SMP scale to correspond with that of data and scenarios. It
applies to the scale of any SMP except that of model predictions. Criterion A can be
tested with indicators A1 and A2 (Table 3.2).
Indicator A1: Artifacts in data

Indicator A1 measures the degree to which artifacts in available input data influence
the model representation of process variability. Such artifacts can be the data
resolution, density of underlying measurements, strata used in underlying stratified
sampling or scales of underlying models. These artifacts cause artificial characteristic
scales in the data (see Appendix 1 for an explanation of characteristic scales). The
value of indicator A1 increases with the number of such artificial characteristic
supports or stream lengths in data that are smaller than the support or stream length of
the SMP considered (Equation 1-1 and 1-2, Box 3.2) because inputs then better
represent the variability of processes. Indicator A1 is one for extents smaller or equal
to the maximum extent where the spatial and temporal coverage of the model fully
overlaps with that of the input data (Equation 1-3) because then input data are
available for the whole modeled area or time period. Otherwise it is zero. Further, it is
one for modeled stream order ranges for which all input data is available (Equation 14).
Indicator A2: Scenarios

Indicator A2 measures the fraction of actual spatial and temporal variability of
anthropogenic influences described in scenarios simulated with an SMP. A scenario
can be a projection of a future situation. Indicator A2 considers only changes that are
directly caused by future developments or changing policies at a particular
organizational level. The reason is that changes resulting from such drivers are
expected to have relatively distinctive characteristic scales in contrast to those
resulting from changes in biophysical conditions, which usually take place over a
broader scale range [Holling, 1992; Schroeder, 1991]. Examples of organizational
levels in ascending order are persons, households, companies, municipalities,
provinces, states, and international organizations or multinationals [Gibson et al.,
2000; Leemans, 2005]. Although characteristic scales of future changes may also
depend on the scale of biophysical conditions, indicator A2 focuses only on the scale
of the organizational levels affecting future change because organizational levels
usually correspond to a typical range of scale. As organizational level increases, the
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surface area, time frame and stream order over which measures are implemented
increase (Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2 Scheme to illustrate that mitigation options involving higher organizational levels
require more information transfer with various other organizational levels. Boxes indicate
organizational levels. Gray areas highlight each of five alternative paths of information
transfer between organizational levels. Upward arrows indicate information transfer from
lower to higher organizational levels such as stakeholder involvement, monitoring, and
negotiation. Downward arrows indicate information transfer from higher to lower
organizational levels such as implementation, education, and maintenance.

The value of indicator A2 increases with the number of projections of a future
development for which the characteristic support or stream length is larger than sups,
supt or sl (Equation 2-1, Box 3.2). This characteristic support or stream length is the
smallest distance between two locations for which a projection of a future
development can explain the difference in input value. The value of A2 increases with
the number of projections of a future development the extent of which is larger or
equal to exts or extt because this means that more information regarding future
developments is available for the whole modeled area or time period (Equation 2-2).
The value of indicator A2 also increases with the number of future developments
which stream orders are completely modeled by the SMP considered (Equation 2-3).
We advise to make weight w2,i used in calculating the values of indicator A2
(Equation 4), proportional to the distinctiveness of the characteristic scale of effects of
changes in driver i on SMP inputs and its relative importance for predicted N flow.
3.3.2

Criterion B: Validity of model assumptions

Criterion B requires the SMP scale to correspond with model assumptions on
processes. It applies to the scale of any SMP except that of model predictions. The
fulfillment of criterion B can be tested using indicators B3 to B7 (Table 3.2).
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Indicator B3: Represented processes

Indicator B3 measures the fraction of the variability of N flows on the scale of the
SMP considered that is actually described by equations of the SMP. This indicator has
a lower value if the effect of modeled drivers is obscured by trends or noise that
cannot be not be explained by the SMP [in line with Habeeb et al., 2005]. Such trends
or noise can occur if a model is applied on a scale where certain drivers are not
modeled explicitly or where modeled drivers are less important. Indicator B3 is higher
if modeled processes explain a larger part of the N-flow variability. This indicator can
therefore be best determined if the considered SMP is process-based.
The value of indicator B3 increases with the number of modeled processes that have
predictive value at the support, sl, or stream order range of the SMP. It decreases with
the number of not explicitly modeled processes that influence predicted N flow at the
support, sl, or stream order range of the SMP (Equation 3-1 and 3-2, ).
The weights involved in the calculation of indicator B3 (Equation 4) are negative if
the considered process is not modeled by the SMP and positive if it is. Furthermore,
the value of the weights is also proportional to the magnitude of the flow of N
generated by the process considered and to the relative degree to which the SMP is
nonlinear in the input necessary to model the process considered (Appendix 3.2).
Indicator B4: Validation

Indicator B4 measures the degree to which SMPs with one or more calibrated
coefficients can describe processes occurring on the scale for which they use input.
Models may make reliable predictions only if the scale of application is equal to the
scale at which validation provided good agreement. This is because most existing
models for N export from river basins are nonlinear to some degree and, hence, scale
specific (Appendix 3.2). If a calibrated SMP was validated independently of other
SMPs then indicator B4 only applies to this SMP. Otherwise it applies to all SMPs
that were validated as a whole.
For each measure of S, indicator B4 has only one function of S that is based on the
scale of the validation where the lowest prediction error was found. This function
takes the value of one if (i) supports or stream lengths are within the range of SMP
supports or stream lengths involved in validation (Equation 4-1, Box 3.3) or if (ii)
somin and somax that are within the range of the smallest and largest stream orders of
the validation data of the SMP, respectively (Equation 4-2). For other S, indicator B4
is equal to zero. We advise to make the weight of this indicator in testing criterion B,
v5, proportional to the degree to which the considered SMP is nonlinear (Appendix 2).
Weight v5 is zero for SMPs that did not affect the validation.
Indicator B5: Travel time of N

Indicator B5 measures whether inertia of N flow with respect to modeled N source
emissions agrees with the temporal scale of the SMP (Figure 3.3). For steady state
models, N emitted by modeled sources must be able to reach the SMP considered
within the duration of supt. For such models, the value of indicator B5 increases with
the number of SMPs modeling N sources from which the system modeled by the SMP
considered receives a larger fraction of N within the duration of supt (Equation 5-1).
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For dynamic models, the N emitted from sources modeled by the SMP considered
must be able to reach the prediction locations within extt. For such models, the value
of indicator B5 increases with the number of SMPs representing predictions where a
larger fraction of N emitted from the SMP considered reaches the prediction location
within extt (Equation 5-2).

Figure 3.3 Illustration of the times at which different fractions of N, instantaneously emitted
from an upstream source, may reach the outlet. Horizontal axis of the left plot is the % of flow
paths covered by N affected by an instantaneous upstream N emission and the vertical axis
the time that has passed since the instantaneous local emission occurred. Each arrow
represents a different fictive path of N through the modeled watershed.

The value of indicator B5 also depends on the stream orders of the SMP considered
(Equation 5-1) and of the model predictions (Equation 5-2) because if these are larger
then inertia of N flow with respect to modeled N source emissions is larger. Therefore
the user must previously select a range of stream orders for the SMP considered based
on aD(somin,somax) that must be identified before (Equation 2). In case of statically
modeled N flow (Equation 5-1), w5,i used in Equation 4 increases with the relative
amount of N entering the watershed part represented by the considered SMP from the
sources represented by SMP i. In case of dynamically modeled N flow (Equation 5-2),
w5,i increases with the relative amount of N flowing from the considered SMP to
predictions represented by SMP i.
Indicator B6: Horizontal N dispersion

Indicator B6 tests whether the assumption of the SMP about horizontal N dispersion is
valid. We distinguish three broad classes of assumptions of SMPs about horizontal N
dispersion that together cover all possible assumptions about N dispersion. Each of
these classes is valid at a different range of sups or exts. Validity of a dispersion
assumption is affected by sups if the assumption is about N exchange between areas
represented by spatial support units, and validity of a dispersion assumption is
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affected by exts if the assumption is about N exchange across model boundaries. The
classes of assumptions that we distinguish are that dispersion is; unidirectional (1),
can be approximated as a diffusion process (2), or is negligible (3).
Unidirectional dispersion can be assumed at the smallest sups and exts, and negligible
dispersion can be assumed at the largest sups and exts. A diffusion approximation is
usually valid at intermediate sups and exts. The transition between scales of validity
of assumed unidirectional flow and assumed diffusion behavior is explained by many
studies that have shown that the collective behavior of unidirectional flows of matter
or organisms can be approximated as a diffusion process [Levin, 1992]. The transition
between scales of validity of assumed diffusion behavior and assumed negligible
dispersion occurs because at sufficiently coarse scales many N flows with inverse
directions cancel out each other’s effect [Easterling and Kok, 2002]. The absolute
sups or exts values in the ranges where these three assumptions are valid differ
between N types. They increase with the most common horizontal travel distances of
the N type considered. If sups or exts are within the range of the most common travel
distances then probably N dispersion can be approximated as a diffusion process. If
sups or exts are smaller then this range then dispersion can probably be assumed to be
unidirectional and if larger then it can probably be assumed to be negligible. An
example of a list of N types that is ordered by increasing sups and exts of validity of
the previously described dispersion assumptions are N in; litter fall, eroding soil
particles, cattle biomass, floodplain sediment pores, sewerage pipes, wetland surface
water, groundwater, salmon biomass, lower atmosphere, and higher atmosphere.
The value of indicator B6 increases with the number of modeled N types where sups
or exts is such that the SMP assumption on horizontal N dispersion is valid (Equation
6-1 and 6-2). An assumption of unidirectional flow can only be used if the supt or extt
are smaller then the time needed for a significant flow direction change of the N type
considered [Dumont et al., submitted-a] and the range of sups and exts where a
diffusion approximation or assumed negligible flow is valid increases with decreasing
supt and extt (Equation 6-1 and 6-2). To increase ease of use of indicator B6, the
appropriate supt and extt are identified with other indicators before indicator B6 is
applied (Section 3.4). We advise to increase the weight of an N type used to calculate
indicator B6 (w6,i) with the relative magnitude of spatial variation in horizontal
dispersion of the considered N type. We advise to increase the weight of indicator B6
in testing criterion B (v6) with the degree of nonlinearity of the SMP considered
(Appendix 3.2).
Indicator B7: Input estimation uncertainty

Indicator B7 measures the fraction of the total input variation caused by error. The
effect of some errors on uncertainty in model inputs may decrease if the SMP support
is increased (aggregation) beyond particular thresholds. An example of such errors is
a classification error in remote sensed images that may be largely removed by
aggregating multiple pixels, where pixels with positive classification errors
compensate for those with negative errors. Another example are fine scale errors in
data resulting from multi-scale models where model calculations at a large support
resulted in boundary conditions for model calculations with a smaller support, thus
propagating their errors to these smaller supports [De Floriani and Magillo, 2002; De
Koning et al., 2000]. Averaging out of such errors applies to space, time, or both. The
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value of indicator B7 increases with the number of SMP inputs for which considered
errors are averaged out. (Equation 7-1, Box 3.3). Indicator B7 considers only error
sources leading to errors that average out at relatively small sups.
Scale measures sups and supt interact in affecting the value of indicator B7 (Equation
7-1). Thus for simplicity the appropriate supt is identified with other indicators before
indicator B7 is applied (Section 3.4). We advise to increase the weights of inputs used
in the calculation of indicator B7 (w7,i) with the fraction of total variation of the input
that is caused by the considered error.
3.3.3

Criterion C: Resources for modification

Criterion C requires that available resources are sufficient for modification of the
SMP. This criterion can be tested using indicators C8, C9 and C10 and is used only
when the appropriate scale cannot be determined with criteria A, B, and D. This is
generally the case when the SMP is not process-based or has a linear response to
variations in input data. Threshold T(C) has a relatively high value for such SMPs,
whereas T(A), T(B), and T(D) are low.
Indicator C8: Resources for downscaling between SMPs

Indicator C8 is an indication of the effort needed for downscaling to obtain inputs
from other SMPs and to provide input to other SMPs. Downscaling is needed if
outputs of coarse scale SMPs are used as input in fine scale SMPs. This downscaling
requires data and time, and the level of these requirements is measured by indicator
C8. For example, an increase in spatial SMP support can cause an increase in the need
for downscaling of SMP outputs (Figure 3.1C). This would also be the case for a
change of temporal SMP support. As a consequence, changed combinations of sups
and supt of SMPs can require different investments in data and time needed for
downscaling.
The value of indicator C8 is high if no downscaling is required and low if many
resources are needed for downscaling. To indicate how much the support of the
considered SMP contributes to required data and time for downscaling, it is necessary
to first identify what support will be used for the connected SMPs. Furthermore, it is
only useful to quantify indicator C8 for an SMP for which the scale can be adjusted to
that of other SMPs when this improves the overall appropriateness of its scale (A(S)).
This is generally the case only if criterion C is the most important one for this SMP
(expressed by relatively high T(C)), i.e. when the appropriate scale depends less on
the criteria A, B and D for SMPs that are not process-based or when variations in
scale of the SMPs considered are not expected to cause large changes in prediction
error (for linear or only slightly nonlinear SMPs).
Indicator C8 can only be applied if the appropriate scales according to criteria A, B,
and D have already been identified for all connected SMPs. The value of indicator C8
increases with the number of connected SMPs for which probably no downscaling is
required to provide input to the considered SMP or to obtain input from the
considered SMP (Equation 8-1 to 8-3, Box 3.4). Weights w8,r and w8,p indicate the
relative importance of each SMP connected to the considered SMP. They increase
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with the amount of effort needed in downscaling output from a connected SMP or in
downscaling to provide input to a connected SMP.
Indicator C9: Resources for adjusting modeled stream order ranges

Indicator C9 measures the resources that are required for SMPs to change the sl and
range of stream orders that they model. It applies only if the considered model has
already been applied in the area of study, and if FAMOS is used to improve the scale
of model application. Indicator C9 is zero if resources are needed to adjust the
connections to other SMPs. Otherwise it has a value of one (Equation 9-1, Box 3.4).
Particular stream orders drain particular parts of the land area. Therefore, an aquatic
SMP representing a particular range of stream orders is connected only to those
instances of a terrestrial SMP that represent the part of the land surface that drains to
these stream orders. Comparison of Figure 3.1A and D shows that if the range of
stream orders of the dark grey SMP is changed, it receives input from the upper
instance of the light grey terrestrial SMP, whereas this was not so before. Depending
on the type of model database and software that is used, the latter type of alterations in
connections between SMPs can require a relatively large effort.
Indicator C9 applies only to an SMP which scale can be expressed in stream order or
sl.
Indicator C10: Mixing

Indicator C10 measures whether the effects of differences between upstream N
emissions in adjacent time steps on outlet N flow are large enough to consider in the
model. These effects are small if the temporal scales of N emission are fast and travel
times differ to a large extent due to e.g. mixing (Figure 3.4) [Sterman, 2000].
Examples of places in watersheds where N fluxes generated at different times can mix
are reservoirs, converging streams, aquifers, etc. In larger watersheds more mixing
can take place along N flow paths. Therefore, dynamics in outlet N flow of larger
watersheds can generally be better explained with N source emissions on a larger
supt. The value of indicator C10 increases with the number of dynamically modeled N
flows having a range travel times to prediction locations that is narrower then supt
(Equation 10-1). This range is the interval of travel times around the mean travel time
and is given by a user defined fraction (UDF) of N flow from the SMP considered
that reaches prediction locations.
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Figure 3.4 Illustration of the degree to which different times of upstream N emissions may
affect outlet N flow at one point in time. Horizontal axis of the right-hand plot is the % of
flow path covered by N from upstream N emissions and the vertical axis the time that has
passed since the N emissions occurred. Each arrow represents a different fictive path of N
through the modeled watershed.

The value of indicator C10 also depends on the stream orders of the model predictions
(Equation 10-1) because if these are larger, then larger supt is required for the
differences between the effects of N emission in adjacent time steps on predicted N
flux to be large enough. Therefore the user must previously select a range of stream
orders for the SMP considered based on aD(somin,somax) (Equation 2) that must be
identified before (Section 3.4). Weight w10,i used in Equation 4 increases with the
relative amount of N flowing from the considered SMP to prediction locations
represented by SMP i.
3.3.4

Criterion D: Usefulness of predictions

Criterion D requires that the prediction scale is such that model predictions are
sufficiently useful. Criterion D can be tested using indicators D11 and D12.
The usefulness of river N export predictions depends on the type of use. Two types of
users are distinguished. Indicators D11 and D12 focus on a different use: impact
studies and policy development using N flow predictions to assess environmental
impacts (indicator D11); scientists interested in fundamental questions related to the
processes in river basins (indicator D12). For these two uses, the usefulness of
predictions can be tested with indicators D11 and D12.
Indicator D11: Usefulness for impact studies and policy development

Indicator D11 is a measure of the usefulness of river N export predictions for impact
studies and policy development at different scales.
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An impact study can be a known research project that uses the predictions of river N
export as input or it can be a research project that uses information on the predictions
that is made available in public media. The latter prediction users are unknown, so in
this case the user of FAMOS needs to assess the probable scale at which scientists
investigating aquatic impacts require input data on N inflow from rivers. Policy
makers may directly use N flow predictions for their policy. Policy makers require
predictions of the scale at which legislation allows and conventions drive mitigation
of impacts [Sherman, 1991].
For SMPs that are predictions, indicator D11 increases with the number of prediction
users for whom predictions have a smaller sups, supt or sl than the grain of their study
or interest (Equation 11-1, Box 3.5). Grain is the smallest scale at which a prediction
user responds to predicted patch structure by differentiating among patches [Kotliar
and Wiens, 1990]. Grain increases with the organizational level of the prediction user
(e.g. individual, municipal, or national level). Indicator D11 increases with the
number of prediction users requiring predicted N flow over an area or time period
smaller than exts and extt of predictions (Equation 11-2, Box 3.5). Also it increases
with the number of prediction users requiring predicted N flow into aquatic systems
directly receiving N from stream orders within the range of stream orders for which
predictions are made (Equation 11-3, Box 3.5).
For SMPs that can model mitigation options, indicator D11 measures the fraction of
spatial and temporal variability of relevant mitigation options that can be represented
by the SMP considered. Characteristic scales of mitigation options usually depend on
the scale of the organizational level that coordinates the mitigation (see description if
indicator A2). For SMPs modeling mitigation options, indicator D11 increases with
the number of prediction users which study mitigation options having characteristic
supports or stream lengths larger than sups, supt or sl (Equation 11-1, Box 3.5). The
characteristic support or stream length of a mitigation option is the smallest distance
between two locations for which a mitigation option can generally explain the
difference in input values. The value of D11 increases with the number of prediction
users which study mitigation options exclusively in an area or time period that is
smaller or equal to exts or extt because this means that more of the required
information about future effects of mitigation is modeled (Equation 11-2). The value
of indicator D11 also increases with the number of prediction users which study
mitigation options that mostly take place in stream orders modeled by the SMP
considered (Equation 11-3). For each considered SMP modeling mitigation options,
only the mitigation options are considered that can be modeled by this SMP. For such
SMPs, we advise to make w11,i used in calculating the values of indicator D11
(Equation 4) proportional to relative contribution to predicted N flow of mitigation
options studied by prediction user i.
Indicator D12: Usefulness for fundamental research

Indicator D12 is a measure of the usefulness of river N export predictions and
predictions of source and sink contributions for a fundamental scientific objective. We
assume that predictions are more valuable for fundamental research if they can
describe variation on more scales. As indicated in the literature [e.g. Meybeck, 2002],
new variability generally appears at about a constant rate if the logarithm of support is
decreased at a constant rate or if the logarithm of extent is increased at a constant rate.
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Therefore the value of indicator D12 decreases linearly with the logarithm of support
and increases linearly with the logarithm of extent (Equation 12-1 and 12-2, Box 3.5).
3.4

Use of FAMOS

The indicators need to be used in a particular sequence because some indicators
require information on the appropriateness of certain measures of scale that should be
supplied by certain other indicators that have been applied earlier. FAMOS is first
applied for process-based and nonlinear SMPs. For such SMPs, first indicators A1,
A2, B3, B4, D11 and D12 are applied, followed by indicators B5 and C10, and finally
indicators B6 and B7 enabling the calculation of A(S). This is followed by the
application of FAMOS to linear or non-process-based SMPs in the same sequence
except that indicators C8 and C9 are used in addition for such SMPs. The reasons for
this sequence of use of indicators and SMPs in FAMOS are:
• Stream order (somin and somax), and supt interact in determining the value of
indicators B5 and C10, resulting in a different value of these indicators for
every combination of stream order and supt. Therefore somin and somax are
set to a fixed value, being the most appropriate combination of somin and
somax according to preliminary values of Fc(S). These values need to be
based on other indicators that have been applied earlier.
• Measures of temporal and spatial modeling scale interact in determining the
value of indicators B6 and B7, resulting in a different value of these
indicators for every combination of temporal and spatial modeling scale.
Therefore supt and extt are set to fixed values being the most appropriate
supt and extt according to preliminary values of Fc(S). These values need to
be based on other indicators that have been applied earlier.
Appropriateness A(S) needs to be known for all process-based and nonlinear SMPs
before indicators C8 and C9 can be applied to the remaining SMPs that are linear or
non-process-based. Therefore A(S) is first identified for SMPs that are process-based
and nonlinear.
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3.5

Concluding remarks

We present an extension of current methods for identification of the appropriate
modeling scales of N-flow models. Current methods are often based on only one
criterion for appropriateness of scale and often focus on only one SMP and only one
measure of scale. This may lead to an identified appropriate scale with respect to only
one aspect of the model quality at the expense of another aspect of model quality that
is not taken into account. FAMOS includes all aspects of model quality that are
affected by modeling scale and thereby enables its user to rigorously judge the
appropriateness of modeling scale. It also prevents the modeler from focusing on only
one criterion by making him aware of other criteria of appropriateness, other SMPs,
and other measures of scale. To this aim, FAMOS uses four criteria to identify
appropriate spatial and temporal scales. Those, in turn, are tested by 12 user-defined
indicators. The four criteria constitute a comprehensive basis for identifying the
appropriateness of the modeling scale of any watershed N-flow model. Weights can
be assigned to each criterion thus allowing FAMOS to take into account many
different objectives. The indicators proposed in this paper appear to be generally
applicable as well as a sufficient basis to identify the appropriate scale.
The distinction in FAMOS between SMPs increases the reliability of estimates of
appropriateness of modeling scales, because it enables FAMOS to account for
interactions between SMPs. These interactions are that the scale of an SMP affects the
appropriateness of scales of other SMPs (indicator C8). Also the distinction between
different measures of spatial and temporal scale in FAMOS increases reliability of
estimates of appropriateness of modeling scales. It enables FAMOS to account for
interactions between these measures. These interactions are that the appropriateness of
values of a measure of SMP scale is usually affected by values chosen for another
measure of SMP scale (indicators B5, B6, B7, C10).
FAMOS is sensitive to user-defined weights (wi,j, vj) and thresholds (T(c)).
Appropriate values of these parameters cannot be known from experiments or
measurements, but require thorough knowledge of the model and FAMOS. If
knowledge of either of them is incomplete, then the sensitivity of FAMOS to these
weights and thresholds will make estimates of appropriate scales unreliable. The
sensitivity of estimated appropriateness of different scales (A(S)) to weights and
thresholds is especially high if the values of two indicators or goal functions indicate
ranges of appropriate scales that do not overlap. In that case, small changes in weights
may cause scales to be identified as appropriate that were previously identified as
inappropriate and vice versa. For example, if indicator B7 indicates that inputs with
spatial supports smaller than 10 km are too uncertain and indicator B3 indicates that
the dominating processes can be well modeled within a certain range of supports
smaller than 10 km, then the ratio between v3 and v7 determines whether spatial
supports under 10 km are appropriate or inappropriate according to these two
indicators. So in such a case, it is important that the user of FAMOS can compare
losses of model quality due to uncertainty at supports smaller than 10 km and the
model quality gains due to better modeling of dominant processes at these supports.
This requires sufficient knowledge about the development of model equations and
methods that were used to generate input datasets.
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The thresholds T(A) to T(C) are able to inform the modeler on how the model needs to
be improved. In case the model scales are not all appropriate, a threshold that is not
exceeded is an indication to what methods need to be used to improve the model. If it
is T(A) then better scaled input data are needed; if it is T(B) then some model
equations need to be scaled; and if it is T(C) it means that more appropriate
knowledge or software needs to be obtained for scaling.
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Appendix 3.1: Characteristic scale
Characteristic scales are those with a maximum in their change rate of variability as a
function of scale (Figure A1c). Characteristic scale can usually be estimated with
more certainty for processes that are more clumped or patchy. Patchiness can occur in
time [Platt and Denman, 1975], space [Holling, 1992] and over stream lengths
[Torgersen et al., 2004]. We define a patch as a region or time interval that differs
from its surroundings or neighboring times, respectively, but is not necessarily
internally homogeneous [Kotliar and Wiens, 1990]. Characteristic scales can be
identified for time, space, and stream lengths. Characteristic spatial supports,
characteristic stream lengths, and characteristic spatial extents are those equaling a
patch size with a relatively high spatial coverage. Characteristic temporal supports
and characteristic temporal extents are those equaling a patch duration with a
relatively high temporal coverage.

Examples of a process at a number of its characteristic supports in space are:
• N fertilizer application per private property, municipality, province, and country
(Figure A1).
• N uptake per crop, agricultural parcel, and agricultural area.
An example of a process with a number of characteristic supports in time is N
discharge in waste water which may have three characteristic temporal supports
influenced by daily waste discharge cycles, seasonal waste discharge cycles, decadal
construction/abandonment of waste discharge points.
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Figure A1 Illustration of the characteristic scales of a process influenced by three
organizational levels: land owners, municipalities and countries. A) Trend in percentage
coverage of likely process patches as a function of their diameter. Characteristic scales are
those patch diameters with the largest coverage. B) Trend in variability of observed process
levels as a function of support while maintaining a constant observational window (ratio of
extent to support). Characteristic supports are those corresponding to the 3 dominant patch
sizes. C) Trend in observed process variability as a function of support when extent is fixed
(Trend 1), and as a function of extent when support is fixed (Trend 2). Characteristic scales
can be recognized by a relatively large decrease in slope in Trend 1 and a large increase in
slope in Trend 2.

Appendix 3.2: Relation between SMP support and prediction bias
Generally, data connections between SMPs in watershed N-flow models involve
aggregation of SMP outputs to obtain inputs for other SMPs. The reason is that the
modeling of N flow in watersheds requires equations to describe flow paths of N
starting at various locations on the land surface that eventually converge at one point,
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i.e. the outlet. These convergences of N-flow paths, as the outlet is approached, are
reflected in N-flow models as aggregations of SMP outputs. If SMPs are applied to a
support for which they were not developed, the output may be incorrect. However, the
aggregation of these outputs to obtain inputs for another SMP removes much of the
error if the former SMP is linear. However, if the SMP for which the output has been
aggregated is nonlinear, the obtained input for the subsequent SMP is biased [in line
with Bierkens et al., 2000; Heuvelink, 1998]. An SMP is nonlinear if it contains input
variables that are correlated to each other, raised to a power, or part of a logarithm.
We consider an entire SMP to be nonlinear if it is nonlinear in at least one input.
Nonlinearity causes SMP support to have a larger effect on aggregated output error,
depending on the effect of SMP support on the probability density function (PDF) of
its inputs [Isaaks and Srivastava, 1998] (Figure A2). This, in turn, leads to a change in
the mean output of nonlinear SMPs (Figure A3) and hence to a change in error in
mean outputs used as predictions or as inputs to other SMPs.
Changed SMP support does not always lead to changed input PDFs because this also
depends on the measurement support being the average surface area or time duration
over which a measurement is made [Beckie, 2001]. If the measurement support of an
input is larger than the SMP support, then the PDF of the input can only be changed
by changing the measurement support of this input (Figure A4). However, if the SMP
support is larger than the measurement support of its input, then the PDF of the input
can be adjusted by changing the SMP support. This can be understood from Figure
A5, where the PDF of the inputs is narrower and higher than the PDF of the
underlying measurements due to an SMP support that is larger than the measurement
support of its input.
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Figure A2 Illustration of how change of model support can change possible probability
density functions (PDFs) of model inputs. Many real phenomena have PDFs similar to those
of inputs 1 and 2. Examples are temperature and river discharge in a river basin, respectively.
The PDF of Input 1 becomes narrower and that of Input 2 becomes both less skewed and
narrower if support is increased.
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Figure A3 Illustration of how support changes of a nonlinear SMP can cause change in mean
output. A) PDFs of inputs that differ due to differing input supports: The PDF for the small
support is broader then that for the larger support. B) The different input PDFs in A lead to
different output PDFs of a nonlinear SMP. C) These differing output PDFs have differing
means.
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Figure A4 Illustration of the dependence of the relation between PDFs for processes,
measurements, and model inputs, on the support used for measurements and inputs. The PDF
of input values does not differ from PDF of measurements, from which these inputs are
derived, because the support of the inputs is smaller then the support of the measurements.
The support units are indicated with fat horizontal lines. A: Levels of a process. B:
Measurements of this process. C: Input levels derived from these measurements. D: Input
levels derived from the measurements after interpolation.
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Figure A5 Illustration of the dependence of the relation between PDFs for processes,
measurements, and model inputs, on the support used for measurements and inputs. In
contrast to
Figure A4, the PDF of input values becomes more slim and high than the PDF of
measurements from which these inputs are derived because here the support of the inputs is
larger then the support of the measurements. The support units are indicated with fat
horizontal lines. A: Levels of a process. B: Measurements of this process. C: Input levels
derived from these measurements. D: Input levels derived from the measurements after
interpolation.
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Appendix 3.3: Boxes
Box 3.1 Definition of measures of scale
sups

=

Mean spatial support of inputs of the considered SMP, where spatial support is
measured as the diameter

supt

=

Mean temporal support of inputs of the considered SMP

sl

=

Mean length of stream represented by individual input values of the SMP considered

exts

=

Spatial extent of inputs of the considered SMP, measured as the diameter

extt

=

Temporal extent of inputs of the considered SMP

so min

=

If data on stream properties is used in modeling of N flow in streams: Smallest
stream order for which the considered SMP uses input
If only proxies for stream properties are used in modeling N flow in streams:
Smallest stream order that commonly occurs in the areas from which the considered
SMP receives input

so max

=

If data on stream properties is used in modeling of N flow in streams: Largest stream
order for which the considered SMP uses input
If only proxies for stream properties are used in modeling N flow in streams: Largest
stream order that commonly occurs in the areas from which the considered SMP
receives input

range( so )

=

The set of stream orders between and including so min and so max

S

=

Modeling scale of an SMP, measured by su ps , su pt , sl, exts , extt , so min , or
so max
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Box 3.2 Mathematical formulation of indicator A1, and goal functions of indicator A2 used in
testing criterion A.
Indicator A1: Artifacts in data
Remark: Applies not to SMPs representing predictions

f A,1 ( S ) =
f A,1 ( sl ) =

f A,1 ( S ) =

1
N data
1
N data

art

N data

1 Ni
⋅ ∑ art ⋅ ∑ B S ≥ Sidata
for S = sups, or supt
,h
i =1 N i
h =1

(

art

N data

)

1 Ni
⋅ ∑ art ⋅ ∑ B sl > slidata
,h
i =1 N i
h =1

N data

∏ B( S ≤ S

data
i

(

(1-1)
(1-2)

)

(1-3)

) for S = exts, or extt

i =1

f A,1 ( somin somax ) =

(1-4)

N data

∏ B(range(so) ⊂ range(soidata ))
i =1

Sidata
,h

=

Characteristic spatial or temporal data support in available input dataset i due to
artifact h

B(..)

=

Boolean function. B(expression) equals 1 (if expression is true), or 0 (if
expression is false)

N data

Number of input datasets considered in the calculation of indicator A1

N iart

Number of artifacts considered for input dataset i

slidata
,h

=

Characteristic stream length in available input dataset i due to artifact h

Sidata

=

Maximum spatial or temporal extent where the spatial coverage of the model fully
overlaps with that of input dataset i

range( soidata )

=

Range of stream orders for which input dataset i is available

Indicator A2: Scenarios
Remarks:
Equations 2-1 to 2-3 need to be inserted into equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator A2.
Applies only changes described by scenarios partly occurring in the system represented by the
considered SMP. Applies not to the SMP representing predictions.

(
( S ) = B (S ≤ S

)
) for S = exts or extt

g 2,i ( S ) = B S ≥ Sia , scen for S = sups, supt, or sl
g 2 ,i

b , scen
i

g 2,i ( somin , so max ) = B(rangei ( so scen ) ⊂ range( so))

(2-1)
(2-2)
(2-3)
Continued
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Box 3.2 continued
i
=
a , scen
=
S
i

Sib , scen

=

rangei ( so scen )

=

unique combination of anthropogenic driver and its institutional level
Characteristic spatial support, temporal support or stream length of changes in
variables of the considered SMP resulting from each i that is described in a
scenario. (for S = sups, supt or sl, respectively)
area or time period where the influence of i on the system represented by the
SMP is projected or known (for S = exts or extt, respectively)
Range of stream orders where inputs of the considered SMP are most affected
by changes in i described in the considered scenario
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Box 3.3 Mathematical formulation of goal functions of indicators B3 to B7 used in testing
criterion B.
Indicator B3: Represented processes
Remarks:
Equations 3-1 and 3-2 need to be inserted into Equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator B3.
Applies only to SMPs that are not calibrated. Applies not to the SMP representing predictions

g 3,i ( S ) = B (S ∈ range( Siproc ) ) for S = sups, supt, or sl

(3-1)

g 3,i ( so min , so max ) = B (range( so) ⊂ range( soiproc ))

(3-2)

range( Siproc )

=

Range of spatial support, temporal support or stream length where
process i has predictive value (for S = sups, supt or sl, respectively)

rangei ( so proc )

=

Stream order range where process i has predictive value

Indicator B4: validation
Remark: Indicator B4 applies to al SMPs that, individually or commonly, affected the outcome of a
validation. Applies not to the SMP representing predictions

(

( ))

(4-1)

f B , 4 ( S ) = B S ∈ range S val for S = sups, supt, or sl

(

(

f B , 4 ( somin , somax ) = B range(so ) = range so val

range(S val )

(

range so val

)

))

(4-2)

=

Range of surface areas, time durations or stream lengths for which an
observation was used during validation (for S = sups, supt, or sl, respectively)

=

Total range of stream orders occurring in the areas for which the considered
SMP received input during validation

Indicator B5: Travel time of N
Remarks:
Equations 5-1 and 5-2 need to be inserted into equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator B5.
Equation 5-1 applies for N flow paths modeled statically:

g 5,i (su pt , range( so) ) = Fi in (su pt , range( so) )

(5-1)

Fi in (su pt , range( so) )

=

Fraction of N eventually reaching the locations modeled by the SMP
considered from sources modeled by SMP i that has reached these
locations within the duration of supt. Scale measure range(so) should
have been determined in advance (Section 3.4) because it affects the
location of the system modeled by the considered SMP

i

=

Index for SMPs modeling systems through which N flows before it
reaches the location modeled by the SMP considered
Continued
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Box 3.3 continued
Equation 5-2 applies for N flow paths modeled dynamically:

g 5,i (extt , range( so)) = Fi out (extt , range( so) )

(5-2)

Fi out (extt , range( so ))

=

Fraction of N eventually reaching location i where model predictions
are required that can flow within the duration of extt from the
location modeled by the SMP considered to location i. Scale
measure range(so) should have been determined in advance (Section
3.4) because it affects the location of the system modeled by the
considered SMP.

i

=

Index for locations where model predictions are required

Indicator B6: Horizontal N dispersion
Remarks:
Equation 6-1 and 6-2 need to be inserted into equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator B6.
Applies not to SMPs representing predictions.

(

)

g 6,i ( su ps, su pt ) = B su ps ∈ rangeiassump (su pt )

(

)

g 6,i (exts, extt ) = B exts ∈ rangeiassump (extt )
range iassump (sup t )

range iassump (extt )

(6-1)
(6-2)

Range of sups where the assumption of the SMP about dispersion of N type i
between areas represented by spatial support units is valid for a fixed supt.
supt interacts with sups in affecting validity of dispersion assumptions but for
simplicity its value is based on other indicators as described in Section 3.4.
=

Range of exts where the assumption of the SMP about dispersion of N type i
across model boundaries is valid for a fixed extt. extt interacts with exts in
affecting validity of dispersion assumptions but for simplicity its value is
based on other indicators as described in Section 3.4.

Indicator B7: Input estimation uncertainty
Remark:
Equation 7-1 needs to be inserted into equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator B7.
Applies not to SMPs representing predictions.

g 7 ,i ( su ps, su pt ) = B(su ps > su ps i7 (su pt ))

su psi7 ( su pt )

=

(7-1)

sups at which errors of a considered error source in SMP input i with a
given supt average out. Only error sources are considered that lead to
errors that average out at relatively small sups. Scale measure supt
interacts with sups in affecting whether errors of a particular error source
average out but for simplicity value of supt is set to a fixed value that is
based on other indicators as described in Section 3.4.
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Box 3.4 Mathematical formulation of indicators C8 and C9 and of the goal function of
indicator C10 used in testing criterion C.
Indicator C8: Resources for downscaling between SMPs

⎛
⎛ S − S min
⎞ ⎞
g 8,r ( S ) = max⎜⎜ min⎜⎜ max r min , 1⎟⎟ , 0 ⎟⎟ for S = sups or supt
⎝ Sr − Sr
⎠ ⎠
⎝

(8-1)

⎞ ⎞
⎟ , 0 ⎟ for S = sups or supt
⎟ ⎟
⎠ ⎠

(8-2)

⎛
⎛
S pmax − S
⎜
g 8, p ( S ) = max min⎜1 , max
⎜ S
⎜
− S pmin
p
⎝
⎝
N rec

f C ,8 (S ) = ∑ g 8,r ( S ) ⋅ w8,r +
r =1

N prov

∑g
p =1

8, p

(8-3)

( S ) ⋅ w8, p for S = sups or supt

g 8,r ( S )

=

Goal function indicating the probability (0-1) that there is no need to downscale input
received from SMP r for use as input for the SMP considered

g 8, p ( S )

=

Goal function indicating the probability (0-1) that there is no need to downscale
output of the SMP considered before it can be used as input for SMP p

S rmax

=

Largest appropriate spatial or temporal support according to criteria A, B, and D of
SMP r from which the considered SMP receives input (for S = sups or supt,
respectively)

S rmin

=

Smallest appropriate spatial or temporal support according to criteria A, B, and D of
SMP r from which the considered SMP receives input (for S = sups or supt,
respectively)

S pmax

=

Largest appropriate spatial or temporal support according to criteria A, B, and D of
SMP p to which the considered SMP provides input (for S = sups or supt,
respectively)

S pmin

=

Smallest appropriate spatial or temporal support according to criteria A, B, and D of
SMP p to which the considered SMP provides input (for S = sups or supt,
respectively)

Nrec

=

Number of process based or nonlinear SMPs r from which the SMP considered
receives input and for which the appropriate spatial or temporal support can be
identified with criteria A, B, and D

Nprov

=

Number of process based or nonlinear SMPs p to which the SMP considered provides
input and for which the appropriate spatial or temporal support can be identified with
criteria A, B, and D

w8,r, w8,p

=

Weights of goal functions. They indicate the resources required for downscaling of
information received from SMP r or provided to SMP p,

∑w

8, r

r

+ ∑ w8, p = 1
p

Continued
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Box 3.4 continued
Indicator C9: Resources for adjusting stream order ranges
Remark: Applies only if the considered model is already applied in the area of study, and if FAMOS is
used to improve the scale of model application. Also it only applies to aquatic SMPs

(

)

(9-1)

f c ,9 ( S ) = B S = S old for S = sl, somin or somax

S old

=

sl, somin, or somax of the SMP before application of FAMOS (for S = sl, somin or somax,
respectively)

Indicator C10: Mixing
Remark: Equation 10-1 applies for N flow paths modeled dynamically

(

g 5,i ( su pt , range( soipred )) = B su pt > IntTT (UDF , range( soipred ))

)

(10-1)

i

=

Index for locations where model predictions are required

range( soipred )

=

Range between somin and somax of model predictions at location i

IntTTi (UDF , range ( soipred ))

=

Duration of the interval around the mean travel time within which a
user defined fraction (UDF) of N flow from the SMP considered
arrives at location i.

range( soipred ) should have been determined

in advance (Section 3.4) because it affects the degree of mixing that
can take place before prediction location i is reached.
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Box 3.5 Mathematical formulation of indicator D12 and of the goal functions of indicator
D11 used in testing the fulfillment of criterion D.
Indicator D11: Usefulness for impact studies and policy development
Remarks:
Equations 11-1 to 11-3 need to be inserted into Equation 4 to calculate the value of indicator D11.
Characteristic scales of mitigation options are only taken into account if they are the result of the
organizational level to which the people belong that consider these mitigation options.
Indicator D11 considers only SMPs that either can represent mitigation options or are predictions. The
meaning of the symbols in Equations 11-1 to 11-3 depends on whether they are applied to SMPs
consisting of model equations or predictions (explained below).

(
( S ) = B(S ≥ S

)
) for S = exts or extt

g11,i ( S ) = B S < S ia ,user for S = sups, supt or sl
g11,i

b ,user
i

g11,i ( so min so max ) = B (range( so) ⊃ range( soiuser ))

(11-1)
(11-2)
(11-3)

Sia ,user

=

If the considered SMP can model mitigation options: Characteristic spatial
support, characteristic temporal support or characteristic stream length of change
in mitigation options that are studied by user i and that can be represented by the
considered SMP (for S = sups, supt or sl).
If the considered SMP consists of predictions: Largest sups, supt, or sl that is
appropriate for prediction user i (for S = sups, supt or sl).

Sib ,user

=

If the considered SMP can model mitigation options: Total area or total time
period within which mitigation options are considered by user i (for S = exts or
extt)
If the considered SMP consists of predictions: Smallest spatial or temporal extent
that is appropriate for prediction user i (for S = exts or extt)

range( soiuser )

=

If the considered SMP can model mitigation options: Range of stream orders
where most change in mitigation measures studied by prediction user i take place
If the considered SMP consists of predictions: Range of stream orders that
typically discharges into the aquatic systems considered by user i

Indicator D12: Usefulness for fundamental research
a
a
a
f D ,12 ( S ) = (ln( S max
) − ln( S ) ) (ln(S max
) − ln(S min
) ) for S = sups, supt, or sl (12-1)

a
S max

b
b
b
f D ,12 ( S ) = (ln( S ) − ln(S min
) ) (ln(S max
) − ln(S min
) ) for S = exts or extt

(12-2)

f D ,12 ( somin ) = 1 − (somin − ( somin ) min ) (( somin ) max − ( somin ) min )

(12-3)

f D ,12 ( somax ) = 1 − (( somax ) max − somax ) (( somax ) max − ( somax ) min )

(12-4)

=

Upper boundary of range of sups, supt, or sl within which the appropriateness is
determined by the FAMOS user (Section 3.2), for S = sups, supt, or sl, respectively
Continued
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Box 3.5 continued
a
= Lower boundary of range of sups, supt or sl within which the appropriateness is
S min
determined by the FAMOS user (Section 3.2), for S = sups, supt, or sl, respectively
b
=
Upper boundary of range of exts or extt within which the appropriateness is determined
S max
by the FAMOS user (Section 3.2), for S = exts or extt, respectively
b
= Lower boundary of range of exts or extt within which the appropriateness is determined
S min
by the FAMOS user (Section 3.2), for S = exts or extt, respectively
(somin)min = Lower boundary of range of somin within which the appropriateness is determined by
the FAMOS user (Section 3.2)
(somin)max = Upper boundary of range of somin within which the appropriateness is determined by
the FAMOS user (Section 3.2)
(somax)min = Lower boundary of range of somax within which the appropriateness is determined by
the FAMOS user (Section 3.2)
(somax)max = Upper boundary of range of somax within which the appropriateness is determined by
the FAMOS user (Section 3.2)
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4 Identification of appropriate modeling scales for a global
model of nitrogen export from land to coastal zones c
Abstract
Decision makers need to know the effects of alternative watershed management
strategies on export of nitrogen (N) to coastal waters. They use this knowledge to
reduce undesirable effects of excess N in coastal waters. Various models exist to
predict the effects of watershed management on export of N. This paper describes a
decision framework to identify the appropriate spatial and temporal scales for using N
flux models. The framework is developed for existing models that predict N export
from large watersheds and the contribution of N sources and N sinks to this N export.
With this framework, modelers can identify the appropriate scale for model
predictions and independently scalable model parts. The framework bases the
appropriateness of model scales on indicators, which are to be specified by the
modeler and which are associated with four criteria. The four criteria require
modeling scales to correspond with (A) data, mitigation options, and scenarios, (B)
model assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and (D) requirements of
prediction users. A successful application of the framework is illustrated for a global
model of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) export from watersheds to coastal
waters. Ranges of appropriate scales are determined for model output and five
independently scalable model parts, which model the (1) surface N balance, (2) point
sources, (3) N flow in sediments and small streams, (4) retention in dammed
reservoirs, and (5) riverine DIN retention. We conclude that the framework can
contribute substantially to a well-balanced and comprehensive identification of
appropriate modeling scales.

c

This chapter is a revision of:

Dumont, E., C. Kroeze, E. J. Bakker, A. Stein, A. F. Bouwman (2006) Application of
a framework to identify the appropriate scale for a model developed to predict global
river export of dissolved inorganic nitrogen. In: Caetano, M. and Painho, M. (eds.)
Accuracy 2006: proceedings of the 7th international symposium on spatial accuracy
assessment in natural resources and environmental sciences, pp. 730-739, Lisbon.
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4.1

Introduction

Many different large scale watershed N flow models exist [Andersen et al., 2003].
These models have in common that they simulate processes related to horizontal
movement of nitrogen through large drainage networks of river basins. An important
property of such models is their modeling scale. Modeling scale can be viewed as the
combination of support, extent, and stream order of independently scalable model
parts, and model outputs. Model support is the temporal or spatial range in which
modeled processes are assumed to be homogeneous. Model extent is the total range of
time or space within which processes are modeled. The spatial extent of N flow
models is typically a basin or a group of adjacent basins. The temporal model extent is
usually between a few months and a few decades. Modeling scale affects many
important properties of N flow models such as the processes that can be described, the
required input data and the size of watersheds that can be modeled. A model may only
make good predictions if the scale of application is the same as the scale at which
validation provided good agreement. This is because existing models for N export
from river basins are nonlinear to some degree and, hence, scale specific.
N flow models relevant for environmental impact assessments often require
predictions for specific river basins. Such models can have different spatial and
temporal supports and extents. For example, the Riverstrahler model [Billen et al.,
1994] has been applied with various temporal supports on watershed surface areas
ranging from 100 to 100000 km2 and with spatial model supports ranging from 1st to
5th order upstream basins ranging in area between 1 and 5000 km2 [Sferratore et al.,
2005].
The reason for selecting a particular modeling scale is usually not explicitly reported,
and the appropriateness of a particular modeling scale is therefore difficult to judge.
Modelers have no clear guide for selecting appropriate spatial and temporal modeling
scales for predictions of N flows in large river basins.
The purpose of this paper is to present a comprehensive framework to identify the
appropriate spatial and temporal scale for N flow models. The framework is
developed for models that predict N export from large watersheds and the
contribution of N sources and sinks to this N export. With this framework, modelers
can identify appropriate scales for model predictions, and for independently scalable
model parts. This decision framework may also assist in reporting the rationale behind
the scale of a model application. The framework focuses explicitly on existing N flow
models that serve as predictive tools. In this paper an application of the framework to
a global N flow model is summarized.
4.2

Description of FAMOS

In this section, we describe FAMOS (Framework for Appropriate MOdeling Scale). It
is developed to assist model users in identifying appropriate modeling scales in a
well-balanced and comprehensive way. FAMOS aims at minimizing the prediction
bias by ensuring sufficient validity of model assumptions while simultaneously
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ensuring the feasibility of model application, agreement with scales of data and
scenarios, acceptable scaling error, and useful predictions.
FAMOS indicates the appropriate ranges of up to seven measures of spatial and
temporal modeling scale. These are mean spatial support (sups), mean temporal
support (supt), mean stream length (sl), spatial extent (exts), temporal extent (extt),
smallest stream order (somin), and largest stream order (somax). The appropriate ranges
of these seven measures are identified largely independent of each other. In the
following, any of these seven measures will be indicated by S (scale). The user can to
some degree choose which measures of S are considered in FAMOS.
Appropriate ranges of S are estimated for a number of SMPs. An SMP is a set of
either model equations or model predictions. It has a unique S in existing model
applications, and its S can be adjusted. Figure 4.1 A and B are an example of a
representation of possible SMP delineations and SMP scales. Defining SMPs is a
crucial element in FAMOS.
Four criteria are used to assess the appropriateness of modeling scale. These four
criteria require modeling scales to correspond with (A) data and scenarios, (B) model
assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and (D) appropriately scaled
predictions. Fulfillment of each criterion is indicated with indicators that are the basis
for the evaluation of appropriateness of each of the seven measures of scale of a
scalable model part (SMP). The indicators to be used are selected by the user of
FAMOS (Table 4.1). SMP scales are considered appropriate if indicator values exceed
pre-specified thresholds. Similar criteria have been suggested for testing the
appropriateness of N-flow models [e.g. Andersen et al., 2003]. FAMOS enables its
users to evaluate appropriateness of different modeling scales according to their
preferences and ideas on appropriateness as reflected by user-defined weights for
criteria and indicators. There are three reasons that the 12 indicators in Table 4.1 are
suitable to test the model scale based on the four criteria: first they are relatively easy
to quantify, second each can be applied to almost any N-flow model, and third
together they generally cover all aspects that are required to judge the appropriateness
of model scale.
As a first step, a user of FAMOS will have to decide on the model parts to be
considered. Due to the complexity of most N-flow models, it is often almost
impossible to consider all instances and all modeled N sources and sinks. An instance
is a part of an SMP modeling an area, time or stream length for which input is
homogeneous. Examples of possible N sources described by an SMP are fertilizer or
sewage, and examples of N sinks described by an SMP are riparian zones or lakes.
The application of FAMOS can be limited to a restricted set of instances, sources, and
sinks represented by an SMP. Similarly, the analyses by FAMOS can be limited to
only a subset of all SMPs.
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Legend:
sups or
supt

Instance

A:

Terrestrial
processes

Aquatic
processes

Aquatic
processes

B

so

Terrestrial
processes

so

Time
Location
N flow direction

N flow direction

Figure 4.1 Possible delineation of SMPs, SMP instances, and their relations in a watershed N
flow model. Axes indicate the stream order and support of the SMPs and the degree to which
locations and times of SMPs overlap. Rectangles are SMP instances. The grey tone indicates
the SMP to which an instance belongs. Designation of SMPs to instances is arbitrary. Thin
arrows indicate the flow of information. A: Possible delineation of SMPs and their relative
location and spatial support (sups). B: Possible delineation of SMPs and their relative time
and temporal support (supt).

There are several reasons for considering only a particular part of the model in the
application of FAMOS. For instance, only those model parts can be included that are
relatively important in the modeled N transport. Their importance can be determined
by their expected contribution to outlet N flow and potential for mitigation.
Before application of FAMOS it is necessary that the user sets the upper and lower
limits of possible SMP scales (S) for which the appropriateness is to be identified.
Beyond these limits the user of FAMOS considers scales to be inappropriate. So
he/she expects the most appropriate scale to lie within these limits. These limits are
necessary for the application of indicators.
Appropriateness of SMP scale is the result of four nested functions describing: (1)
appropriateness of modeling scale according to all criteria, (2) appropriateness of
modeling scale according to each criterion, (3) fulfillment of criteria, and (4)
indicators.
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Appropriateness of modeling scale according to all criteria

Appropriateness according to all four criteria (A-D) is estimated as:
A( S ) =

D

∏ ac ( S )

(1)

c= A

where:

A(S) – is the appropriateness of scale S for all four criteria (0 or 1),
ac(S) – is the appropriateness of modeling scale S for criterion c (0 or 1).
Here, A(S) is 1 for appropriate scales S and 0 for inappropriate scales S.
Appropriateness A(S) is identified largely independent for the different measures of
scale, except for the appropriateness of somin and somax which are dependent.
Appropriateness ac(S) takes the value of 1 if S is appropriate for criterion c and 0 if S
is inappropriate for criterion c, c ∈ {A,B,C,D}, being indices for the four criteria used
in FAMOS. The four values of appropriateness of modeling scale S for each criterion
c ac(S) (0 or 1) are multiplied to obtain A(S) (Equation 1).
Equation 1 is used to identify ranges of S that are appropriate. If A(S) is 0 for all sups,
supt, sl, exts, extt, somin, or somax within the user-defined limits then this may indicate
that the considered SMP is not adequate given the research question, resources and
available data.
Appropriateness of modeling scale according to each criterion

Estimation of appropriateness according to each of the four criteria (ac(S)) can be
summarized as;
ac ( S ) = B( F c( S ) > T (c))

(2)

where:

B(..) – is a Boolean function. B(expression) equals 1 (if expression is true), or 0 (if
expression is false),
Fc(S) – is the fulfillment of criterion c for scale measure S. Fc(S) is real valued on
[0,1],
T(c) – is a threshold for appropriateness according to criterion c (0 to 1).
Threshold T(c) is user defined and indicates the degree of fulfillment of criterion c
that is considered to be appropriate by the user. Thresholds T(c) are the same for all
considered measures of S.
Fulfillment of criteria

Fulfillment of criteria (Fc(S)) can be estimated using indicator values. This can be
summarized as follows:
Nc

Fc ( S ) = ∑ v j ⋅ f c , j ( S )
j =1

where:
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ƒc,j(S) – is the value of indicator j, being the jth real valued function of S with
values between 0 and 1,
vj – is a weight indicating the relative importance of indicator j for Fc(S),
Nc – is the number of indicators that is used to calculate the fulfillment of criterion
c.
The weights vj are to be defined by the user of FAMOS. The sum of vj used in the
calculation of Fc(S) is 1.
Indicators

Indicator values (ƒc,j(S)) can be estimated as follows:
Nj

f c , j ( S ) = ∑ w j ,i ⋅ g j ,i ( S )

(4)

i =1

where:

wj,i – is a weight to indicate relative importance of function gj.i for ƒc,j(S),
gj.i – is goal function i of indicator j, the value of which (0 or 1) depends on S,
Nj – is the number of instances of gj.i used in the calculation of ƒc,j(S).
Indicators and goal functions to be used are selected by the user of FAMOS. Indicator
j is used to test the fulfillment of a criterion c. We suggest two possible indicators to
test the fulfillment of criterion A, five for B, three for C, and two for D (Table 4.1).
Only the relevant indicators listed in Table 4.1 need to be used. A user of FAMOS
may add case-specific indicators. A goal function (gi,j) can only be 0 or 1. Weights wj,i
may be defined by the user using methods described in Section 3.3. The sum of wj,i
used in the calculation of ƒc,j(S) is 1.
Five of the indicators presented in this paper cannot be summarized by Equation 4.
These are indicators A1, B4, C8, C9, and D12 (Table 4.1).
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Table 4.1 Description of criteria A, B, C, and D (c) and indicators (j) that can be used in
FAMOS.
c
A

j
1
2

B
3
4
5
6
7
C
8
9

Description of criterion or indicator
Requires SMP scale to correspond with that of data and scenarios
Degree to which artifacts in available input data affect model
representation of process variability 1
Measure of the fraction of the spatial or temporal variability of
anthropogenic influences described in scenarios that is represented by
an SMP 1
Requires SMP scale to correspond to model assumptions
Measure of the fraction of actual N flow variability on the scale of the
considered SMP that is accountable to drivers of N flow variability
described by the considered SMP 1
Measures of the degree to which an SMP with one or more calibrated
coefficients describes processes occurring on the scale for which it
uses input. 1
Measures if there is sufficient relation between modeled N source
emissions and outlet N flow in the temporal scale of the SMP
Measure of the validity of the assumptions of the SMP considered
about horizontal N dispersion1,
Measure of the fraction of total input variation caused by error 1
Requires adequate resources for modification of the SMP
Indication of the effort needed for downscaling to obtain inputs from
other SMPs, and provide input to other SMPs
Measure of the resources required for an SMP to use input for areas,
depending on the range of stream orders that dominates in these areas
2

10
D
11
12
1
2

measures whether the differences between the effects of N emission in
adjacent time steps on outlet N flow is large enough to consider in the
model
Requires the prediction scale to correspond to requirements of
model users
Measure of the usefulness of predictions for impact studies and policy
makers
Measure of the usefulness of river N export predictions and
predictions of source and sink contributions for a fundamental
scientific objective of the modeler

This indicator does not apply to SMPs consisting of predictions
This indicator applies only to SMPs modeling aquatic processes

4.3

Application of FAMOS

We used FAMOS to identify the appropriate scale for SMPs of an existing model for
river export of dissolved inorganic nitrogen (DIN) to coastal zones of the world
[Dumont et al., 2005b]. This model, called NEWS-DIN, takes into account both
diffuse and point sources of N. FAMOS is applied to all parts of NEWS-DIN because
this is feasible due to the limited complexity of this model. We divided the coupled
set of equations of NEWS-DIN into five SMPs, and distinguished an additional SMP
that is the predicted DIN export to coastal zones. Our subdivision of NEWS-DIN
equations and predictions into six SMPs was based on the condition that these model
parts were applied on a unique S by Dumont et al. [2005a]. Additionally, it was based
on the condition that it is feasible to adjust the individual scales of these SMPs. The
SMPs are equations of (1) the surface N balance, (2) point source emissions, (3) N
flow in sediments and small streams, (4) dammed reservoir retention, (5) riverine
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retention, and (6) predictions of DIN flow to coastal zones (Table 4.2). The six
distinguished SMPs had four different spatial supports, three different temporal
supports, and three different stream order ranges when applied by Dumont et al.
[2005a] (Table 4.2). FAMOS is not used to determine the appropriate sl because sl
can not be adjusted within NEWS-DIN. All indicators of FAMOS (Table 4.1) are
used, except indicator B7 due to insufficient information on spatial and temporal
autocorrelation of input error.
As an example of indicator estimation, the estimation of indicator B5 for SMP 6 is
described here. Equation 5 is used for estimation of indicator B5:
g 5,i (su pt , range( so) ) = Fi in (su pt , range( so) )

(5)

Where Fi in (su pt , range( so) ) is the fraction of N eventually reaching the locations
modeled by the SMP considered from sources modeled by SMP i that has reached
these locations within the duration of supt, i is an index for SMPs modeling sources
from which N flows before it reaches the location modeled by the SMP considered,
range(so) is the range of stream orders modeled by the SMP considered. Scale
measure range(so) should have been determined in advance. It affects the location of
the system modeled by the considered SMP.
SMP 6 consists of the NEWS-DIN predictions of DIN export to coastal zones. We use
indicator B5 to measure the fraction of DIN eventually reaching the coastal zones
from sources modeled by NEWS-DIN that has reached these coastal zones within the
duration of supt of SMP 6. Only SMP 1 and SMP 2 model N sources. Sources
modeled by SMP 1 are located on land surfaces. Sources modeled by SMP 2 are
mainly households connected to rivers by sewerage. Values of supt of SMP 6 with
low values of indicator B5 are expected to cause insufficient relation between
modeled N emissions from sources and N flow to coastal zones during the time of
prediction. Values of indicator B5 for SMP 6 are higher if a larger fraction of N
emitted from modeled sources reaches coastal zones within the duration of supt.
Indicator B5 is determined for an exhaustive number of supt values between one day
and 100 years. This range is chosen because appropriate scales of SMP 6 are not
expected beyond this range. Indicator B5 for SMP 6 is calculated using various N
residence times in different N stores between sources modeled by SMP 1 and 2 and
coastal zones (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). Calculation of indicator B5 for SMP 6
requires the most appropriate range of stream orders for this SMP to be known
(Equation 5). This stream order range is 8 to 12, being the range with the highest
FD(somin,somax) (Equation 3). Measure FD(somin,somax) was calculated in advance based
on indicators D11 and D12.
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Table 4.2 Scales (S) and data connections of six SMPs of the NEWS-DIN model as applied by Dumont et al. [2005a].
SMP index
Modeled process

1
Surface N balance

sups (km)
supt (y)
exts (km)
extt (y)
somin
somax
Receives input from
Provides output to
a
b
c
d

55b
3
globe
3
0
0
Datasets

2
Point source
emissions
55b
10
globe
10
0
0
Datasets

3
N flow in sediments and
small streams
150c
10
globe
10
unclear
unclear
SMP 1, and datasets

4
Dammed reservoir
retention
135d
10
globe
10
5
10
Datasets

SMP 3

SMP 5

SMP 5

SMP 4

Model prediction.
average diameter of a 0.5 × 0.5º grid cell
average diameter of a basin discharging to a coastal zone
average diameter of a sub-basin discharging into a dammed reservoir
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5
Riverine retention
150c
30
globe
30
5
12
SMPs 3 and 4, and
datasets
SMP 6

6
Riverine DIN
export a
150c - globe
10
globe
10
6
12
SMP 5
Prediction user
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Table 4.3 Values used when estimating the value of g 5,1 ( su pt , range ( so )) for SMP6 of NEWS-DIN: Estimated residence times of N in temporary N stores
downstream of N sources on the land surface modeled by SMP1, and the fraction of N from these land surface sources reaching the coastal zones that has
flown through each of the N stores considered. Goal functions g 5,i ( su pt , range ( so )) are used in the calculation of ƒA,5(S).
N store

Estimated residence
time (y)a

Forest biomass (percolation)
Humus (percolation)
Peat (percolation)
Fine textured mineral soils (percolation)
Coarse textured mineral soils (percolation)
Groundwater (groundwater flow)
Land surface (overland flow)
Shallow sediments (through flow)
Dammed reservoir
No dammed reservoir
River surface water
River sediment
Seawater circulations

2.0⋅102
102
104
40
1.0
10
1.4⋅10-3
0.011
0.25
0.0
2.7⋅10-3
0.5
0.083

Fraction of N from the sources on the land surface
reaching the coastal zones that has flown though the
considered N store
0.05
0.10
0.05
0.40
0.40
0.29
0.14
0.57
0.25
0.75
0.91
0.09
1.0

a Expert judgment
b See Table 4.2.
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SMP that models the considered N
store b
SMP 1
SMP 1
SMP 1
SMP 1
SMP 1
SMP 3
SMP 3
SMP 3
SMP 4
SMP 4
SMP 5
SMP 5
SMP 6
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Table 4.4 Values used when estimating the value of g 5, 2 ( su pt , range ( so )) for SMP6 of NEWS-DIN: Estimated residence times of N in temporary N stores
downstream of N emission by households modeled by SMP1, and the fraction of N from households reaching coastal zones that has flown through each of the
N stores considered.
N store
Sewage treatment
Sewerage without treatment
Dammed reservoir
No dammed reservoir
River surface water
River sediment
Seawater circulations

Estimated residence
time (y)a
0.05
2.7⋅10-3
0.25
0.0
2.7⋅10-3
0.50
0.083

Fraction of N from households reaching the coastal zones
that has flown through the considered N store
0.50
0.50
0.25
0.75
0.91
0.09
1.0

SMP that models the considered N
store b
SMP 2
SMP 2
SMP 4
SMP 4
SMP 5
SMP 5
SMP 6

a Expert judgment
b See Table 4.2.

Table 4.5 Ranges of appropriate scales for SMPs of NEWS-DIN as identified with FAMOS
SMP index
sups (km)
supt (y)
exts (km)
extt (y)
somin
somax
a
b
c

1
42–194
1.1–10
3,000–30,000 a
10–50 b
0
0

2
10–67
0.003–26
2,000–30,000 a
26–50 b
0
0

3
42–244
1.1–10
30,000 a
unclear
unclear
unclear

30,000 signifies global extent
Scale of NEWS-DIN as applied by Dumont et al. [2005] (Table 4.2) is outside this range
No appropriate values of supt are identified using FAMOS
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4
10–133 b
1.0–17
13,000–30,000 a
23–50 b
7
8

5
42–244
n.a. c
24,000–30,000 a
47–50 b
8
10

6
42–300
n.a. c
13,000–30,000 a
23–50 b
8
12

Sixty pathways of N from land surfaces to coastal zones are considered for the
calculation of F1in (su pt , range ( so) ) (Equation 5). Eight pathways of N from households
to coastal zones are considered for the calculation of F2in (su pt , range ( so) ) . These
pathways are all the possible combinations of the N stores given in Table 4.3 and
Table 4.4, respectively. First, the fraction of N passing through each considered
pathway is calculated by multiplication of the fraction of N passing through each
individual N store, and the travel time through each pathway is calculated as the
summation of the residence times of each of the N stores through which the pathway
goes (Table 4.3 and Table 4.4). For example, a pathway of N from the land surface
through coarse textured mineral soil surface, shallow sediments, a dammed reservoir,
river surface water and sea water has a travel time of 1.35 years (1+0.011+2.7·103
+0.083) and transports a fraction of 0.05 of all N emitted from land surfaces that
eventually reaches coastal waters (0.4·0.57·0.25·0.91·1) (Table 4.3). A plot of travel
time to coastal zones versus fraction of N for N from land surfaces and N from
households was made using the latter method of calculation (Figure 4.2). This plot can
be used to identify fractions F1in (su pt, range( so)) and F2in (su pt , range( so) ) considering N
from sources modeled by SMP1 and 2, respectively, that reach the coastal zone
(SMP6) within the duration of supt. Weights w5,1 and w5,2 are the expected fractions of
N reaching the coastal zones that originate from sources modeled by SMP 1 and SMP
2, respectively. We set w5,1 at 0.94 and w5,2 at 0.06 because we expect 94% of DIN
exported to coastal zones to originate from land surfaces and 6% to originate from
households [based on Dumont et al., 2005b]. We use Figure 4.2 and Equation 5 to
identify the value of indicator B5 for values of supt between one day and 100 years.
Indicator B5 is 0 for supt smaller than 0.09 years. Indicator B5 exceeds 0.1 at supt
larger then 1 year, 0.4 at supt larger then 11 years, and 0.6 at supt larger then 40 years.
Indicator B5 is zero for supt below 0.09 years because no N entering the watershed
from land surfaces and households is expected to reach the coastal waters within the
duration of such small supt. Indicator B5 starts to increase rapidly when supt exceeds
1.09 years because then sups starts to equal travel times from land surfaces which
have a much higher weight in the calculation then travel times from households. An
increase in indicator B5 from 0.47 to 0.62 occurs when supt exceeds 40 years because
at travel times larger then 40 years the N from land surfaces on fine textured mineral
soils is expected to reach the coastal zone (Table 4.3), as opposed to only the N from
land surfaces on course textured mineral soils. The inertia that we expect for coastal
zone responses to land surface processes, shown in Figure 4.2, are in line with those
found by Stalnacke et al. [2004].
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Figure 4.2 Estimated fractions of N reaching the coastal zones from land surfaces and
households that had travel times below the travel times that are indicated on the horizontal
axis. These relations apply to the system that should be modeled by NEWS-DIN according to
FAMOS, being all basins in the world having stream orders from 8 to 12.

In the following steps, Equations 1 to 3 were used to combine the values of indicator
B5 with those of other indicators to find the appropriate scales for SMP 6 (Table 4.5).
First values of indicator B5 are combined with those of indicators B3 and B6 in
Equation 3 to find FB(S). This fulfillment of criterion B is then inserted in Equation 2
to identify aB(S), which is inserted in Equation 1 to identify A(S). These steps are also
taken for the other SMPs resulting in the appropriate SMP scales reported in Table
4.5.
Values for exts, somin and somax of SMPs of NEWS-DIN as applied by Dumont et al.
[2005] were within the ranges identified as appropriate using FAMOS (Table 4.2
versus Table 4.5). The values of sups and extt were not always in the ranges identified
as appropriate using FAMOS. For the SMPs modeling riverine retention and predicted
riverine DIN export (SMPs 5 and 6, respectively) no appropriate supt values were
found. The sups of the SMP modeling dammed reservoir retention in Dumont et al.
[2005] (SMP4) was slightly larger then the range identified as appropriate by
FAMOS. The extt values of all SMPs in Dumont et al. [2005] were smaller then the
ranges identified as appropriate by FAMOS. No appropriate supt values were found
for SMPs 5 and 6 because predictions with a supt smaller than one year are desired
but available knowledge and data are not sufficient for this. Based on these FAMOS
results, we advise (1) to obtain knowledge and data needed to model riverine
processes on a supt smaller the one year and (2) to adjust the extt of NEWS-DIN to
the ranges identified as appropriate by FAMOS by a hind-cast or modeling scenarios
of the future.
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4.4

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper describes the development of a decision framework (FAMOS) to identify
appropriate spatial and temporal scales for modeling N flows. It is based on four
criteria, which in turn are fed by 12 indicators. A central concept in the framework is
the scalable model part. Scalable model parts are distinguished in the framework to be
able to fully account for all aspects of model scale.
We illustrate the use of FAMOS by applying it to NEWS-DIN, an existing model for
river export of dissolved inorganic nitrogen to coastal zones. Ranges of appropriate
scales were identified for all scalable model parts. FAMOS results indicate that most
of the scales used in the original application of NEWS-DIN (Chapter 2) are
appropriate. The sups and extt of some SMPs are not appropriate. No appropriate supt
values were found for the SMPs describing riverine retention and predicted riverine
DIN export. Such results of applying FAMOS appear to be a useful basis for
improved application of NEWS-DIN and many other N-flow models.
Application of FAMOS requires profound knowledge of input data production, model
development and characteristic scales of processes in the study area. Also the
application of the decision framework for all scalable model parts of a model is only
feasible if the model is relatively simple. Otherwise a selection of scalable model
parts must be made.
We conclude that now we have been able to systematically and transparently address
the issue of scale selection for N flow models. This attempt appears to be generic and
general and is a useful basis for improved application of NEWS-DIN and many other
N flux models.
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5 Identification of appropriate spatial and temporal scale for
modeling N flows in reconnected floodplainsd
Abstract
Levees along rivers are increasingly removed to increase flood water storage. Such
floodplain reconnection often causes increased nitrogen (N) inflows into floodplain
waters, which may have undesired effects. Models for N flows into reconnected
floodplains are developed to assess such effects. N flow models can have different
spatial and temporal scales. We recently developed a framework (FAMOS) to identify
the appropriate scales for large-scale N flow models using a set of indicators. In the
current study, we assess the applicability of FAMOS to models of N flow from rivers
to aquatic systems in reconnected floodplains.

For applying FAMOS to floodplain N flow models, we added three new indicators for
the appropriateness of modeling scale: (1) the reliability of empirical relationships for
modeling the aggregated effect of alternating conditions on N flow, (2) the validity of
particular nonlinear model equations, and (3) the effect of inertia on model reliability.
These new indicators are applied to a hypothetical model of an existing reconnected
floodplain to illustrate their use, output and effect on appropriate model scales. We
show that the new indicators provide a feasible basis for a comprehensive
identification of appropriate model scales.

d

This chapter has been submitted for publication as:

Dumont, E., T. Hein, S. Preiner. Appropriate spatial and temporal scale for modeling
N flows in reconnected floodplains. Submitted to Water Resources Research.
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5.1

Introduction

Natural floodplains have disappeared along many regulated rivers [Sparks, 1995]. For
example, about eighty percent of the floodplain in the Danube river basin is now
hydrologically decoupled from the river [Hohensinner et al., 2004]. As a result, many
rivers lack sufficient storage capacity for water in case of peak flow. To reduce the
associated risk for flooding during peak discharges, levees are nowadays partly
removed in some river basins to restore the flood water storage capacity of floodplains
[Stanley and Doyle, 2003].
Floodplain reconnection usually leads to a net nitrogen (N) flow from rivers to
floodplain waters because the N concentration in rivers is generally higher than those
in the surface waters of their floodplains [Hein et al., 2004b; Jolankai and Pataki,
2005]. Floodplain managers may need models to assess the effect of such N inflow on
many important floodplain functions related to N cycling. Examples of affected
floodplain functions are the habitat function for ecologically important species
[Chovanec et al., 2000] and the N retention capacity of floodplains related to
microbial processing [e.g. McClain et al., 2003].
Floodplains may be increasingly reconnected to rivers in the future for two reasons.
First, annual precipitation and its distribution during the year may change and the
frequency of rain events with high intensity may increase as a consequence of climate
change [IPCC, 1998]. This may increase risks of river flooding, and floodplain
reconnection may be necessary to reduce these risks. Second, awareness of undesired
effects of levees protecting floodplains increases [Parish, 2004; World Commission
on Dams, 2000]. Examples include loss of biodiversity [Ward et al., 1999], excess
sedimentation in floodplains [Schiemer et al., 1999], and reduced nursery value for
commercial fish species [Roni et al., 2005].
As a consequence, there is an increasing interest in modeling N flow in reconnected
floodplains, and, associated with that, an increasing need for guidance in the selection
of a modeling scale. Modeling scale is an important issue because it affects model
validity, the effort required to apply the model, usefulness of model predictions, the
data needed for the model, and the type of mitigation options and scenarios that can
be modeled [Dumont et al., submitted-b]. The choice of a modeling scale may be
difficult because of differences in scales of data, processes, research questions and
management questions. For example, a model may describe denitrification at the
spatial scale of a few m2, while the data on for example soil properties required by this
model may only be available on spatial scales of one or a few hectares. In such cases,
the question at which spatial scale denitrification should be modeled is not easily
answered. This type of question is common in N flow modeling [e.g. Bellamy and
Loveland, 2001a; FitzHugh and Mackay, 2000; Jha et al., 2004; Mamillapalli et al.,
1996; Quinn, 2004; Ruiz et al., 2002b; Sferratore et al., 2005; Vachaud and Chen,
2002].
Recently the Framework for Appropriate MOdeling Scale (FAMOS), has been
developed for identifying appropriate spatial and temporal scales for modeling N
flows from watersheds to large aquatic systems, like river reaches and estuaries
[Dumont et al., submitted-b]. FAMOS is the first comprehensive guide to achieve
this. It considers measures of scale, scalable model parts (SMPs), and criteria and
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indicators for appropriateness of scales. An SMP is a set of either model equations or
model predictions. It has a unique scale in existing model applications, and its scale
can be adjusted [Dumont et al., submitted-b]. FAMOS helps the modeler to quantify
and combine all important indicators needed to identify the most appropriate scale in a
structured and comprehensive way. FAMOS has been applied to a model of N flow to
large coastal waters [Dumont et al., 2006]. This resulted in the identification of
appropriate spatial and temporal scales for all six SMPs of this model. Applicability
of FAMOS to N-flow models for smaller and upstream aquatic systems has not been
investigated yet.
In this study we assess the applicability of the existing version of FAMOS to models
of N flow from rivers to aquatic systems in reconnected floodplains. We first extend
FAMOS for application to these models and subsequently we apply FAMOS to
modeling average nitrate (NO3--N) concentration in reconnected side arms of the
Danube near Regelsbrunn (Austria).
An overview of FAMOS and the need for its extension with new indicators is
presented in Section 5.2. This is followed by a description of a set of new indicators to
make FAMOS more suitable to floodplain models (Section 5.3). The use of the new
indicators is discussed in Section 5.4. A general discussion and conclusions are in
Section 5.6.
5.2
5.2.1

Overview of FAMOS
The framework

FAMOS is a framework developed to guide in identification of the appropriate spatial
and temporal scales for models of N flow. FAMOS identifies appropriate ranges of
scale for one or more SMPs. FAMOS uses four criteria which require modeling scales
to correspond with (A) data and scenarios, (B) model assumptions, (C) available
resources for modeling, and (D) appropriately scaled predictions. Fulfillment of each
criterion for an SMP is tested with indicators which are selected by the user. Users
can thus include their own knowledge and experience in FAMOS. Descriptions of 12
indicators can be found in Dumont et al. [submitted-b] (Table 3.2). Finally, the values
of all indicators are combined into a single index of appropriateness [Dumont et al.,
submitted-b].
Identification of the appropriate spatial and temporal scale for each selected SMP is
done in FAMOS in five steps: selection and identification of SMPs to be considered
by FAMOS (1), and subsequent estimation of indicator values (2), fulfillment of
criteria (3), appropriateness according to each criterion (4), and finally
appropriateness according to all criteria (5) (for details, see Section 3.2).
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Table 5.1 Description of criteria A, B, C, and D (c) and indicators (j) that can be used in
FAMOS. Indicators are listed below the criterion that they can test. Indicators labeled 1 to 12
are described in Dumont et al. [submitted-b] and are part of the existing version of FAMOS.
Indicators B8, B3a, and B5a are new indicators that are introduced in this paper.
c
A

j
1
2

B
3
3a
4
5
5a
6
7
8
C
8
9

Description of criterion or indicator
Requires SMP scale to correspond with that of data and
scenarios
Degree to which artifacts in available input data affect model
representation of process variability 1
Measure of the fraction of the spatial or temporal variability of
anthropogenic influences described in scenarios that is represented by
an SMP 1
Requires SMP scale to correspond to model assumptions
Measure of the fraction of actual N flux variability on the scale of the
considered SMP that is accountable to drivers of N flux variability
described by the considered SMP 1
Indication of the validity of particular nonlinear model equations
Measure of the degree to which an SMP with one or more calibrated
coefficients describes processes occurring on the scale for which it
uses input. 1
Measures if there is sufficient relation between modeled N inputs and
predicted N flow in the temporal scale of the SMP
Indication of the effect of inertia on model reliability
Measure of the validity of the assumptions of the SMP considered
about horizontal N dispersion1,
Measure of the fraction of total input variation caused by error 1
Indication of the reliability with which empirical relations can model
the aggregated effect of alternating conditions on N flow
Requires adequate resources for modification of the SMP
Indication of the effort needed for downscaling to obtain inputs from
other SMPs, and provide input to other SMPs
Measure of the resources required for an SMP to use input for areas,
depending on the range of stream orders that dominates in these areas
2

10
D
11
12
1
2

Measures whether the differences between the effects of N emission
in adjacent time steps on outlet N flux is large enough to consider in
the model
Requires the prediction scale to correspond to requirements of
model users
Measure of the usefulness of predictions for impact studies and
policy makers
Measure of the usefulness of river N export predictions and
predictions of source and sink contributions for a fundamental
scientific objective of the modeler

This indicator does not apply to SMPs that are model predictions
This indicator applies only to SMPs modeling aquatic processes

Application of FAMOS results in an indication of appropriate ranges of up to seven
measures of spatial or temporal modeling scale. These measures of modeling scale are
mean spatial support (sups), mean temporal support (supt), mean stream length,
spatial extent (exts), temporal extent (extt), and the smallest and largest stream order.
The measure sups is the mean size of the areas represented by single values of input
variables [based on Heuvelink, 1998], and supt is the mean duration of the times
represented by single values of input variables. For stochastic models sups and supt
apply to single input distributions instead of single input values. For inputs consisting
of grids or regular time series, sups or supt equal the grid cell size or time step,
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respectively. Stream length is the length of river sections represented by single values
(or distributions) of input of an SMP. Measures exts and extt are the total area and
duration, respectively, for which an SMP is applied. Smallest and largest stream order
are measures of the minimum and maximum sizes of river reaches, respectively, to
which an SMP is applied [based on Strahler, 1964]. In FAMOS the mean support is
used because there may be some variation in these measures in individual inputs.
Measures sups and exts are measured as mean diameters.
5.2.2

The need for new indicators

FAMOS has been developed and tested for models of N flow in one or more
watersheds. Here we explore the possibility to apply FAMOS to models of N flow
between rivers and reconnected floodplains. The FAMOS indicators for the
fulfillment of criteria A, C and D (Table 3.2) can most probably be quantified for such
models. Five FAMOS indicators can be used to test the fulfillment of criterion B for
testing the correspondence of model scale with model assumptions. They consider the
scale of processes (B3), validation (B4), inertia (B5), N dispersion (B6) and input
errors (B7).
Although these indicators for criterion B can be applied to floodplain models, the
assessment of criterion B needs to be improved. It is needed to allow for describing
the effect of model scale on the reliability of model predictions of the effect of
flooding. For this purpose we introduce one new indicator (B8) for flooding effects
and modify indicators B3 and B5 to improve their applicability for floodplain models.
New indicator B8

Intermittent flooding is common in reconnected floodplains because of the alternate
presence and absence of surface connection with river water. During surface
connection N exchange between river and floodplain is relatively fast, and floodplains
are inundated. This is not the case if there is no surface connection. The temporal
pattern of N transformation processes in reconnected floodplains depends on the
alternating surface connection and disconnection. Each flooding triggers a series of N
transformations. For example, shortly after surface connection aerobic nitrification
activity may increase in floodplain lakes, followed by increased algal productivity.
After subsequent cessation of surface connection there is increased organic matter
retention, followed by anoxia which may increase denitrification activity [Dent and
Grimm, 1999]. Indicator B8 for alternating conditions is used to assess the degree to
which the effect of flooding on such sequences of processes can be modeled
depending on model scale (Section 5.3.1).
Adjusted indicator B3a

The original indicator B3 (Table 5.1) is used to test if the model scale corresponds to
the scale of the processes described by nonlinear model equations. B3 recognizes that
the processes driving the N flows change with sups. Indicator B3 is especially suitable
for models developed for the watershed or larger scale. At such scales, empirical data
usually are more scarce and unreliable than at finer scales [Corwin et al., 2006]. As a
result, model equations for the watershed scale (or larger) may be relatively unreliable
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because (1) they are often the result of upscaling or (2) they are derived using the
relatively scarce and unreliable data available at these coarse scales [Corwin et al.,
2006].
Equations in floodplain models are often derived using relatively reliable data and
knowledge available at the floodplain scale. Therefore, these equations are generally
more reliable than the coarser scale models for which FAMOS was originally
developed. This relatively high precision of both input data and model equations
allows for a more reliable assessment of scale-dependent validity of nonlinear model
equations than can be achieved with B3. For this reason indicator B3 is adjusted for
floodplain models (Section 5.3.2).
Adjusted indicator B5a

The original indicator B5 tests the relationship between modeled N inputs and
predicted N flow for different temporal scales of the SMP (Table 3.2). It applies to
ranges of model scale where slope is the main factor determining the direction of
diffuse N flow. Since slopes generally do not change over time, the flow direction can
be assumed to be constant and the inertia of the effect of distant N sources on N in an
aquatic system is estimated in indicator B5 as a function of travel time.
In floodplains the direction of N flow is determined by fine-scale processes such as
uptake by plants, sedimentation, migration of animals, and water flows driven by
variations in river water level and ground water level. As a result, the delay between
inflow and outflow for a system can not be approximated as a "pipeline delay" where
all N that has followed the same path has the same travel time [Sterman, 2000].
Instead, the travel time needs to be characterized as a delay typical for perfectly mixed
systems, where the order at which the N molecules entered the modeled system is
irrelevant for the order of exit [Sterman, 2000]. To account for the inertia in
floodplains, we introduce indicator B5a to select the appropriate model scale
accounting for this inertia (Section 5.3.3).
5.3
5.3.1

New indicators of appropriate modeling scale
Indicator B8: Alternating conditions

Indicator B8 tests the reliability of empirical relationships used to model the
aggregated effect of alternating flooding and drainage on N flow and N cycling in
river floodplains. In floodplains, conditions under which N cycling takes place may
vary repeatedly in time. Shortly after the change to a new condition the N cycling will
move towards a new equilibrium. The new equilibrium may not be reached when
conditions change again. Therefore, knowledge of the temporal pattern of alternation
between conditions is required, and such knowledge is often not available over a
larger temporal extent. Models describing N cycling over larger temporal extents are
often based on empirical equations lumping the effect of alternating conditions on N
cycling over prolonged time periods. An input of such a lumped equation is an
aggregate of the alternating conditions.
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Indicator B8 assesses the validity of aggregates of alternating conditions that are used
to model N cycling. Indicator B8 is a function of supt and increases along with the
correlation with other aggregates of the temporal pattern. We expect that this
correlation increases with supt [in line with Blöschl and Sivapalan, 1995; Wood et al.,
1988] and that it indicates the potential of the lumped equation to explain the N flow.
We will illustrate this for a case study (Section 5.4.1).
Temporal patterns of alternating conditions can vary within a reconnected floodplain.
For example, floodplain soils that are higher are inundated during shorter periods and
less frequently than soils in depressions. Therefore a comprehensive calculation of
indicator B8 needs to be based on a representative sample of the different temporal
patterns of such alternating conditions in different locations in the modeled
floodplain. This is done as follows:
f B8 ( su pt ) =

N loc

N aggr

j =1

i =1

∑ w Bj8 ⋅ ∑ w Bj ,i8 ⋅ rj2,i (su pt )

(1)

where fB8(supt) is the value of indicator B8, r j2,i ( su pt ) is the r2 between the value of the
input of the considered empirical relationship and other possible aggregates i of the
temporal pattern of an alternating condition on location j, Naggr is the number
aggregates i considered for location j, w Bj ,8i is a user defined weight indicating the
relative importance of aggregate i on location j, Nloc is the number of considered
locations, w Bj8 is a user defined weight indicating the relative importance of location j
for the modeler. The aggregates i are user defined. The weights sum to one, i.e.
N loc

∑w
j =1

B8
j

= 1 and

5.3.2

N prox

∑w
i =1

B8
j ,i

= 1 (for all j).

Indicator B3a: nonlinear model equations

Indicator B3a tests the validity of a nonlinear equation in two cases, i.e. (1) varying
patchiness or (2) piecewise nonlinearity between scales. For the first case of a patchy
distribution of an input variable in space or time at the conceptual scale of the
respective nonlinear equation, we delineate patches which are assigned a value
indicating the corresponding state of the input variable. The resulting delineated
patches are used to obtain the fraction of the modeled area or time where the nonlinear
model equation is expected to be valid for different values of sups or supt,
respectively. The nonlinear equation is expected to be valid for individual input values
representing areas or times within a patch [in line with Beven, 1995]. The fraction of
input values for which this is the case is denoted by F. Fraction F decreases with
increasing sups or supt, respectively. In the calculation of indicator B3a, F is
estimated as the probability that a randomly located area of size sups or time period of
duration supt falls within the previously delineated patches. Fraction F can be
calculated by taking a moving average, with a window size equaling the sups or supt,
of the map or time series of delineated patches. Then F is the fraction of the modeled
area or time where this moving average has the exact value assigned to one of the
delineated patches. If there are no fine-scale measurements of the input variable
considered, the fraction F needs to be based on knowledge of the size of the patches.
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All calculated or estimated values of F for a given sups or supt are used as follows in
the calculation of indicator B3a:
N NLeq

f B 3a ( S ) = ∑ wiB 3a ⋅ Fi ( S )

for S = sups or supt

(2)

i =1

Where ƒB3a(S) is the value of indicator B3a as a function of sups or supt, wiB3a is a user
defined weight indicating the relative importance of nonlinear equation i in the SMP
considered, NNLeq is the number of nonlinear equations in the SMP considered that are
used in the estimation of ƒB3a(S), Fi(S) is fraction F for a given sups or supt. The sum
of all wiB 3a is one. We advise to increase the value of wiB3a with the fraction of the
modeled area or time to which Fi(S) applies, the sensitivity of the model to equation i,
the nonlinearity of equation i, and the certainty with which Fi(S) could be identified.
In the second case, when the input variable of a nonlinear model equation is not
patchy but the equation is piecewise linear, a fine-scale map or time series of the input
variable is used to delineate areas or time periods for which only one linear section of
the piecewise linear relationship applies. The size of delineated areas are used to
identify the fraction F (i.e. the fraction of the modeled area or time where the equation
is expected to be valid) for different values sups or supt. This is done using a moving
average, with a window size of sups or supt, respectively, as described previously. If
there are no fine-scale measurements of the input variable considered, fraction F
needs to be based on knowledge of the approximate sizes of areas or time periods
within which only one linear section of the piecewise linear relationship applies.
5.3.3

Indicator B5a: Inertia

Indicator B5a tests the effect of inertia on model reliability. For static SMPs indicator
B5a assesses the appropriateness of supt and for dynamic SMPs the appropriateness
of extt. The aim of indicator B5a is similar to that of the original indicator B5, being
the reduction of uncertainty due to ignorance of N inflows into the modeled area prior
to the modeled time period. The adjustment of indicator B5a compared to the original
B5 is that it accounts for the time-dependent directions of many N flows in and out of
N stores in reconnected floodplains. N stores are places where N is stored for a certain
time before it is released. An example of such an N store is a reconnected floodplain
lake receiving N from the river during high water levels by inflowing surface water,
and discharging N to the river during declining river water levels. Another example is
vegetation taking up N from the soil during spring and summer, and releasing N to the
soil during autumn and floods, by die-off and decomposition. Indicator B5a is more
appropriate than indicator B5 if N stores are affected by N flows with time dependent
directions.
The calculation of indicator B5a is based on turnover time. Turnover time is chosen as
a basis for indicator B5a because it is a quantity that can often be estimated from
general knowledge of processes in the N store, without a need for direct
measurements. We define turnover time of an N store as the time period during which
most of the N in an N store has been replaced by new N.
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Indicator B5a can consider different N stores modeled by an SMP individually. The N
stores considered have spatial boundaries coinciding with boundaries of areas
represented by single values calculated by an SMP (spatial support units [Bierkens et
al., 2000]). Therefore, indicator B5a represents the reliability of SMP output for
individual spatial support units (as opposed to aggregates of output over multiple
spatial support units). The value of indicator B5a increases with the number of such N
stores having turnover times of N smaller than supt or extt at all times.
The value of indicator B5a varies with sups and supt or extt as summarized in
Equation 3;
N store

f B 5 a (S , su ps ) = ∑ wiB 5 a ⋅ g i (S , su ps )

for S = supt or extt

(3)

i =1

where fB5a(S,sups) is the value of indicator B5a, S is supt in case the SMP considered
is static or extt in case the SMP considered is dynamic, Nstore is the number of
modeled N stores i considered, wiB5a is a user defined weight indicating the relative
importance of N store i for the N flow predicted by the SMP considered. The sum of
wiB5a for all i is one. gi(S,sups) is a goal function for N store i defined in equation 4;

⎧
⎛ si ( su ps, t )
⎞
⎪⎪1 for S ≥ max⎜⎝
ri (t ) ⎟⎠
gi(S,sups)= ⎨
⎞
⎪0 for S < max⎛⎜ si ( su ps, t )
ri (t ) ⎟⎠
⎝
⎩⎪

for S = supt or extt

(4)

where gi(S,sups) is one for values of S that are larger or equal to the maximum
turnover time ( max(s i (su ps , t ) ri (t )) ), S is supt in case the SMP considered is static or
extt in case the SMP considered is dynamic, t is an instant in time that is likely to be
within the modeled time period, or which probably has values of turnover time that
are similar to those in the modeled time period, si ( su ps, t ) is the amount of N on time
t in modeled N store i with a size of sups, and ri ( t ) is the total rate of all N flows in or
out of modeled N store i on time t. Rate ri ( t ) is the total of both N flows to
neighboring N stores and N transformations to N forms that are not modeled (e.g.
denitrification/N fixation or immobilization/mobilization). Ratio s i (su ps , t ) ri (t ) is an
estimate of turnover time in N store i on time t.
Assumptions underlying equation 4 are that there is instantaneous and complete
mixing of all N inflows to the considered N stores and that N inflow equals N
outflow. Equation 4 differs for static and dynamic SMPs. Static SMPs ignore N that
was stored before the time period represented by each single calculated value (supt).
For static SMPs we therefore expect that ignoring this becomes unacceptable if the
maximum turnover time of the N within modeled N stores is longer then supt.
Dynamic SMPs ignore the N that was stored prior to the period that is simulated. For
such SMPs we therefore expect that this ignorance becomes unacceptable if the
maximum turnover time of the N within modeled N stores is longer than the duration
of the time period of the simulation (extt).
Indicator B5a can be estimated using values of maximum turnover time based on
general knowledge of processes in the N stores considered (e.g. Section 5.4.3). When
a suitable time series of measurements is available, the values of si(sups,t) and ri(t) in
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equation 4 may be calculated individually. Equation 4 is then only valid if ri(t) is
temporally autocorrelated over time durations similar or larger then those of si(sups,t).
Otherwise we advise to smooth the time series of ri(t) with a moving average using a
window size of the time over which si(sups,t) is temporally autocorrelated.
The measure sups is inversely related to the value of indicator B5a (Equation 4),
because it increases turnover time in N stores with a surface area of sups. The reason
is that for a large sups, a smaller part of the area of such an N store is close to its
boundaries where N exchange takes place. To simplify the application of indicator
B5a, sups is assigned a fixed value equal to the appropriate sups according to other
indicators in FAMOS (Table 3.2) that are applied before indicator B5a.
5.4

Application of the new indicators

The three new indicators are used to test the appropriateness of supt and extt between
one day and one year. The indicators are applied to a hypothetical scalable model part
(SMP) of a reconnected side arm of the Danube near Regelsbrunn (Austria) (Figure
5.1). The aim of the SMP is to assess the N concentration in the side arm.

Figure 5.1 Reconnected side arm of the Donau near Regelsbrunn and its location in
Austria.
5.4.1

Indicator B8

We will use indicator B8 to test the reliability of an empirical relationship between the
total duration of surface connection and average measured nitrate (NO3--N)
concentrations in reconnected side arms. The pattern of alternating conditions
determines the shape of this relationship. Two different locations with such
alternating conditions are distinguished. Location 1 is the part of the side arm that is
always filled with water. Location 2 is littoral zone around the side arm where
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sediments are temporarily inundated. Alternating conditions affecting side arm NO3-N concentrations differ between these two locations.
In location 1, the following sequence of processes affecting side arm NO3--N
concentration occurs after the start of each event of surface connection: (1) increased
aerobic nitrification activity, (2) increased algal productivity, and (3) an increased
organic matter retention after cessation of surface connection followed by (4) anoxia
increasing denitrification [Dent and Grimm, 1999].
In location 2 (littoral zone), inundation of soils after the start of each event of surface
connection will lead to a decrease in oxygen and onset of anaerobic conditions.
Before these anaerobic conditions are reached, the following sequence of processes
affecting side arm NO3--N concentration occurs: (1) rapid leaching of nutrients from
decomposition and mineralization of leaf litter resulting in an initial pulse of C, N,
and P, leading to (2) an increase of aerobic microbial activity such as nitrification,
which causes (3) increased biological productivity. This leads to (4) anoxia increasing
denitrification, and after subsequent cessation of inundation (5) aerobic nitrification
and mineralization of organic matter during drying of floodplain soils, followed by (6)
bacterial mortality and release of N caused by cell lysis after desiccation, and if time
allows (7) colonization of exposed sediments by terrestrial plants leading to N
accumulation in plant biomass [Baldwin and Mitchel, 2000].
The frequency of surface connection (location 1), or inundation (location 2)
determines whether all of these sequential processes occur. It also influences the rate
of processes in the following event, because it affects the conditions under which
processes in the following event take place. Thus a causal relation exists between the
temporal pattern of the alternating conditions at locations 1 and 2, and the side arm
NO3--N concentration. This causal relation can not be explicitly modeled if the supt
becomes larger then duration of the alternating conditions. This problem can be
solved by using a lumped empirical relationship having an aggregate of this temporal
pattern as input. For example, a positive relation exists between total duration of
surface connection and average measured NO3--N concentrations in reconnected side
arms (Figure 5.2) (in agreement with Figure 5.7 and Hein et al. [2004a]).
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Figure 5.2 Measured NO3--N concentration versus total duration of surface connection
(months per year with surface connection between river and different side arms). Mean and
standard deviations of NO3--N concentrations are plotted. NO3--N concentration is measured
in the main channel of the Danube and in different reaches of side arms near Regelsbrunn and
Orth, both before and after reconnection [Hein et al., 2004a]

We use indicator B8 to assess what would be the most appropriate supt for using this
empirical relation in an SMP to model average NO3--N concentration in the
reconnected side arm of the Danube near Regelsbrunn (Figure 5.1). We use a time
series consisting of hourly water level measurements from January 2000 to May 2004
in the Danube near the inflow point of the reconnected side arm (Figure 5.3)
[Schiemer and Reckendorfer, 2004]. In the side arm (location 1), surface connection
with the river is established at water levels above 166 cm (50 cm below long term
mean water level). In this application we assume that inundation of most littoral
sediments (location 2) is established above long term mean water level.
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Figure 5.3 Hourly water levels in the Danube near a reconnected side arm in Regelsbrunn
between December 1999 and May 2004 provided by the Austrian River Authority (water
level Wildungsmauer). Dashed line indicates the water level of inflow areas of the
Regelsbrunn side arm. Above this level there is surface connection between the Danube and
the reconnected side arm in Regelsbrunn (166 cm).

Values of indicator B8 are calculated for different values of supt. This is done by
calculating the correlation coefficient (r2) between total duration of surface connection
and other aggregates of the temporal pattern in both locations 1 and 2 (Equation 1). A
higher correlation indicates that total duration of surface connection is a better
aggregate. The aggregates which we will compare with the total duration of surface
connection are frequency of surface connection in locations 1 and 2, average duration
of surface connection events in location 1 and average duration of inundation events
in location 2. The required values of the aggregates are calculated using the hourly
water level time series and a moving window with a window size of supt. Weights
w Bj ,8i are set to equal values because we have no reason to expect that one of the two
considered aggregates in any of the two locations is more important than the other.
Also the weights w Bj8 of considered locations 1 and 2 were set to equal values.
Resulting values of fB8(supt) are plotted for different values of supt between 100 and
8500 hours (Figure 5.4). This range is chosen because fB8(supt) does not vary with
supt below a supt of 100 hours and supt becomes too large relative to the size of the
used time series if supt is above 8500 hours. The value of indicator B8 increases with
supt values. The slight decrease in appropriateness beyond 6000 hours may be an
artifact because the window size used in the window operation then is almost a
quarter of the size of the used time series.
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Figure 5.4 Values of indicator B8 versus supt for a supposed empirical SPM modeling NO3-N concentration in a reconnected side arm of the Danube near Regelsbrunn (Austria). The
SMP uses an empirical function to relate total duration of surface connection of the
Regelsbrunn side arm to NO3--N concentration in this side arm. The higher the value of
fB8(supt), the more appropriate the SMP scale (supt)

Thus indicator B8 indicates for the considered SMPs that in the tested range of supt
(between four days and one year), large supt values are more appropriate than small
ones.
5.4.2

Indicator B3a

Here we use the piecewise linear approach (Section 5.3.2) for indicator B3a. The
piecewise linear equation considered describes the effect of the Danube water level on
the difference between NO3--N concentration of water flowing in and out of the
reconnected side arm near Regelsbrunn (through the inflow area and outflow area,
respectively, in Figure 5.1). This equation describes the relationship shown in Figure
5.5, of concentration differences in the side arm versus Danube water level. Figure 5
shows that there are three approximately linear parts, being horizontal at river
discharges below 166 cm (levels without surface connection) and above 240 cm.
Between 166 and 240 cm it shows an approximately linear decrease. We suppose that
this equation is part of an SMP.
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Figure 5.5 Difference between NO3--N concentration of water flowing in and out of
the Regelsbrunn side arm versus water level in the Danube near the side arm. MW =
mean water level at the inflow point of the Regelsbrunn side arm. Surface connection
(SC) between Danube and side arm is established at water levels above 166 cm (50
cm below MW).
The three linear parts correspond to three different states of the side arm. For water
levels that are below the level of the inflow point of the Regelsbrunn side arm (166
cm) the dominant mechanism of N exchange with the Danube is N leaching. The
difference between NO3--N concentration of in and outflow area is then relatively
high due to low water discharge in the side arm, causing a long retention time (first
linear part). If river water levels are above the level of the inflow point, N exchange
by surface water flow occurs [Hein et al., 1999]. If the water level increases further
then surface water flow becomes larger leading to decreasing residence time between
in and outflow areas. This decreases the difference between the NO3--N
concentrations in these areas (second linear part). If the water level exceeds 240 cm,
the surface water inflow is so large that N retention in the side arm is negligible
compared to N inflow. This leads to differences between the NO3--N concentration of
in and outflow areas that are close to zero (third linear part).
Fraction Fi(supt) (Equation 2) for the previously described relationship can be
calculated using an hourly time series of water level measurements in the Danube near
the inflow point of the side arm (Figure 5.3). In this application, Fi(supt) is the
probability that a randomly selected time interval with the duration of supt exclusively
coincides with a time period with water levels below 166 cm, between 166 and 240
cm, or above 240 cm. The first step in calculating Fi(supt) consists of converting the
hourly water level time series into a time series having a value of 1 at hours with
water levels below 166 cm, 10 at water levels between 166 and 240 cm, and 100 at
water levels above 240 cm. This transformed time series is smoothed using a moving
average with a window size of supt. The fraction of time where the resulting
smoothed time series is either 1, 10 or 100 for a particular supt is Fi(supt). Is this
application, Fi(supt) equals fB3a(supt) because NNLeq is one (Figure 5.6).
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Figure 5.6 The value of indicator B3A (fB3a(supt)) for different temporal SMP scales (supt).
The higher the value of fB3a(supt), the more appropriate the supt.

Figure 5.6 shows that fB3a(supt) decreases with increasing supt, indicating that the
previously considered model equation is valid for a smaller part of the modeled time
period if supt is larger. For example, the equation considered is valid for at least 80 %
of the time period simulated when fB3a(supt) is at least 0.8. Figure 5.6 shows that this
is true for supt shorter than about 100 hours, i.e. about 4 days.
Thus indicator B3a indicates for the SMPs considered that in the supt range between 1
and 2050 hours, small supt values are more appropriate than large ones. Below one
hour it is one and above 2050 hours it is zero.
5.4.3

Indicator B5a

The appropriate values of supt or extt for a supposed static or dynamic SMP,
respectively, for describing the water column NO3--N concentration in the
reconnected side arm near Regelsbrunn, is tested by Equations 3 and 4. The only N
store that we will consider is the water column of the side arm. Therefore, both the
values of Nstore and wiB5a equal one. We assume that other indicators of FAMOS
suggest that a sups corresponding to the size of the whole reconnected side arm is
appropriate. Therefore we will fix sups to this size in Equation 4.
No suitable measurements are available to calculate the values of si(sups,t) and ri(t)
(Equation 4). Therefore, the maximum turnover time, max(s i ( su ps , t ) ri ( t )) , is
estimated using knowledge of processes in the water column of the side arm and time
series data containing simultaneous measurements of NO3--N concentration and water
age [Hein et al., 2004a] at the outflow point of the side arm at 78 points in time (t)
between 1997 and 2004 [Hein et al., 2004a; Preiner, 2003]. The time periods between
pairs of subsequent measurements vary in length. Water age is an adapted metric of
residence time measuring water exchange in multi input systems [Baranyi et al.,
2002].
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NO3-N inflow in surface water and groundwater may become so low that most NO3-N entering the side arm in surface and groundwater does not reach the outflow point
before it is taken up or denitrified. Figure 5.7 indicates that these circumstances are
reached at water ages of about 30 days because then the side arm NO3--N
concentration in outflowing water seems to be independent of water age. Therefore,
30 days is our estimate of max(s i ( su ps , t ) ri ( t )) . As a result indicator B5a has a value of
one for supt or extt longer then 30 days, indicating that these are appropriate scales for
a static or dynamic SMP, respectively, for describing side arm NO3--N concentration.
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Figure 5.7 NO3--N concentration versus water age at the outflow point of the reconnected side
arm Regelsbrunn between 1997 and 2004 (n=78). Water age is an adapted metric of residence
time measuring water exchange in multi input systems [Baranyi et al., 2002]. The bold arrow
indicates the water age that approximately equals the maximum turnover time of NO3--N in
the side arm. Indicator B5a ( f B 5a ( S , sup s ) ) as applied in Section 5.4.3 is one for values of
supt above this value. Otherwise it is zero.

5.4.4

Implications of the new indicators in FAMOS

Scales for which the new indicators B8, B3a and B5a have high values are more likely
to be identified as appropriate by FAMOS (Equations 5 to 7) than those scales for
which they have low values. Using the three new indicators increases the probability
that the following temporal scales of the supposed SMP calculating the NO3--N
concentration in the side arm are appropriate: supt values larger than 8 months (static
SMPs), supt values of 1 to 3 hours (dynamic SMPs), and extt values larger then 1
month (dynamic SMPs). It should be noted that we have given equal weights to the
indicators (Equation 7).
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5.5

Discussion and conclusions

In this study we adjusted the framework for identification of appropriate model scales
(FAMOS) to make it suitable for application to models of N flow between rivers and
reconnected floodplains. Three new indicators for the appropriateness of modeling
scale are defined: (B8) the reliability of empirical relationships for modeling the
aggregated effect of alternating conditions on N flow, (B3a) the validity of particular
nonlinear model equations, and (B5a) the effect of inertia on model reliability.
The new indicators may be useful for identifying the appropriate modeling scale for
other systems, too. For example, indicator B3a applies to all systems that are modeled
with relatively reliable equations and input data. This condition can not only be
fulfilled by models of reconnected floodplains, but also by models of N flow in, for
example, small watersheds, or through buffer zones between agricultural land and
wetlands. Indicators B8 and B5a apply to all systems where N exchange occurs, as
opposed to unidirectional N flow. This may also occur in systems other than
reconnected floodplains, such as estuaries where directions of N flow are diverse and
vary with tide [Shaw et al., 1998].
The uncertainties associated with the three new indicators depend on the data or
process knowledge used in their application, the concept underlying their equations,
and the values assumed by the FAMOS user for the weights (w). Another source of
uncertainty is that the FAMOS user may apply an indicator to a part of an SMP. For
example, the user may apply Equation 2 only to those SMP equations for which it is
known how they were derived. Equation 3 is likely to be applied only to those parts of
the SMP representing subsystems for which N budgets are relatively well known, and
subsystems that can be clearly distinguished from other subsystems. Equation 1 is
more likely to be used for processes that are relatively well known on a finer time
scale compared to the modeling scale. Selecting SMP parts thus depends on the
specific knowledge of a FAMOS user, and this may lead to different results.
It should be noted that our application of indicators B8 and B3a for modeling NO3--N
concentration in the Regelsbrunn side arm is exceptional because often there is no
suitable data available for a finer scale than the modeling scale. In such cases the
scale-dependent parameters of indicator B8 and B3a ( r j2,i (su pt ) and Fi(S),
respectively) need to be estimated based on expert judgment. In developing indicators
B8, B3a, and B5a we allowed for using expert judgment as a basis.
The three new indicators can generally be quantified with existing data and relatively
simple calculations. Therefore, we expect that they can be successfully applied with
acceptable effort in models of N flow between rivers and reconnected floodplains, and
provide a basis for making transparent judgments of appropriateness of spatial and
temporal scales of floodplain models. They inform the modeler about factors that
determine the appropriateness of scales of the model considered. Moreover, they aid
in communicating the rationale behind those scale choices. When merged with
FAMOS, these new indicators warrant a comprehensive argumentation behind a scale
choice.
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6 Discussion and conclusions
6.1

Discussion

This section includes a discussion of the framework and the analyses performed. First,
FAMOS is compared to other approaches. This is followed by a discussion of the
applicability of FAMOS.
Comparison to other approaches to identify appropriate modeling
scales

Some contemporary approaches indicating appropriateness of modeling scales
identify effects of model scale on model validity. Examples are methods aiming at
identifying scales where the modeled system is deterministic [Bruneau et al., 1995;
Habeeb et al., 2005; Robin et al., 1995; Wood et al., 1988] or methods based on
uncertainty analyses [Beven, 1995; Heuvelink, 1998; Lilburne et al., 2004; Vachaud
and Chen, 2002]. Other approaches support the identification of the ranges of
measurement scale at which different nitrogen processes can be observed, such as
wavelet analyses [Platt and Denman, 1975] and variogram analyses [Isaaks and
Srivastava, 1998; Kotliar and Wiens, 1990]. Also approaches exist supporting the
deduction of scales at which different nitrogen processes can be observed. Examples
are approaches using knowledge of scale-specific feedbacks controlling these
processes [Easterling and Kok, 2002; Gibson et al., 2000; Holling, 1992; Levin, 1992]
or knowledge of fractal properties making the processes apparent over a range of
scales [Schneider, 1994; Schroeder, 1991; Sposito, 1998]. A disadvantage of most
approaches reported in existing methodological literature is that they require too much
time and data for most practical applications. Furthermore, most of these reported
methods focus on only one measure of scale and on either the scale of processes or
single model parts. FAMOS does not have these limitations.
Only one other generic approach to identify appropriate scales of multiple model parts
exists, called ScaleMatcher [Lilburne et al., 2004]. ScaleMatcher implicitly considers
criteria for appropriateness of scale that are similar to criteria A, B and D (Chapter 3)
of FAMOS: correspondence of model scale with (A) data and scenarios, (B) model
assumptions, and (D) appropriately scaled predictions. ScaleMatcher considers only
spatial support and spatial extent and does not distinguish the interactions between the
scales chosen for different SMPs, and the resources required for adjusting their scales.
It is structured as a flowchart guiding the user trough a sequence of tests of
appropriateness of scale. The disadvantage of this structure is that it difficult for a user
to omit or add tests if required. FAMOS is more flexible. Also ScaleMatcher strongly
relies on demanding sensitivity and uncertainty analyses to identify the effect of
considered scales on model output. These analyses are not included in FAMOS
because they require too many resources from the FAMOS user unless the model is
extremely simple.
We learned that temporal scales and stream orders interact with the appropriateness of
spatial support and spatial extent. The fact that Lilburne et al. [2004] do not take into
account temporal scales and stream order is not only problematic because it provides
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the user with less information, but especially because it neglects these important
interactions.
Applicability of the developed framework

FAMOS is developed for coarse scale models of one or more watersheds. However,
we also aimed to assess the applicability of FAMOS to models of smaller systems.
The applicability of FAMOS has been assessed for model equations derived on the
global scale (NEWS-DIN) in Chapter 4 and for model equations derived on the
floodplain scale in Chapter 5. In both chapters indicators for the appropriateness of
modeling scale could be quantified with existing knowledge or data, and relatively
simple calculations. Therefore, we expect that FAMOS can be successfully applied
with acceptable effort to other models.
The application of FAMOS in Chapters 4 and 5 indicates that FAMOS can be used for
a wide range of models. Model equations considered varied from process based to
empirical (Box 1.1) and were derived on very different scales. FAMOS was directly
applicable to the global NEWS-DIN model (Chapter 4). In Chapter 5, however, we
showed that three new indicators were needed to make FAMOS applicable to
floodplain modeling. These indicators are adjusted to the specific case of floodplain
models. Because of the variety of currently considered model equations and the
possibility to add indicators, we expect that FAMOS is sufficiently flexible to be
adapted to many other types of N-flow models.
The relative simplicity of NEWS-DIN allowed us to consider all its model equations
in FAMOS. However this may not be possible for models with more components and
equations. In these models, FAMOS can probably only focus on part of the model
equations. Ideally, those are the equations that have the largest effect on the
appropriateness of model scales. The effect on the results of selecting and analyzing
only part of the model equations in FAMOS has not yet been tested but that can be
accomplished.
6.2

Conclusions

The main objective of this thesis was to increase our ability to identify appropriate
spatial and temporal scales for N-flow models in a transparent and comprehensive
way. In order to meet this objective four sub-objectives were addressed (Section 1.5).
Our conclusions regarding the four sub-objectives and the main objective are
presented here.
Global modeling of N flows

•

A model (NEWS-DIN) was developed that predicts dissolved inorganic
nitrogen (DIN) export to coastal waters of the world with higher fit, precision,
and less bias than contemporary models.

•

DIN export from watersheds to coastal waters is modeled as a function of N
inputs to watersheds including manure N, fertilizer N, NOx deposition, and
biological N2 fixation, as well as sewage. NEWS-DIN also includes retention
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and loss terms, including N retention in river networks, N retention in dammed
reservoirs, N loss through consumptive water use, denitrification in rivers, and
N loss through harvesting and grazing.

•

Modeled DIN yield ranges from 0 to 5217 kg N km-2 y-1 with the highest DIN
yields occurring in European and South East Asian basins. Modeled global
DIN export to coastal waters is 25 Tg N y-1, with 16 Tg N y-1 from
anthropogenic sources. Biological N2 fixation is the dominant source of
exported DIN. Globally, and on every continent except Africa, N fertilizer is
the largest anthropogenic source of DIN export to coastal waters.

•

The percentage of N loaded onto basins from point and non-point sources
(both anthropogenic and natural) exported as DIN ranges from 0.0001% to
43% for basins larger than ten 0.5 × 0.5 º grid cells. Lowest retention rates
were calculated for basins with high runoff, highest retention rates were
calculated for basins with extensive damming or very low annual precipitation
and runoff. According to NEWS-DIN, in exoreic dry areas of Africa, Asia,
Australia and North America (30% of the exoreic world), 95% (on average) of
N applied to watersheds is not exported to coastal waters as DIN.

•

The scales of NEWS-DIN application were chosen for pragmatic reasons.
Scales at which NEWS-DIN was applied were the same as the scales at which
NEWS-DIN was validated and calibrated. Datasets and model program files
used for the NEWS-DIN application were largely the same as those used for
validation and calibration. For practical reasons, the NEWS-DIN application
was such that no new data or new model program files were needed.

•

The supports of NEWS-DIN during calibration and validation were mainly
data driven. Spatial and temporal supports during calibration and validation
were chosen as fine as possible for the sake of better process description. The
finest support that was possible was determined by (1) the scale of available
data that could be related to N flow with existing knowledge or (2) the scale of
existing knowledge to relate available data to N flow. The available data was
limited because the data needed to have a global coverage.
A framework for identifying the appropriate spatial and temporal
scales of N-flow models (FAMOS)

•

A framework (FAMOS) was developed which is an improvement on current
methods used to identify appropriate modeling scales of N-flow models. In
contrast to contemporary methods FAMOS is based on multiple criteria for
appropriateness of scale, multiple scalable model parts (SMPs), and multiple
measures of scale. We expect that FAMOS identifies all important measures
of appropriate spatial and temporal modeling scales with respect to all aspects
of the model quality.

•

FAMOS has four criteria that appear to be a comprehensive basis for
identifying the appropriateness of the modeling scale of any N-flow model.
These criteria require modeling scales to correspond with (A) data and
scenarios, (B) model assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and
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(D) appropriately scaled predictions. User-defined weights can be assigned to
each criterion. They make FAMOS a flexible system that can take into account
many different research objectives.

•

To estimate the fulfillment of each criterion different indicators can be used.
These indicators are variables which values increase with the degree of
fulfillment of a criterion. Fifteen indicators are proposed in this thesis. These
are generally applicable as well as a sufficient basis to identify the appropriate
modeling scale. Moreover they can be easily substituted by user-defined
alternatives or used in combination with new indicators that may be developed
in the future. User-defined weights are to be assigned to each indicator.

•

FAMOS is a flexible system that can take into account different indicators and
weights. When testing scales different input data, research objectives, users,
and N-flow models can be considered. The selection of indicators by the
FAMOS user to estimate the fulfillment of a criterion depends on the system
in which land to water N flow is modeled, the type of model equations, the
available data, the resources for modeling, the research objective, and the
prediction users.

•

An important characteristic of FAMOS is that it is not used to identify
appropriate scales for models, but for scalable model parts (SMPs). An SMP is
a set of either model equations or model predictions. It has a unique scale in
existing model applications, and its scale can be adjusted. Distinction between
SMPs in FAMOS increases the reliability of estimates of appropriateness of
modeling scales, because it enables FAMOS to account for interactions
between SMPs. These interactions are that the scale of an SMP affects the
appropriateness of scales of other SMPs. Further, the appropriateness of scales
of an SMP is affected by the scales of other SMPs.

•

Distinction between different measures of spatial and temporal scale in
FAMOS increases reliability of estimates of appropriateness of modeling
scales. It enables FAMOS to account for interactions between these measures.
These interactions are that the appropriateness of values of a measure of SMP
scale are usually affected by values chosen for another measure of SMP scale.
Application of FAMOS to NEWS-DIN, a model of global N flows

•

FAMOS was applied to each of the six SMPs of NEWS-DIN. Ranges of
appropriate scales could be identified for each of these SMPs.

•

Most of the scales used in the original application of NEWS-DIN (Chapter 2)
are appropriate. The spatial support and temporal extent of some SMPs are not
appropriate. For the SMPs describing riverine DIN retention and riverine DIN
export no appropriate values of temporal support were found.

•

The application of FAMOS has indicated that scale of application of NEWSDIN could be improved if (1) knowledge or data sufficient to model riverine
processes on a smaller temporal support is obtained or if (2) if NEWS-DIN is
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used to hindcast or model scenarios of the future. This may be the key to better
predictions of regional to global DIN export.
Applicability of FAMOS for models of N flow between rivers and
floodplains

•

Three additional indicators of appropriateness of modeling scale were required
to make FAMOS suitable for models of N in reconnected floodplain systems.
These indicators are: (1) the reliability of empirical relationships for modeling
the aggregated effect of alternating conditions on N flow, (2) the validity of
particular nonlinear model equations, and (3) the effect of inertia on model
reliability. These indicators improved the ability of FAMOS to estimate the
effect of different modeling scales on validity of such models.

•

The three new added indicators are important for estimating the
appropriateness of scales for modeling reconnected floodplains because the
conditions that justify the introduction of these indicators all occur in
reconnected floodplain systems. These three new indicators may also make
FAMOS suitable for identifying the appropriate scale of models for other
relatively small systems, such as small watersheds, estuaries, or buffer zones
between agricultural land and wetlands.

•

Application of the three new indicators shows that they can be used to identify
scales that are appropriate for modeling of nitrate concentrations in a side arm
in a reconnected floodplain of the Danube.
Our understanding of identification of appropriate spatial and
temporal scales for models of N flow from land to water

The overall aim of this thesis was to increase our understanding of identification of
appropriate spatial and temporal scales for N-flow models. We now present some
overall conclusions on identifying appropriate scales for N-flow models.
First, using the most appropriate scales in modeling ensures an optimal balance
between available data and scenarios, validity of model assumptions, effort needed for
modeling, and usefulness of model output. This is independent of the modeled system
and the type of model equations.
Second, appropriateness of model scales is affected by many factors. Therefore,
identification of appropriate modeling scales requires a comprehensive overview of
these factors, being various properties of certain model equations, datasets,
knowledge, software and research objectives. Furthermore, it requires an appraisal of
the sensitivity of scale appropriateness to individual factors in order to make a proper
selection of these factors.
Third, appropriate scales need to be identified for scalable model parts (SMPs), not
for a whole model. It should be realized that scales of SMPs affect the appropriateness
of scales of other SMPs. These relations between SMPs must be taken into account
when identifying appropriate modeling scale.
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Fourth, within an SMP, the value chosen for a measure of scale always affects the
appropriateness of other measures of scale. Such relations must be taken into account
when identifying appropriate modeling scale and can be either positive or negative.
They can involve spatial support, temporal support, spatial extent, temporal extent and
stream order.
Fifth, the selection of FAMOS indicators to be used depends to a large extent on the
characteristics of the modeled system and the type of model equations.
Finally, FAMOS has proved to be a useful tool to identify the appropriate scales of a
wide range of models. It is the first method that leads to a comprehensive
identification of the most appropriate combination of spatial and spatial and temporal
scales of a model. Also it is the first method to account for all major factors affecting
appropriateness of model scales. Future applications of FAMOS are expected to
further prove the quality of this framework and to result in improved application of Nflow models.
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Glossary
Aggregate
Coarse scale result of effects of fine scale variables. An aggregate can be
estimated from values of fine scale variables by aggregation.
Aggregation
Estimation of the value of a coarse scale variable from the values of fine
scale variables affecting it. Aggregation can consist of summation or
averaging of values of fine scale variables [e.g. McNaughton, 1994].
However often it is also needed to take into account fine scale interactions
[e.g. Jarvis, 1995]. To take into account spatial or temporal interactions,
spatial or temporal heterogeneity must be considered, respectively.
Coarse scale
Having a large support and extent
Characteristic length
Length of patches or clumps of a particular process
Characteristic scale
Duration, length, surface area or stream order range of patches or clumps
of a particular process
Downscaling
Using coarse scale information to derive information at a finer scale
Extent
Total range of time or space that is considered by, for example, data, a
model or scenarios.
Fine scale
Having a small support and extent
Grain
Smallest scale at which an actor responds to patch structure by
differentiating among patches [Kotliar and Wiens, 1990]
Instance
A part of a scalable model part (SMP) modeling an area, time, or stream
length for which input is homogeneous
Outlet
Location where modeled N forms leave the modeled part of a watershed
and for which N flow is predicted. The outlet can be a river reach, an
estuary, or a coastal zone.
Patch
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A region that differs from its surroundings but is not necessarily internally
homogeneous [Kotliar and Wiens, 1990]
Stream order
Measure of the scale of river reaches of part of a river network [Strahler,
1964]
Scale
Combination of extent and support, and if applicable also stream order
SMP
Scalable Model Part: A part of a model that calculates at a unique spatial
support, temporal support, spatial extent, temporal extent or stream order
range in existing model applications. An SMP is a set of either model
equations or model predictions. Its scale can be adjusted.
Support
Areas or time periods that are assumed to be homogeneous in
measurements, data, models or predictions.
Support unit
Specific case of an area or time period that is assumed to be homogeneous
in a measurement, data set, model or prediction.
Upscaling
Using fine scale information to derive information at a coarse scale
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Summary
Human activities cause flow of nitrogen (N) from terrestrial to aquatic systems. This
has many serious consequences that need to be alleviated. Understanding and
anticipation of N flow to aquatic systems can be achieved by modeling. Several
models have been developed but one of their major weaknesses is the use of
inappropriate scales. Therefore, the objective of this thesis is to increase our ability to
identify appropriate spatial and temporal scales for N-flow models in a transparent
and comprehensive way. In order to meet this objective, the following sub-objectives
are addressed:
I.

To model of global N flows from land to water in a spatially explicit way.

II.

To develop a framework for identifying the appropriate spatial and temporal
scales of N-flow models.

III

To apply this framework to a model of global N flow.

IV

To assess the applicability of this framework to models of N flow between
floodplains and rivers.

First, a spatially explicit, global model for predicting dissolved inorganic nitrogen
export (DIN) by rivers to coastal waters (NEWS-DIN) is developed. NEWS-DIN
models DIN export from watersheds to coastal waters as a function of N inputs to
watersheds including manure N, fertilizer N, atmospheric N deposition, and biological
N2 fixation, as well as sewage. NEWS-DIN also includes retention and loss terms,
including N retention in river networks, N retention in dammed reservoirs, N loss via
consumptive water use, denitrification in rivers, and N loss via harvesting and
grazing. For global watersheds DIN yields are calculated ranging from 0.0004 to 5217
kg N km-2 y-1 with the highest DIN yields occurring in Europe and South East Asia.
The calculated global DIN export to coastal waters is 25 Tg N y-1, with 16 Tg N y-1
from anthropogenic sources. Biological N2 fixation is the dominant source of exported
DIN. And globally, and on every continent except Africa, N fertilizer is the largest
anthropogenic source of DIN export to coastal waters. NEWS-DIN is a global model,
calculating annual DIN flows for 540 basins, while resolving equations at the scale of
individual basins and sub-basins as well as a grid of 0.5 x 0.5°. These scales were
mainly chosen for pragmatic reasons.
Next, a framework (FAMOS) is described to identify the appropriate spatial and
temporal scales for N-flow models. FAMOS has been developed for models that
predict N export from large watersheds. With FAMOS, modelers can identify the
appropriate scale for model predictions and other Scalable Model Parts (SMPs).
Different measures of model scale are distinguished in FAMOS. These are support,
stream length, extent, and stream order. Spatial support is a measure of the size of the
areas represented by single values of input variables. Temporal model support is a
measure of the duration of the times represented by single values of input variables.
Stream length is the length of river sections represented by single values of input
variables. Model extent is the total range of time or space within which processes are
modeled. Stream order is a measure of the size of river reaches that are modeled.
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Using twelve indicators, FAMOS determines the appropriateness of model scales.
Indicators are to be specified by the modeler and are associated with four criteria. The
criteria require modeling scales to correspond with (A) data and scenarios, (B) model
assumptions, (C) available resources for modeling, and (D) appropriately scaled
predictions.
The applicability of FAMOS is assessed for NEWS-DIN. Ranges of appropriate
scales are determined for model output and five SMPs, which model the (1) surface N
balance, (2) point sources, (3) N flow in sediments and small streams, (4) retention in
dammed reservoirs, and (5) riverine DIN retention. Indicators of appropriateness of
modeling scale are quantified based on existing data and knowledge. A comparison is
made between the scale at which NEWS-DIN was applied and the identified
appropriate scale. Based on this, recommendations can be made for improvement of
application of the model. The results indicate that most of the scales used in the
original application of NEWS-DIN are appropriate. FAMOS identified that spatial
support and temporal extent of some SMPs are inappropriate. For the SMPs modeling
riverine retention and predicted riverine DIN export no appropriate values of temporal
support were found. The applied scales for NEWS-DIN were for practical reasons
chosen such that they agreed with the available data. We conclude that the modeling
scale of NEWS-DIN could be improved if (1) knowledge or data sufficient to model
riverine processes on a smaller temporal support is obtained, or if (2) if NEWS-DIN is
used to hindcast or model scenarios of the future.
The applicability of FAMOS is also assessed for models of N-flow from rivers to
aquatic systems in reconnected floodplains. Floodplain models describe smaller
systems than the ones for which FAMOS was originally developed. We conclude that
FAMOS can be applied to floodplain models, if three phenomena affecting
appropriate scales of these models are considered. This requires an extension with
three new indicators for the appropriateness of modeling scale: (1) the reliability with
which empirical relations can model the aggregated effect of an intermittent process
on N flow, (2) the validity of particular nonlinear model equations, and (3) the
reliability of modeling past N inflows. These new indicators are applied to a
hypothetical model of an existing reconnected floodplain to illustrate their use, output
and effect on appropriate scales. It is shown that inclusion of the new indicators in
FAMOS provides a feasible basis for a comprehensive identification of appropriate
scales of N flow from rivers to aquatic systems in reconnected floodplains.
Novel aspects of our approach for identifying appropriate scales for N-flow models
can be summarized as follows. First, the most appropriate scale results in an optimal
balance between the use of available data and scenarios, validity of model
assumptions, effort needed for modeling, and the usefulness of model output. Second,
different indicators can be used to assess these criteria. Third, appropriate scales need
to be identified for scalable model parts, not for complete models. Fourth, several
interactions in affecting scale appropriateness can be identified between values of
different measures of modeling scale. SMP scales affect the appropriateness of scales
of other SMPs. And the appropriateness of a value of a measure of model scale is
usually affected by the value chosen for another measure of model scale within the
same SMP. Finally, the modeled system and the type of model equations affect the
methods that are suitable to indicate if there is an optimal balance between agreement
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with available data, model assumptions, resources and end users. This thesis shows
that FAMOS is a promising tool that can be applied to a wide range of models.
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Samenvatting
Menselijke activiteiten veroorzaken stroming van stikstof (N) van terrestrische naar
aquatische systemen. Dit heeft veel belangrijke consequenties waar rekening mee
dient te worden gehouden. Inzicht en anticipatie van N-stroming naar aquatische
systemen kan worden verkregen door modelering. Diverse modellen zijn daartoe
ontwikkeld, maar een van de belangrijkste zwaktes van deze modellen is het gebruik
van ongeschikte modelleerschaal tijdens de toepassing van deze modellen. Daarom is
het doel van dit proefschrift om de bekwaamheid van modelleurs in het vinden van
geschikte ruimtelijke en temporele modelleerschalen te vergroten. Om dit doel te
bereiken, worden de volgende subdoelen nagestreefd:
I

Modellering van N stroming van land naar water in de wereld op een
ruimtelijk expliciete manier.

II

Ontwikkeling van een leiddraad waarmee geschikte ruimtelijke en temporele
schalen van N stromingsmodellen geïdentificeerd kunnen worden.

III
Toepassing van deze leiddraad op een model van stikstofstroming in de
wereld.
IV

Bepaling van de toepasbaarheid van deze leidraad voor modellen van
stikstofstroming tussen rivieren en uiterwaarden.

Ten eerste wordt een model ontwikkeld van stroming van opgelost anorganisch
stikstof (DIN) via rivieren naar kustwateren in de wereld. Dit model (NEWS-DIN)
beschrijft DIN stroming uit stroomgebieden die uitmonden in kustwateren als functie
van N-bronnen in stroomgebieden zoals N in mest, kunstmest, en atmosferische
depositie, en N-aanvoer door N-fixatie en riolen. NEWS-DIN beschrijft ook Nretentie en N-verliezen zoals N-verlies processen in rivieren en in stuwmeren, en Nverlies uit terrestrische systemen via oogsten en begrazing. De hoeveelheid Nstroming vanuit stroomgebieden die uitmonden in kustwateren verspreid over de
wereld varieert tussen 0,0004 en 5217 kg N km-2y-1, met de hoogste DIN afvoer in
Europa en Zuid Oost Azië. De gemodelleerde N-stroming naar de kustwateren van de
wereld is 25 Tg N y-1, waarvan 16 Tg N y-1 uit antropogene bronnen afkomstig is.
Biologische N-fixatie is de dominante bron van DIN stroming naar kustwateren.
Gemiddeld over de wereld, en op elk continent behalve Afrika is N-kunstmest de
belangrijkste menselijke bron van DIN stroming naar kustwateren. NEWS-DIN is een
model voor DIN stroming uit 540 stroomgebieden die uitmonden in kustwateren over
de hele wereld. NEWS-DIN bestaat uit vergelijkingen die rekenen per basin, subbasin en per gridcel van 0.5 x 0.5°. Deze modelleerschalen zijn vooral op basis van
pragmatische overwegingen gekozen.
Vervolgens is een leiddraad (FAMOS) geschreven voor het identificeren van de
geschikte ruimtelijke en temporele schalen voor N-stromingsmodellen. FAMOS is
ontwikkeld voor modellen die N-stroming uit grote stroomgebieden berekenen. Met
behulp van FAMOS kunnen modelleurs de geschikte schaal identificeren voor
modelvoorspellingen en andere modelcomponenten waarvan de schaal veranderd kan
worden (SMPs). Verschillende maten voor modelleerschaal worden onderscheiden in
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FAMOS. Deze zijn support, stream length, extent en stream order. Ruimtelijke
support is een maat voor de omvang van de gebieden waarvoor individuele waarden
van inputvariabelen representatief zijn. Temporele support is een maat voor de
tijdsduur waarvoor individuele waarden van inputvariabelen representatief zijn.
Stream length is de lengte van rivier secties die door individuele waarden van input
variabelen gerepresenteerd worden. Extent is de tijdsduur of gebiedsomvang waarin
processen worden gemodelleerd. Stream order is een maat voor de grootte van de
riviertakken die worden gemodelleerd. Met behulp van twaalf indicatoren bepaalt
FAMOS de geschiktheid van modelleerschalen. Indicatoren moeten worden
gespecificeerd door de modelleur en toetsen vier criteria. Volgens deze criteria
moeten modelleerschalen corresponderen met (A) data en scenario’s, (B) aannames in
het model, (C) beschikbare middelen voor modelering en (D) de schaal waarop
modelvoorspellingen bruikbaar zijn.
FAMOS is toegepast op NEWS-DIN. Geschikte modelleerschalen zijn bepaald voor
model output en vijf SMPs die de volgende systemen modeleren: (1) oppervlakte
balans van N, (2) puntbronnen, (3) N-stroming in sedimenten en kleine riviertakken,
(4) DIN retentie in stuwmeren en (5) DIN retentie in grote riviertakken. Indicatoren
voor de geschiktheid van modelleerschaal worden gekwantificeerd op basis van
bestaande data en kennis. Een vergelijking wordt gemaakt tussen de schaal waarop
NEWS-DIN was toegepast en de geïdentificeerde geschikte schaal. Op basis hiervan
kunnen aanbevelingen gedaan worden voor verbetering van de toepassing van dit
model. De resultaten laten zien dat de meeste schalen van de originele toepassing van
NEWS-DIN geschikt waren. Met FAMOS is bepaald dat de ruimtelijke support en
temporele extent van enkele SMPs tijdens originele toepassing van NEWS-DIN
ongeschikt was. Voor de SMPs die DIN retentie in grote riviertakken en DIN export
naar kustwateren beschrijven, zijn geen geschikte waarden van temporele support
gevonden. De modelleerschalen tijdens de originele toepassing van NEWS-DIN
waren om praktische redenen zo gekozen dat ze pasten bij de beschikbare data. We
concluderen dat de modelleerschaal van NEWS-DIN verbeterd zou kunnen worden
als (1) ervoor wordt gezorgd dat kennis en data toereikend zijn om aquatische
processen in rivieren op een kleinere temporele support te modelleren, of als (2)
NEWS-DIN wordt gebruikt om voorspellingen te doen die gelden binnen een langere
tijdsduur.
De toepasbaarheid van FAMOS is bepaald voor modellen van N-stroming van
rivieren naar aquatische systemen in gerenaturaliseerde uiterwaarden. Zulke modellen
beschrijven systemen die kleiner zijn als de systemen waarop FAMOS geijkt is. We
concluderen dat FAMOS toegepast kan worden op zulke uiterwaardmodellen,
wanneer rekening gehouden wordt met drie fenomenen die de geschiktheid van
modelleerschaal beïnvloeden. Hiertoe moet FAMOS uitgebreid worden met drie
nieuwe indicatoren voor geschiktheid van modelleerschaal: (1) betrouwbaarheid
waarmee empirische relaties het geaggregeerde effect van een discontinu proces op Nstroming kunnen modelleren, (2) de geldigheid van bepaalde niet-lineaire
modelvergelijkingen, en (3) de betrouwbaarheid waarmee N-instroom gedurende het
verleden gemodelleerd kan worden. Deze nieuwe indicatoren zijn ter illustratie
toegepast op een hypothetisch model van een bestaande gerenaturaliseerde
uiterwaard. Uit deze toepassing blijkt dat het uitbreiden van FAMOS met de nieuwe
indicatoren zorgt voor een haalbare basis voor een alomvattende identificatie van
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geschikte schaal voor modellen van N-stroming van rivieren naar aquatische systemen
in gerenaturaliseerde uiterwaarden.
Nieuwe aspecten van de gepresenteerde methode voor identificatie van geschikte
modelleerschaal kunnen als volgt worden samengevat. Ten eerste resulteert de
geïdentificeerde geschikte schaal in een optimale balans tussen het gebruik van
beschikbare data en scenario’s, geldigheid van modelaannames, aanspraak op
beschikbare middelen, en de bruikbaarheid van modelvoorspellingen. Ten tweede
kunnen verschillende indicatoren gebruikt worden om de deze criteria te toetsen. Ten
derde worden geschikte schalen geïdentificeerd voor afzonderlijke
modelcomponenten met aanpasbare modelleerschaal (SMPs) en dus niet voor
modellen als geheel. Ten vierde wordt rekening gehouden met een aantal interacties
tussen schalen van model componenten en geschiktheid van bepaalde andere
modelleerschalen in hetzelfde model. SMP schalen beïnvloeden de geschiktheid van
schalen van andere SMPs. En de geschiktheid van een bepaalde waarde van en maat
voor modelleerschaal hangt meestal af van de waarde die gekozen wordt voor een
andere maat voor modelleerschaal binnen dezelfde SMP. Tenslotte beïnvloeden het
gemodelleerde systeem en het type modelvergelijkingen de methoden die geschikt
zijn om te indiceren wat de geschikte modelleerschaal is. Dit proefschrift laat zien dat
FAMOS een veelbelovende methode is die toegepast kan worden op een groot aantal
modellen en modeltypen.
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